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ABSTRACT

Contrary to what many textbooks and modeln-day classroom presentations claim,

the evolution ofour current concepts ofelectricity did not follow a neat straight-forward

path. The twists and turns taken often resulted in terminology and analogies that are

frequently misleading to students. For this reason, we need to understand what the

misconceptions and blind alleys were in the evolution of the science of electricity; when

and why the electrical engineering schools were established; how the developing

electrical industries influenced the curricula ofthe engineering education, and, finally,

what exactly the concepts were found imbedded in the theories ofelectricity. Through

exploration ofall these factors we will be able to see more clearly the similarities and the

differences between science and engineering approaches to the theories of electricity.

Such an exploration will also enable teachers to clarify to the students the models we all

accept, and facilitate the building of more easily workable conceptions of electricity.

This dissertation examines the history of the ideas and assumptions that underlie

our present theories ofelectricity and the way these theories are perceived, understood,

and taught in electrical engineering technology programs. The investigation focuses on

the concepts and mental models ofelectricity that students acquire in their introductory

electric circuits courses. These include the idea ofelectric charge, electric cunent,

electric potential, electric field, and examines the use of complex numbers and phasors in

the analysis ofalternating cunent circuits as they are taught in first year electric circuits

coufses.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Status of Teaching about Electricity

During the past twenty years, teachers ofphysics at all levels have been gradually

employing strategies designed to guide students from their initial preconceptions towards

understanding of the presently accepted theories. They put emphasis on conceptual

understanding ofthe scientific theories and understanding the nature of science rather

than simply presenting "the right theory" (Pan-Canadian Protocol; Brouwer, "Towards a

More Conceptual Way"). The teaching strategies range from including the history of

development of scientific theories in teaching physics Q.,liaz, "From Cathode Rays";

Niaz and Rodriguez, "The Oil Drop Experiment"; Stinner, "Context, Stories and

History") to designing the physics curriculum around a large-context problem (Klassen,

"A Theoretical Framework"; Stinner, " Physics and the Dambusters"). These approaches

solve some ofthe difflculties students frequently encounter and that veould otherwise be

seldom directly addressed. Teaching science at the post-secondary level, however, and

especially teaching theories of electricity to students in electrical engineering technology

programs, presents its own specific problems,

The problems encountered when explaining electrical phenomena come fiom

several sources. First, the quantities we use to def,rne electricity, such as electric potential
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or resistance are very abstract, Students acquire some oftheir concepts ofelectricity in

high school physics classes where the use ofanalogies is thought to improve students

understanding of theories of electlicity (Stocklmayer and Treagust, "A historical analysis

of electric currents in textbooks"). Moreover, many textbooks used in postsecondary

programs employ analogies in an attempt to bring electricity closer to students' everyday

experiences (Boylestad, 36-37), The problem is that the limitations ofthe analogies are

not always made sufficiently clear and students tend to hold to their concepts well past

their usefulness. Students then try to fit any new data to their existing ideas, rather than

adjust their ideas to the new data, Students are often unwilling to change their everyday

conceptions because these are familiar and well known to them tkough experience. An

example of such an analogy is the comparison of a flow of water with a flow of electric

cunent, Water flowing in a pipe is something that can be seen and touched, while the new

model ofelectric cunent as a form ofenergy transfer is abstract, often meaningless to

students, and outside ofstudents' experience. The harm in keeping the analogies to aid

the leaming ofconcepts is in forming wrong conclusions - \ryrong in a sense that

predicted outcomes do not correspond to observations, For example, students who lake

the analogy of water flow as electric current literally don't understand why the current

stops when the conductor is cut. As everyone knows, when a pipe is cut the water keeps

flowing out ofthe pipe. For students ofelectrical technology, who have to make a clear

distinction between open and short circuits early in their studies, the water analogy causes

more conftlsion than it aids in the understanding ofthe behaviour ofelectric circuits.
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Next, the gaps and inconsistencies in physics and engineering theories are seldom

explicitly stated. Furthermore, the unknowns are obscured by a huge amount of detailed

infpmation. For example, when teaching about electricity as a flow of electrons, students

learn the mass ofthe electron, the charge ofthe electron, and how to oalculate its drift

velocity. All such detailed information creates the impression that scientists know well

what electrons are, and are able to directly observe them. The description ofelectric

current as a flow ofelectrons causes proþlems later, when students must develop the

concept of alternating current. They frequently ask: Do the electrons flow back and forth?

If students do not satisfactorily resolve this question, they later struggle to understand

high frequency currents and phenomena such as "skin effect" and "radiation losses".

There is also confusion about what is understood to be a conceptual understanding

ofelectricity. Even instructors are often uncefain about the nature ofelectricity and

impart this uncefainty to their students (Mulhall et alii, "A Perspective on the Resolution

of Confusion in the Teaching of Electricity"). In these cases, better knowledge ofhistory

of electricity theories can be a valuable tool in understanding and conveying to the

students that vocabulary so highly charged with sensory imagery was derived from the

models and theories of electricity held at certain times, not necessarily from any objective

data or facts.

Finally, models and theories are often presented as unquestionable facts. In

mechanics, a model is usually thought of as a simplification of a more complex object. A

structure of a bridge with variable loading due to traffic and winds may be modeled by a
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beam with a periodically changing load at specific points. An electrical device, such as a

motor or a battery, may be modeled as a cor¡rection of lumped linear elements producing

the same output at the device terminals under specified conditions. In fact, the model is

"a black box" and we instruct students not to \4/orry about what is inside as long as on the

outside the black box displays the same behaviour as the actual device.

To compound the difficulties, theories and models are often presented in a

symbolic form, such as a mathematical equation, that is incomprehensible to students,

especially since the limitations ofthe equation are seldom discussed. To the students

then, the mathematical model becomes "a formula", an often meaningless cluster of

letters and numbers. A good example ofa "simple law" being difficult when expressed

mathematically is given by Eugene P. Wigner'sl discussion of Newton's law of

gravitation:

First, the law ... is simple only to the mathematician, not to

common sense or to non-mathematically minded freshmen;

second, it is a conditional law ofvery limited scope. It explains

nothing about the earth, which attracts Galileo's rocks, or about the

circular form of moon's orbit, or about the planets ofthe sun. The

explanation ofthese initial conditions is left to the geologist and

the astronomer, and they have a hard time with them ("The

Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural

Sciences" 53 1).

rEugen 
P. Wigner received a Nobel prize for physics in 1963 fo¡ his contributions to the theory ofthe

atomic nucleus.



There are many such "simple laws" in all branches ofphysics, In the electric

circuits theory, the "simplest law" is the Ohm's law. The Ohm's law expresses a

relationship between th¡ee abstract quantities: voltage, current, and resistance, It is

introduced to the students almost at the begiruring ofthe course, when they have very

vague ideas about what voltage, current and resistance may be, and it does not explain

anything about any of the three quantities, nor about electricity or electric charges.

The need oftechnology students to learn skills that will enable them to use

mathematical relationships to predict the behaviour ofdevices and systems is hampered

by plesenting mathematics as an entity separate fiom science and technology. This

practice results in students not relating what they learn in mathematics to the physical

world. When faced with a mixture of science and mathematics courses in technology

programs, students seldom realize that mathematics, scientific theories, and engineering

theories are human inventions that were developed as the need arose. Ideas were often

transferred from one field to another, and thus we have the same mathematical

description fitting different phenomena in science or technology. For example, expression

y: A sin c¡t can be used to describe either an observable or an unobservable quantity: it

can be a position ofa point on a sinusoidal curve, a position of a mass oscillating on a

spring on a frictionless surface, a statement describing variations ofan electromotive

force, or a statement describing changing conditions of magnetic flux.
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Although many researchers investigate teaching and leaming of electricity

theories at all school levels, they seldom look at the conditions that make teaching

electrical engineering technology courses different from teaching general science.

The intent ofthis dissertation is to examine the impact of the development ofthe

electricity theories and ofthe electrical industry on theories ofelectricity and on the way

these theories are presented in electrical engineering technology courses. The study

focuses on the concepts and mental models of electricity that students acquire in their

introductory electric circuits courses; more specifically the ideas ofelectric cunent,

electric potential, electric field, and the methodology of calculations of alternating current

circuits using complex numbers and phasors.

1.2 Research Questions

I have approached the topic ofteaching electricity theories in electric circuits

courses from a historical perspective. I have t¡aced the development oftheories of

electricity and electrical industry and their influence on teaching electric circuits theories.

My point of view has led me to formulate my two main questions:

. WÏat are the ideas, conditions, and assumptions that determined how theories

of electricity are perceived, understood, and taught in introductory electrical

engineering technology courses?
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How can we improve the clarity ofpresentation oftheories and methodologies

of electric circuits to students of introductory courses in electrical engineering

technology programs?

1.3 Assumptions

Based on literature that I will review in chapter 2, I have formed two assumptions.

Acknowledgement ofthese is important for the understanding of my thesis. One

assumption is that there are inconsistencies in the theories ofelectricity. The second

assumption is that engineers and technologists approach scientific theories differently

from physicists.

The inconsistencies in the theories ofelectricity are traceable to their historical

development. The difference in understanding and use ofelectricity theories by physicists

and engineers stems from the difference of purpose found in science and technology as

well as from the difference in their development. As far as the difference of purpose is

concerned, physicists and engineers do not have the same objectives even though they

both uée mathematics as an anal¡ical tool to investigate the physical world. Physicists

use mathematical relationships to devise conceptual models ofnatural phenomena, For

that purpose, they simplifi and idealize the phenomena by concentrating on only a few

aspects or properties and neglect all other influences. On the other hand, engineers and

technologists use mathematics to model devices that eventually will be built and are
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expected to wo¡k, often under adverse conditions. Therefore, engineers and technologists

must inciude all possible influences in their design.

We also have to consider the difference in developments ofscience and

engineering theories. According to Thomas Kuhn, development of scientific theories is a

non-cumulative process (The Structure ofSe 95-96). Kuhn categorized

all scientific activities as one oftwo types: normal science or revolutionary science.

Scientists practicing normal science use the existing theories to solve problems. They all

work within a paradigm that they all accept, and do not question the conectness of the

paradigm. Repeated failures of a theory that is a part of the paradigm to solve significant

problems eventually cause the foundations ofthe fheory to be questioned. The process of

development of a new theory then goes through a transition from normal science to

revolutionary science. During revolutionary change, a new theory competes with an

existing theory for acceptance. When the new theory replaces the old one, the older

paradigm is replaced in whole or in part by a new and incompatible paradigm.

We do not see such revolutionary changes in the development ofengineering

theories; engineering theories seem to be at least partly cumulative. The change ofa

science paradigm and the acceptance ofa new science theory may stimulate formulations

ofnew engineering models, theories and methodologies, but they do not necessarily

cause rejection ofthe existing ones. I emphasize that this is a personal opinion based on

years ofpractice. I don't mean to say that engineering theories do not get discarded; some



do, but it is done on some other basis thanjust an incompatible science paradigm. What

that basis exactly is could be a topic for another investigation.

It should be also highlighted that there is a lack of agreement on what

characteristics a good theory should have. In The Essential Tension (321-325), Thomas

Kuhn argues that a good scientifrc theory has five characteristics. It should be accurate;

meaning that predictions derived from the theory should agree with experiments and

observations. Second, it should be consistent with other current theories. Third, it should

be broad in scope, encompassing more than the phenomena it was originally intended to

explain. Fourth, a good science theory should be simple. Fifth, it should be fruitful and

open up ne\¡r' areas ofresearch. Of these five characteristics, the first characteristic applies

to a good engineering theory, and it applies with a great emphasis: a good engineering

theory must be accurate. Predictions obtained by using the theory must agree with

experiments and observations, i.e. the designed device or process must work as expected.

The fourth requirement, that the theory be simple, is desirable and ifthe theory will lead

to simplified methodology, then this requirement will cause rejection of the more

complex theory.

The rest of the requirements are inelevant for theories taught in engineering.

These theories are not always consistent; field theory, force-at-a-distance theory, and

electricity as a fluid theory are all presented side by side with equal emphasis, and all are

successfully used in design. They do not have to be broad in scope; an explanation ofone

particular phenomenon and a usefulness ofthe theory for design ofone type ofdevice

will justifu its acceptance. Neither will the lack of fruitfulness ofa theory as defrned by



Kuhn cause a rejection of methods based on that theory even if another more fruitful

theory exists.

1,4 Definitions of Scientific and Technical Terms Relevant to this Thesis

1,4,1 Terms Used by Electricity Theories

The elusiveness ofan exact meaning of terms used by electricity theories is best

illustrated by presenting several definitions from different sources.

Electric Chørge

The strength ofa palticle's electric interaction with objects around it depends on

its electric charge, which can be either positive or negative (Halliday et alii,

Fundamenlals of Phvsics 648).

Charge: An electrical property of matter that exists because ofan excess or a

dehciency ofelectrons. Charge can be either positive or negative (Floyd, Principles of

Electric Circuits 68)

Electric Current

When charge moves through a material, we say that an electric current exists in

the material (Halliday et alii, Fundamentals ofPhvsics 639).



The rate offlow ofcharge in a conductor is called the cunent (Boylestad et alii,

Circuit Analvsis, p.25).

Electric Potentful

Electric potential is a properly ofthe electric field itselt whether or not a charged

object has been placed in it (Halliday et alii, Fundamentals ofPhysics 710).

Potential: The voltage at a point with respect to another point in the electrical

system. Typically the reference point is ground, which is at zero potential (Boylestad et

alii, Circuit Analysis, p.28).

Eleclromøgnetic Field

The electromagnetic field is that part ofspace which contains and surrounds

bodies in electric or magnetic condition (Maxwell, The Scientific Papers 527).

If, in a given region ofspace, we find that an electrical force acts on a charged

particle, we say that an electrical field exists in that region (Alons, Development of

Concepts of Physics 542).

The electric field is a vector Jìeld: it consists of a distribution of vectots, one for

each point in the region around a charged object, such as charged rod. In principle, we

define the electric field by placing a positive charge qo, called a test cha¡'g¿, at some point
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near the charged object, such as point P inFig.24-1a. We then measure the electrostatic

force F that acts on the test charge. The electric field E at point P due to the charged

object is defined as

F'E=r (elecrric lìeld)
q

(Halliday et alii, Fundamentals ofPhvsics 654).

1.4.2 Technical Terms

Ferranti Effect

On lightly loaded or unloaded high voltage transmission lines the voltage at the

load end of the line can become considerably higher than the voltage at lhe source end.

This is called the Fenanti effect. The reason is the interaction between the inductance and

capacitance of the line.

Open Circuit

Open circuit are two points or terminals that are not connected by any element.

They may be at different potentials, but there is no electric current flowing between them.

Røtlittliott Losses

Radiation losses are the losses of energy in the form of electromagnetic waves

during the transfer of energy by a transmission line.
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Short Circuil

Short circuit is a very low resistance or zero resistance direct connection between

two points of an electric circuit, There is electric current flowing between the two points,

but the points are at the same potential.

Skin Effecf

At high frequencies, the cuûent distribution through the cross-sectional area of

the conductor is not uniform. Cunent density is higher near the surface (skin) of the

conductor and lower at the center. The consequence ofskin effect is that the resistance of

the conductor increases with the frequency.

1,5 Significance of the Study

This dissertation will contribute to meeting the need for greater clarity in

plesenting electrical engineering theories. The specific problems ofteaching science and

engineering theories in electrical engineering technology programs have not been

investigated in the past. My research will concentrate on the scientific and engineering

theories used for solutions of electric circuits problems. The results ofthese

investigations will be useful to instructors of electrical engineering technology courses

who want to improve students' understanding ofthe nature and origins ofengineering

theories and models of electricity.



1.6 Overvierv of the Method

The theoretical framework of this thesis is based on historical research. Historical

research involves careful reading and critical examination ofsources, selection ofthe

relevant materials, and interpretation ofpast ideas, beliefs, events, and societal structures,

Data for this thesis was collected from primary as well as secondary sources that include

contemporary textbooks, books on the history oftechnology and science, scientific

journals, oral histories collected by The Institute ofElectrical and Electronic Engineers

(IEEE), old textbooks on electrical engineering, electrical engineering trade joumals, and

information from the websites of The Smithsonian Institute and The IEEE.

The research for this thesis resulted in the synthesis ofexisting documented

developments oftheories ofelectricity, technology, electrical industry, and engineering

technology education, and in the application ofthe new insights to teaching electric

circuits theories and methodologies in electrical engineering technology courses.

1.7 Organizafion of the Dissertation

The research questions, the research method, and the overview of the study are

given in the introductory chapter 1.
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In chapter 2, I review the existing relevant literature. The review ranges from

research work on teaching physics at high schools to investigations ofteaching at college

and university introductory courses in physics and engineering.

The practical use ofelectricity started in the nineteenth century. The begiruring

and expansion ofthe electrical industry up to the early twentieth century are recounted in

chapter 3. The state oftechnology at that time was an imporlant factor in developing

engineering theories and methodologies that have been successfully used in engineering

design up to now. I limit my research ofthe history of the electrical industry to the early

twentieth century since the theories taught in electric circuits courses, which are the focus

of this dissertation, were developed at this time.

The need of the emerging electrical industry for a skilled work force led to the

establishment of electrical engineering education at the end ofthe nineteenth century.

The story of its founding and growth is necessary for understanding the curricula of

today's electrical engineering programs and I review it in chapter 4.

The development of the early theories of electricity is outlined in chapter 5. Our

predecessors attempted to find explanations fo¡ electric effects by using analogies of

familiar and successful theories in other fields, such as heat, fluids, and gravitation. They

disputed each other's theories, made modifications and altelations to accommodate newly

obseled phenomena, and often discarded theories and models that were no longer viable
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in the context of the science of their time. However, in many cases the terminology

survived the theories and its continued use is a source of confusion to students.

In chapter 6, I answer my first research question by exploring the fundamental

assumptions and ideas on which the theories ofelectricity are based and that were

formulated during the nineteenth century. These are the analogy between the theories of

heat and fluids and electricity, the concept of a field, an electric potential, and electric

cunent. The nineteenth century \ryas the period when the science of electricity underwent

a transformation from a qualitative science to a discipline that is so quantitative that in

the minds of many people electrical engineering and mathematics became almost

synonymous. The amount of mathematics, however, became a drawback for the

engineering profession. Thus, many practising engineers searched for more easily

accessible methodologies and models. How this problem was resolved and how the

resulting methods for solving alternating cunent circuits were developed is also described

in this chapter.

The curricula of all electrical engineering and electrical engineering technology

programs have a course on the electric circuits theory as one oftheir fundamental

courses. In chapter 7, I discuss the content ofa typical electric circuits course and the

teaching methods frequently employed by instructors and encouraged by electric circuits

textbooks. Finally, I answer my second research question by proposing a curriculum

matrix and offering several suggestions that would reduce the usual difficulties students

have with building their concepts of electricity.



Chapter 8 summarizes the content of this dissertation and suggests areas for

future research.

1.8 Limitations of the Dissertation

This dissefation examines the history of the ideas and assumptions underlying

our present theories ofelectlicity, and the way these theories are perceived, understood,

and taught in electrical engineering technology programs. The investigation focuses on

the concepts and mental models of electricity students study in their introductory electric

circuits courses. These include the idea ofelectric cunent, electric potential, electric field,

and the methodology ofcalculations of alternating cunent circuits taught in f,rrst year

electric circuits courses using complex numbers and phasors.

I focus on the theories taught in two to three-year electrical engineering

technology programs. However, since the four year electrical engineering cur¡icula

historically precede the shorter programs, and since there is a considerable overlap in the

theories taught in introductory courses in both types ofprograms, I find it necessary at

times to discuss both types of programs jointly or switch back and forth between them.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1,I introduced some of the diffrculties students experience when

attempting to build conceptual understanding ofelectricity. In this chapter, I will review

research in science education which gave me the initial ideas on which I built my

research. The papers included in the first part ofthe chapter examine the development of

students' conceptions in science. The investigations are not directly related to teaching

electricity theories, however, they present a line ofreasoning that I found relevant to the

topic ofmy thesis. The middle part ofthe chapter reviews research in teaching electricity

theories in secondary and post-secondary programs. The last part ofthe chapter includes

studies that I found diffrcult to include in either ofthe first two parts. Such are the

investigation concerning the function oftheories in engineering design, the examination

of the difference between scientists'and science teachers' perceptions of scientific

theories and the categorization of scientific theories by a well known philosopher of

science.
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2.2 Research Promoting Learners' Conceptual Development

Physics theories are generally expressed through mathematical models that use

quantitative variables. The symbolic language used in mathematical expressions results in

difficulties for students: they need to understand the symbols and the relationships

between the symbols. The semiotic process in interpreting mathematical models used in

physics is the main concern of De Lozano, Ragout and Cardenas in their paper "Some

Learning Problems Concerning the Use of Symbolic Language in Physics". In the view

ofthese authors, the interpretation of the model is dependent on the language used to

name and describe the variables. At the introductory college level, students are expected

and should be able to use mathematics as symbolic expressions ofconcepts. De Lozano

et alii refer to the well known excerpt from Galileo's Assayer:

Philosophy is wlitten in this vast book, which continuously lies upon

before our eyes (I mean the universe). But it cannot be understood unless

you have first learned to understand the language and recognise characters

in which it is w¡itten. it is written in the language of mathematics, and the

characters are triangles, circles, and other geometrical figures. Without

such means, it is impossible for us humans to understand a word of it, and

to be without them is to wander alound in vain through a dark labyrinth.2

2 translated by George MacDonald Ross, October, 3,2005.
http://rvrvw.philosophy.leeds.ac.uk/GMR/hmp/texts/modem/galileo/assayer.html#a24
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The point De Lozaîo et alii make is that scientific language has its rules.

Unfofunately, these rules are often not explicitly stated. The meaning ofwords such as

"force", "energy", and "work" used in the formal science or technology classroom is not

the same as when used in every day language, It is important to understand the specific

meanings of terms used in science and engineering and their relationship to the physical

world. Ifthe differences in the use ofthe words in everyday English and in physics are

not explicitly pointed ou! students tend to use these terms in their non-scientific

connotation. This presents a barrie¡ to the process of constructing concepts in science and

engineering theories.

Cotignola, Bordogna, Punte, and Cappan:rini in "Difficulties in Learning

Thermodynamic Concepts" examine the terminology that was formulated for earlier

models ofheat and that is still used in present thermodynamic theories. In order to

explain why I consider this paper important for my research, I have to briefly review the

history of thermodynamics.

The notion ofheat as a subtle, imponderable fluid persisted from ancient Greece

to the eighteenth century. During the seventeenth century, natural philosophers (lrlewton,

Boyle, and Hooke) suggested that heat is due to the motion ofparticles inside the bodies.

This theory ofheat as a fluid continued through the eighteenth and well into the

nineteenth century in the form ofthe caloric theory. According to the caloric theory, the

temperature of a body was associated with the density or tension ofthe free caloric fluid

held by it. In some conditions, such as in a change ofstate, the temperature ofa body did
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not change though it seemed that heat was flowing into it. Joseph Black (1728-1799)

tried to explain this finding by proposing that the caloric fluid could be inside matter. It

could be either in the interior ofthe material particles, where the thermometer could not

detect it (his form ofheat was called "latent heat"), or in the space between the particles,

where it could go from the body to the thermometer (this form was called sensitive heat)

(Cotignola et alii.282). The caloric theory ofheat was a very successful and useful

theory and although it was later discarded, the term latent heat is still used in most

textbooks. Cotignola et alii show that the use of terms like "heat capacity" and "latent

heat" reinforce the heat fluid concepts in the minds of students. Cotignola et alii's ideas

are important for this dissertation, because thermodynamic theories were used to develop

theories ofelectricity, and one ofthe early concepts of electricity was the concept of

electric fluid. For example the term "electric current" strengthens the model of eiectricity

as a flow of a material substance.

Another point Cotignola et alii make is the inconsistent use of the terms "heat",

"thermal energy", "heat capacity", and "internal energy". They are concerned that these

terms are misinterpreted by students and make them believe that bodies contain heat.

Cotignola et alii trace the inconsistencies to the evolution of thermodynamics: for

example, heat was defrned as a substance in the eighteenth century, a wave in the early

nineteenth century, a form ofenergy in the second halfofthe nineteenth century, and a

form of energy transfer today.
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Niaz et alii in "Arguments, Contradictions, Resistances, and Conceptual Change

in Students' Understanding of Atomic Structure" suggest the importance ofbeing aware

ofthe historical development ofscientific theories for a meaningful learning of science.

In this experimental study ofstudents' conceptual change at post-secondary level courses,

Niaz et alii followed two groups ofuniversity students' understanding ofthe nature of

science in the context of atomic theory development. The experimental group was taught

the evolution of atomic theory via class discussions after lectures. The control group was

taught the same topic via standard lectures. The class discussion provided an opportunity

for the experimental students to think and reflect on the plausibility ofnew conceptions

of atoms. Most ofthe students in the control class believed that science should be

concerned only with hard observable facts and that subjective interpretations are not

within the science domain. The experimental class ofstudents that paúicipated in the

class discussion showed more understanding of the historical development of the atomic

theories, and were more willing to speculate about the presented theories.

One of the fundamental concepts in science and in engineering is the concept of

energy. Ebenezer's research group strongly believed that it is valuable to systematically

explore students' conceptions and incorporate these into curiculum. Then students will

be able to see their own competing theories and contrast these with scientific theories.

Students will be in a better position to distinguish between the language that they use and

the scientific language. Furthermore, students will experience conceptual empathy when

teachers parallel learners' conceptions with the scientific knowledge development. When

students' conceptions are explored and exposed, then they are in a better position to learn
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science from a historical inquiry or conceptual change perspective. Based on these

beliefs, Ebenezer and Fraser ("First Year Chemical Engineering Students Conceptions of

Energy") and Liu, Ebenezer, and Fraser ("Structural Characteristics of University

Engineering Students' Conceptions ofEnergy") investigated first year engineering

students' conceptions of energy. In the first study, the chemical engineering students

witnessed demonstrations of making solutions of ionic compounds, followed by

interviews probing into their conception ofenergy in solution processes. It was found that

students did not have, what the authors called "a unified framework explaining the

processes". The second study used a new class of first year chemical engineering students

to fufher probe into students' conceptions ofenergy. Students were asked to list the ten

most important words associated with energy, and describe how their selected words

relate to energy, The students' responses were then used to develop concept maps. By

studying and comparing structures ofthe concept maps, it was concluded that students

understood the concept ofenergy conservation, but that they were not yet able to use their

knowledge to explain what happens during the solution-making process.

2.3 Research Promoting Conceptual Development of Electricity Theories

In the previous section I have discussed research into teaching concepts of

scientific theories such as atomic structure and energy, and students' understanding of

terminology used by scientists. These topics are important to any investigation into the

pedagogy ofteaching science in general. However, this dissertation is about teaching
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theories ofelectricity and therefore research into students' conceptions ofelectricity is

much more directly applicable. The first ofthe four papers that I have chosen for their

relevance is the study "Mental Models of Electricity" by Borges and Gilbert. The authors

interviewed secondary school students, tech¡ical school students, science teachers,

engineers, and electricians on topics taken from electric circuits theory. From the results

of the interviews, Borges and Gilbert identified four mental models ofelectricity:

electricity as flow, electricity as opposing cunents, electricity as moving charges, and

electricity as a field phenomenon.

In the model of"electricity as flow", electric cunent or electricity is perceived as

a material substance supplied by a battery and flowing through the circuit. When

presented with a circuit consisting ofa light bulb, a switch, and abafiety and being asked

what caused the light bulb to light up, students for the most part identified only the need

for the light bulb to be connected to the battery, even if it was by only one wire. The

practitioners emphasized the rules for making electricity flow; for example, in order to

light a light bulb, it must be connected to the battery and the circuit must be closed.

The research subjects who did not study electricity described electricity as

positive and negative currents separately travelling along the two connecting wires fi'om

the battery to the light bulb and being used by the light bulb to produce light and heat.

This is the conception to which the authors refened as "the model ofelectricity as

opposing cunents". In this model it is implicit that the electric cument in the circuit is not

conserved.



The model of"electricity as moving charges" was held by third year technical

school students, by some engineers, and by some technicians. This model is the idea that

electric cuffent is a flow ofelectrons moving through the conductor. The battery supplies

energy to the particles to keep the charges moving through the circuit. Since the light

bulb responds immediately to the closing ofthe switch, the interviewees believed that the

electrons move with the speed of light.

The research subjects that held the model of"electricity as a field phenomenon"

described electric cunent as motion ofparticles due to the electric field that is established

by the battery in the conductor. This view was held by many physics teachers and by

several technical school students. Most ofthe engineers accepted what the authors

classified as a version ofthe field model. In this version, the speed ofelectrons was

acknowledged to be very low but the speed ofthe transfer ofenergy was deemed to be

very high. The behaviour ofthe circuit was described in terms ofa potential difference

that causes a flow of something that carurot be more precisely specified, and was

understood in terms ofenergy transformation.

Borges' study showed that there is "a possible pattern ofprogression" from the

simple models (i.e., the earlier theory) towards more elaborate and abstract models (i.e.,

the more recent theory) as the level ofinstruction on electricity increases. However, a

person can have varying ways ofexplaining electricity, depending on the question that is

asked. The authors concluded that there is an advantage to learning the more complex
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theo¡ies since the subjects holding the more abstract models coped better with practical

aspects ofelectricity; for example, they were able to con¡ect the circuit correctly.

Even more pertinent than the above study is the research reported by Viennot and

Rainson on students' difficulties with identifying cause and effect in their paper titled

"Design and Evaluation ofa Research-Based Teaching Sequence: The Superposition of

Electric Field." The authors' hypothesis was that the content ofwhat is being taught and

the teaching method are closely intenelated and cannot be separated. In these authors'

view, it is necessary to analyze rhe content before the teaching method is decided.

The body of knowledge on which scholars agree at a given time

could be regarded as a landscape which can be lit from different

angles, observed from different perspectives and traveled by

different paths. There is a wide choice, therefore a need for a

decision,..... in order to define the teaching sequence.(l)

Fulthermore, Viennot and Rainson did not expect the presently accepted scientific

explanations to emerge fi'om classroom debates; they suggested that "views ofscience

need to be carefully introduced" (2) and "the teachingJearning process should therefore

take place in a context of motivated and guided constructive efforl'(2). In their study, the

authors investigated such motivated and guided constructive efforts in the concept

building of "superposition of static electric fields". They stated the principle of

superposition as:
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Any point charge creates an electric field at any point in space according

to Coulomb's law. This field is independent ofthe presence or absence of

other charges, and ofthe nature ofthe environment. The electric field

existing at a point is the vectorial sum ofelectric fields created at this

point by all the existing charges. (3)

Viennot and Rainson distributed questionnaires about "static electric fields" to 1837

students in France, Sweden, and Algeria. Students' academic levels ranged from grade 11

to the final year ofuniversity. From these questionnaires, the authors identified two main

problems: 1. students had diff,rculty accepting the existence ofelectric field in a medium

other than air when charges did not move; and 2. the majority ofstudents were not able to

use the superposition principle if the field was due to combination ofpoint charges and

charged bodies. Viennot and Rainson report that in spite ofthe seeming simplicity ofthe

principle, students have "tendencies to ignore a cause if no effect is visible, associate a

cause with only one effect, and consider only one cause for a given effect." (3)

Mulhall, McKittrick, and Gunstone summarize the resealch on teaching electricity

in secondary schools and introductory undergraduate courses in "A Perspective on the

Resolution of Confusion in the Teaching ofElectricity. The authors present the teachers'

and students' perception that concepts ofelectricity are highly abstract and diffrcult, Their

review ofexisting research (up to 2001) helps to reveal that the science ofelectricity

includes several theories which are mutually incompatible. They give an example using the

notion of"electric cunent" that is altemately described as electric charges in motion, or as

something that transfers energy from one place to another.
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The second point Mulhall et alii make is that teachers at all levels find it problematic

to try to present the science ofelectricity as one all-encompassing theory:

,.. we now have a good knowledge ofthe range and nature of

models/analogies/metaphors used by students, teachers (school and

university), engineers and those working with electricity in practical

context, . .. However, questions such as, "what

models/analogies/metaphors?" "when?" "at what levels?" "why (i.e., with

what pedagogical justifìcation)"? remain, at least in terms of detail,

unconsidered (580).

Mulhall et alii conclude that "teachers are uncertain of the concepts to be taught and

oftheir own understanding ofthese concepts", and further, that "text books are confused in

their presentation of concepts", and, finally, that there is "a lack of consistency in the detail

of intended learning outcomes" (577).

In their paper "A Historical Analysis of Electric Currents in Textbooks",

Stocklmayer and Treagust briefly discuss Faraday's experiments and his rejection ofthe

electric fluid theories in favour of his ideas ofelectric fields and lines offorce.

Stocklmayer and Treagust then continue their line ofreasoning by describing Maxwell's

use ofanalogies in the development ofthe mathematical analysis ofFaraday's lines of

force, and by contrasting Faraday's and Maxwell's theories with the theories ofelectrical

fluids. Finally, they review the treatments of transmission ofelectricity along a wire as
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presented by textbooks from 1891 to 1991. Their findings show that the presentation of

electric current in secondary school science textbooks changed very little during the

investigated period and essentially has adhered to the fluid theories ofthe early

nineteenth century, prior to Faraday. 'While in the textbooks written in the 1890s both Du

Fay's two fluid theory and Franklin's one fluid theory are somewhat tentatively

described, in the textbooks published in the second halfofthe twentieth century the fluid

theories of electricity, mutated into a theory of flow of electrons, are presented as an

indisputable scientific fact. Textbooks of elementary physics do not discuss field theories

ofelectric current at all. Stoklmayer et alii interpret this as representation ofthe dilemma

first voiced by Shipstone in "A Study of Children's Understanding ofElectriiify jn

Simple D,C. Circuits": Should children be taught the scientihc model of electricity or is

an understanding ofhow to use electricity in their daily lives sufficient? Shipstone's

question is analogous to one ofthe issues addressed by this research - the problem of

effective use of superseded scientific theories in engineering design methodologies.

2.4 Other Research Relevant to this Dissertation

Apparent in the studies ofBorges and Gilbert and Viennot and Rainson is the

difference in conception building by students of different academic levels and varying

practical background, although the researchers do not explicitly point this out. This issue

and the issue of different understanding ofscientific theories by scientists and engineers

are addressed by Heruy Petroski, a professor ofcivil engineering and history at Duke
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University. According to Petroski, the fundamental difference between science and

engineering is best illustrated in the approach taken to the study ofthe environment.

While engineers strive to change their environment, scientists are primarily concerned

with understanding the universe as it is. Petroski describes engineering as "a fundamental

human process that has been practiced from the earliest days ofcivilization" (I¡ycnlis4

bv Design 2). The complex computational methods used by engineers help them to

analyze ideas, but the ideas themselves come from the basic human desire to change the

environment. However, engineering methodologies that focus on guiding towards

successful design without discussing how the design may fail leave out an important

aspect of the process. Petroski argues that in spite of powerful computational methods

and analysis, many designs result in failure. Historical case studies offailed designs are a

very effective way of avoiding future debacles and therefore should be part ofthe

engineering curriculum. Although Petroski's main concerns lay in civil engineering, his

conclusion on historical studies of failure is valid for any engineering discipline, since all

engineering disciplines employ a trial and error approach to design and tend to interpolate

from existing designs to a much larger or to a much smaller scale.

The differences in perception ofa scientific theory by high school teachers and by

scientists are explored by Deng in "The Distinction Between Key Ideas in Teaching

School Physics and Key Ideas in the Discipline ofPhysics". Deng gives several examples

of the dissimilarity ofkey ideas in school physics and in the discipline ofphysics; the

most simple ofthese being the speed oflight. According to Deng, at the high school

level, the speed of light is presented by posing two questions: "How fast can light
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travel?" and "How was the speed oflight measured in the past?" For a physicist, the

speed of light is a given physical constant, with little reference as to how it was

measured. Deng builds his ideas on John Dewey's distinction between the psychological

and the logical, and on the theory of"referential realism" proposed by the British

philosopher of science Rom Harré. In-FISwlUe lhltk and Experience and Education,

Dewey saw two distinct aspects in every study or subject, one for scientists and one for

teachers. According to Dewey, scientists perceive a given science subject as a body of

truth that can be used to make new discoveries. Dewey calls this the logical aspect of

experience. The psychological aspect of the given subject matter is experienced by

teachers who are not concerned with making new discoveries but view the science

subject as a stage ofdevelopment ofscience.

In Varieties of Realism, Rom Harré defends "modest realism" which he defines as

an acknowledgement ofour perception of the natural world as its "genuine disclosure".

Rom Harré distinguishes three types oftheories in science and each type he associates

with a domain of referents called "realm". According to Hané, type 1 theories are used to

explain observable phenomena and predict outcomes. The referents oftype 1 theories

belong to Realm 1. These are quantities that can be actually experienced by the observer.

A typical type 1 theory is classical kinematics in which different types of motion are

precisely described by the concepts of displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Type 2

theories use unobservable quantities to explain observable phenomena. Harré gives as

examples of lype 2 theories the plate tectonic theory and the bacterial theory ofdisease.

Deng's examples are the representation oflight as electromagnetic radiation and an
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explanation ofthe interference pattem oflight. In general, type 2 theories involve a

representation ofa physical system which, at the time ofthe formulation of the theory,

had not yet been observed. The referents of type 2 theories belong to Realm 2. These are

quantities that could be experienced by an observer (Varieties of Realism ,71). Harré

also defines type 3 theo¡ies which I will not discuss here since they are not relevant to

this thesis. Hané believes that realism has a different form in each "realm" and that for

each "realm" its individual phi.losophy of science should be developed. At the same time,

he acknowledges that the boundaries between the tlree "realms" are "ill defined" (237)

and change with technological development,

Using examples fi'om theories oflight, Deng shows that high school teachers tend

to use Type 1 theories and relate the theories to students experience, interests, and

knowledge background. High school teachers "reconnect with the historic and

psychological processes through which scientists developed the subject matter" (Deng,

263). On the other hand, key ideas in the intellectual discipline ofphysics tend to be Type

2 and Type 3 theories which usually are the latest forms ofscientists' understanding of

the subject matter. Harré's classification of theories will be useful in examining theories

ofelectricity, which are mostly type 2 theories. For instance, unobservable quantities

such as electric charges or electric fields are used to describe observable phenomena:

heat, motion, or light. However, for many students as well as for many teachers, the

quantities explaining the phenomena are what they consider observable quantities -
electric cuuent and electric potential - that are measured by instruments. The object of
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this dissertation is the examination ofthe teaching oftheories and methodologies of

electric circuits, which are mostly Type 2 theories.

Alan H. Cromer is a physics professor at Northeastern University, Boston, with a

strong interest in high school physics education, Cromer is one ofan increasing number

of contemporary science educators who critically examine constructivist theories of

leaming. In his assessment ofteaching in secondary and post-secondary schools, Cromer

criticizes the insistence of constructivist researchers that students use their own

experience in building their understanding ofphenomena. Cromer's objections are that

students usually do not have much experience; do not notice details ofthe phenomena

investigated unless the details ale pointed out to them; and do not have a theoretical

framework that would enable them to organize their observations. Cromer also presents

suggestions on developing curricula that advance students' understanding in a methodical

manner. For the purposes ofthis research, the important aspect of Cromer's view is that

he makes a distinction between scientists' and science educators' undelstanding of

science. Although Cromer is writing about teaching science students, his ideas can be

used as a staúing point for exploration ofteaching engineering courses. In contrast to the

constructivism of many researchers in secondary education that I reviewed in the

previous sections, Cromer in Connected K¡owledge (27) advocates the need for a

theoretical framework as the necessary pre-requisite for teaching science in introductory

college physics courses. Surprisingly, Cromer's theoretical framework is similar in nature

to the constructivist teaching strategies ofViennot and Rainson. Cromer's statement,

"Science requires a theoretical structure prior to experimentation and measurement, since
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without a theory it isn't possible to extract from the multitude of factors present in every

situation those that are relevant" and Viennot and Rainson's view "We think that views

ofscience need to be carefully introduced, in a top-down process among others, and that

they camot all just come out of debates between pupils presented with appropriate tasks"

(2), both call for essentially the same approach in presenting science. In their view, it is

necessary to present the theory and then do experiments and measurements that will

confirm it.

2.5 Summary

Several important conclusions can be drawn from the above literature review.

First, language and the consistency of terminology are important to conceptual

development. This position was stated by De Lozano et alii who looked at the vocabulary

ofmechanics and how it differs from everyday language and by Cotignola et alii who

examined the language of thermodynamic theories and the use of terms taken from earlier

theo¡ies. De Lozano's and Cotignola's research are important for this dissertation because

the issues they investigated have clear parallels in the theories ofelectricity. The concept

ofelectric current in the theories ofelectricity is analogous to heat flow in

thermodynamics. These terms were introduced when heat flow and electric current were

believed to be a flow of a material fluid, The second conclusion they made was that in

lay language, words like "energy", "work", or "force" have different meanings than when

used in thelmodynamics, This is also true in theories of electricity.



Next, we gained insight from the foregoing literature review into how scientific

theories are employed by many diverse users for a wide range ofpurposes. Students

learning science, educators teaching science, scientists doing research, engineers

designing equipment, all employ the same theories. However, they each have a different

perspective. The difference in the perceptions ofphysics theories by physics teachers and

by scientists is discussed by Deng. Another researcher who makes the distinction

between scientists and science educators' understanding ofscience is Cromer. While both

Deng and Cromer examine teaching ofphysics theories in general, Borges and Gilbert

focus on the modeling ofelectric circuits. They contrast the understanding ofelectricity

by secondary school students, tech¡ical school students, science teachers, engineers, and

electricians, Their conclusion is that the specific model ofan electric circuit a person will

use is greatly influenced by his or her past experiences. Vierurot and Rainson, while not

directly sfudying the differences in perception of scientific theories by various

professionals, also acknowledge that scientific theories are a body ofknowledge "which

can be lit from different angles, obselved from different perspectives and traveled by

different paths" (1). The issue of different view ofscientific theories by engineers and by

scientists is addressed by Petroski, who sees the fundamental difference between science

and engineering in the approach each takes to the study ofthe environment.

Based on the reviewed research, we can assert that teachers' conceptions of

scientific theories play an important role in students' conception building. Mulhall et alii

found that "teachers are uncertain of the concepts to be taught and oftheir own
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understanding of these concepts" (577) and that their lack of confrdence compromises

students' conceptual development, Teachers' conceptions, however, are not always

uncertain. Teachers also may hold conceptions that are well developed and influenced by

their understanding of the nature of science. In some instances, constructivist and realist

positions come to the same conclusions, although they will use different terminology, as

is the case of Viennot and Raison and Cromer. In this case, constructivists and realists all

agree that appropriate teacher intervention is necessary ifstudents are to develop

conceptions corresponding to generally accepted scientifrc theories.

Finally, the reviewed research deals with students' preconceptions and conceptual

development. There are not many enquiries into teaching a body ofknowledge that has to

be eventually used by students for a practical purpose, i.e., the design and troubleshooting

of equipment and systems. Many phenomena are practically impossible to demonstrate at

college laboratories, or even at university laboratories in a way that make the ideas

accessible to students. In spite ofthat, teaching a body ofknowledge in technology

prog¡ams must go beyond teaching concepts or guiding students to build their own

individual concepts. At the end, students must accommodate theories and models in such

a way that they are able to use methods accepted by industry and which are regarded as

standard. The challenge is how to do that.

In the next chapter I will review the development ofelectrical industry in the

nineteenth century. The story of its founding and growth is necessary for understanding

ofthe cunicula oftoday's electrical engineering programs, because the need ofthe



emerging electrical industry for skilled work force led to the establishment ofelectrical

engineering education at that time. (Rosenberg3, Academic Physics and the Origins of

Electrical Engineering in America 66-67).

3 Roberl Rosenberg is an electrical engineer and a historian ofelectrical engineering with the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.



Chapter 3

DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICÄL INDUSTRY

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

3,1 Introduction

Electrical engineering programs \¡/ere first established at the end ofthe nineteenth

century with the goal ofproviding a skilled work force for the then emerging electrical

industry (Rosenberg). The prevailing concepts of electricity and the state oftechnology

at that time were impofant factors in determining the contents of the electrical

engineering courses and in developing models, theories, and methodoiogies that became

paÍ of the curriculum ofall electrical circuits courses up to the present time.

3,2 Early Electrical Industries

Up to the end ofthe eighteenth century, the electricity used in all experiments was

produced by rubbing a suitable material such as sulphur, glass or rubber. Experiments

with frictional electricity helped to categorize materials as conductors and insulators,

found that objects could be electrified by conduction or electrostatic induction, and had

shown that electricity has thermal and light effects. All these electrical experiments were

ofgreat interest to the experimenters; however, they had no impact on society. The nature
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ofelectrical experiments was fundamentally changed by two discoveries. The first

discovery was Alessandro Volta's (1745-1827) invention of a steady source ofelectricity,

the electric battery in 1800. The second discovery occuned twenty years later when Hans

Christian Oersted (1777- 1851) noticed that electric cunent in a copper wire exefs a force

on a magnetic needle.

Volta's invention transformed electricity from being an interesting field ofstudy

with no practical use to a valuable source ofpower. The invention of the electric battery

started the steep rise in the number of inventions and in¡ovations that marked the

electrical industry ofthe nineteenth century. The electric battery was very quickly

commercialized and became the first step in the development ofthe electrical industry

that in the initial years had three major branches: electrolysis and electroplating,

telegraph, and electric lights.

Electrolysis was the first industrial application ofelectricity. Just a few weeks

after Volta's presentation to the Royal Society, William Nicholson ( 1753 - 1815), an

English inventor and naturalist, and Anthony Carlisle (1768-1840), an English surgeon,

also built the electric battery and used it to pass electric current through water and

decompose it into hydrogen and oxygen. This triggered a race: What other coÍtmon

substances can be broken up into their elements by electric current? Who can build the

biggest battery? Large batteries consisting of large number of intercon¡ecting cells were

built in many laboratories, including a battery built by Humphly Davy (1778-1829) for

the Royal Society in London in 1807. Davy's battery was constructed frorn 250 metal
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plates, and he used it for separating potassium from potash, calcium from lime, and

sodium, barium, and strontium from other compounds by electrolysis.

Volta's type of battery uses a chemical reaction to separate electrons and positive

ions, and as the zinc in the battery gets used up, the electric current weakens and

eventually stops, That means that a battery must be replaced by a new one after it is

discharged, and therefore it should be relatively inexpensive. There have been many

different electric batteries developed since then, using different materials and also

varying in the amount ofcunent they can develop and the length of time they can keep

delivering it.

3,3 Telegraphy

The telegraph was one of the important technological consequences ofthe

invention ofthe battery and the discovely of a relationship between electricity and

magnetism. Since the earliest recorded times, people wished for a way of transmitting

messages over long distances and devised various systems to achieve it, the earliest being

signal fires, drums, canier pigeons and so on. At the end of the eighteenth century,

Claude Chappe (1763-i805) developed a semaphore telegraph. This telegraph consisted

of towers spaced within the line of sight of a telescope. The towers were manned by

operators who worked semaphores located on top ofthe towers. For example the

telegraph between Paris and Toulon, a distance of 475 miles, had 120 towers and it took

ten to twelve minutes to transmit a message (Kirby et alii, 336-337; Finch, 32).
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At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the availability of sustained electrical

curent and the discovery of electromagnetic induction brought about the idea of

electrical telegraph. In 1820, Ampère suggested using a separate electric circuit for each

letter. It took around ten years to develop telegraphs based on Ampère's idea, but they

never became practical.a Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875) and William Fothergill Cooke

(i 806-1879) introduced their telegraph in 1837. They used six wires for the transmission

of a message. The first commercial line they built was one mile long and later in 1839 it

was extended to l8 % miles.s In the United States, Joseph Henry experimented with the

idea ofactivating a magnet at the fal end of a mile long electric circuit and described his

experiments in 1831, Independently of Wheatstone and Cooke, Samuel Morse (1791-

1872) used the results of Henry's experiments in his invention ofa telegraph that he

introduced also in 1837. In 1843 Morse succeeded in getting a grant from the U.S.

government to build a telegraph line from Baltimore to Washington. Initially, Morse

hoped to sell his line to the U.S. Congress, but that hope did not materialize. Eventually

the line became part of the Western Union Telegraph company organized by Ezra Cornell

(1807-1874). By 1862, there were 15,000 miles oftelegraph lines in Britain, 80,000 miles

in Europe, and 48,000 miles in United States (Deny and Williams, A Short History of

Tech¡oloey 627)

a These ere telegraphs designed by William Ritchie in 1830 and Paul von Schilling-Cannstadt in 1832.
5 On New Years Day in 1845 the telegraph got a huge amount ofpublicity by being an instrurnent in
apprehending a murderer. A man took a train ÍÌom London to Slough rvhere he poisoned a rvoman and
boarded a train back to London. The victim realized that she was poisoned and began to scream. Her
screams alerted the neighbours who sarv the man leaving his victim's house. The description ofthe
murderer was immediately wired to London. The railroad detective trailed the murderer to his home and
next day the police affested him (Kirby et alii, 338-339)
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Up to this time, the telegraph lines were built by "trial and error", which means

that scientific theories were not used for the design ofthe lines. That changed after the

fìrst attempt to install transatlantic cable in 1857/58 resulted in a disheartening and very

expensive failure. The breakdown ofthe line just after two weeks of operation prompted

the involvement of William Thomson (Lord Kelvin, 1824-1907) in the next transatlantic

cable installation. This was probably one ofthe f,trst introductions of mathematical

analysis into what was essentially an electrical engineering design. I will discuss it

fufiher in chapter 6.6

3,4 Electric Light and Porver

In 1810 Humphry Davy used his large battery to create an electric arc. This

inspired the idea ofusing electricity for light. However, even the largest batteries were

not capable ofsupplying the electric arc with a sufficient amount ofelectricity for the

required time. Practical arc lights were developed only after the invention of the dynamo,

a machine that produced electricity by using Faraday's discovery ofinteraction between

the magnetic and electric effects. After the invention of the dynamo by Zenobe Theophile

Gramme in 1870, the electric arc lights were widely used for outdoor applications

approximately up to the end ofthe nineteenth century. In the last decade of their use they

wele gradually replaced by incandescent lights.
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Electric lights brought electricity into streets and homes and made the general

public daily aware of electric power. They also created the necessity of building electric

transmission lines in order to bring the electric power to the lights. For example Edison's

famous system at Pearl Street in New York consisted ofthe dynamo, transmission lines

that he had installed under the streets ofNew York, the light bulbs, and switches.

Although Maxwell's equations apply to electric generators and motors, the

invention of electric machines preceded Maxwell's equations. The development of

devices that could convert mechanical power into electrical power - the electric

generators - followed directly from Faraday's discovery of electromagnetic induction,

The electric generators produced a periodically variable electric cunent which was at the

fìrst half of the nineteenth century considered unusable for any practical applications.6

Both the scientists and the industry were accustomed to a unidirectional electric cur¡ent

provided by the electric discharges and by electric batteries. To counteract this perceived

problem, electric generators were fitted with mechanical commutators that switched the

flow of current through the load. It was only towards the end ofthe nineteenth century

when Nicola Tesla (1856-1943) invented the alternating cunent motor (1888) and George

Westinghouse (1846- 1914) bought the American patent rights for the transformer that the

altemating cunent became the main means of transmission and distribution of electric

power. Ever larger electric generators combined with transmission lines were then able to

deliver huge amounts ofpower to locations where no other power could be practically

made available in sufficiently large amounts, such as to geographically isolated mines.

6It should be noted that the first alternating current generators produced very distorted voltage waveforms,
not the clean single ÍÌequency sinusoidal voltages to which we are accustomed norv.



Cont¡ary to the generally accepted myth, Thomas Edison (1847-1931) did not

introduce electric lights and electricity distribution to North America. He was preceded

by Charles Brush (1849-1929), an inventor from Cleveland. Brush installed electric arc

lights of his own design, supplied by a direct cunent generator that he also improved at

the Telegraph Supply Company where he worked in 1878. In 1879, Brush convinced the

Cleveland City Council to allow him to illuminate the city square and the sunounding

streets. The frrst central electric station opened in 1879 and was operated by the

California Electric Company ofSan Francisco. The plant used equipment supplied by

Brush. The electricity was used to supply 22 elecfrtc arc lights and was distributed by

direct current lines. By 1880, there were stations licensed by Brush operating in New

York, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, and many other cities. However, the best known

direct current distribution system was Edison's, operated from the Pearl Street Station in

New York, starting in 1882. Edison's system was a 3-wire 2201110 V 7. It supplied a

load of incandescent lamps with a total power of 30 kW. Similar electric power

distribution companies were opening in practically every city in North America,

supplying not only lights, but also newly improved direct current motors. Direct curÍent

systems seemed to be well established.

In Eulope, however, alternating current transmission was preferred. One ofthe

fìrst systems was installed in London, another one in ltaly in early 1880's. Both were

designed by Gaulard and Gibbs. Their success spumed the development of altemating

7 Some references give 25OV lI25Y



cur¡ent transmission in the United States. The main proponent of alternating current

transmission was Westinghouse who bought the patents covering the altemating current

systems and put into operation an alternating cunent system in Great Banington,

followed by systems in Pittsburgh and Buffalo.

The alternating current distribution was fiercely opposed by Edison. His strong

opposition was not based on engineering or scientific reasons, but on economics. Edison

invested large amounfs ofmoney in the installation ofunderground direct current

distribution lines and was not willing to abandon his investments. Edison's company had

laid copper lines embedded ìn concrete under many New York streets in anticipation of

future expansion, and was thus fìnancially committed to direct current distribution. Both

sides, Westinghouse and Edison, claimed and advertised that the competitor's system had

a high incidence of fires, injuries and fatalities. During 1 887-88, Edison escalated the

fight by paying street children to catch dogs and cats (25c ahead) and using alternating

cunent to electrocute the animals in front ofan audience. This he called

"Wesfinghousing". To really prove his point, Edison electrocuted larger animals as well,

several calves, and even a horse. Eventually, Edison hired Professor Harold P. Brown

with whose help he ananged a contract with Sing Sing plison to use an electric chair for

executions. The first execution was on August 6, 1890, of William Kemmler. The

generator used for this purpose had to be, ofcoutse, an alternating current generator made

by Westinghouse. Since Edison could not buy it directly from the Westinghouse

Company, he bought a used Westinghouse-made generator ttu'ough a broker.



The alternating cunent vs. direct current dispute became a topic of

discussion in several state legislatures, where Edison testified about the dangers of

alternating cunents. In spite ofall Edison's efforts, the trend began to turn towards

alternating current systems. The openings of silver mines in Colorado were a fufther

boost for alternating cument transmission. The mines were usually located a long

distance away from any source ofpower. The distance was too large for a direct

current distribution, but an alternating cument was successfully used to transmit

power from remote hydroelectric stations to the mines. The systems were isolated;

there were no standards, so the frequency used for the generation varied. They were

usually governed by factors such as the application for which the power was used,

the speed at which the generator could be driven, or the manufacturing capabilities.

The most commonly used frequencies were 16 213 H2,25 H2,30 Hz, 40 H2,50 Hz,

60 Hz, 66 2/3 Hz, 83 1/3 Hz, 125 Hz and, 133 1/3 Hz. The seemingly odd fractional

frequencies came from the fact that in the nineteenth century the ffequency was

expressed in alternations per minute, rather than cycles per second, which is the

older name for Hz. Benjamin Lamme (1864-1924), a long time engineer with

Westinghouse, gives an example of a Westinghouse-made single phase alternator

that had 8 poles, was run at a speed of2000 rpm and generated voltages with

16,000 alte|nations per minute, which is equal to 133 1/3 Hz (Lamme, Electrical

Engineering Papers 570). 8 The Thomson-Houston company manufactured

generators that had a frequency of 15,000 alternations per minute or 125 Hz.

I Lamme seems to be implying that this generator \vas made sometime bet\veen 1886 and 1889
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The generators in the above examples were used to supply single phase circuits

for electric lights. Transformers were already used for the distribution and that was

probably the reason for the relatively high frequency. A need for lower frequency came

with the use ofdirectly coupled generators; their speed had to be much lower and a

higher frequency would require a very high number ofpoles. Again Lamme gives an

example: a generator dliven at 80 rpm would have to have 200 poles to produce 133 1/3

Hz, which would have been practically impossible to manufacture at that time. In general,

lower frequencies were considered unsuitable for transformers, because they require

larger cores than higher frequency transformers. The existing 125 Hz and 133 1/3 Hz

frequencies were too high for the new directly coupled generators. The Westinghouse

Company came up with a compromise of 60 Hz,

The induction motor, invented by Tesla in 1888 and improved by the

Westinghouse Company over the next five years, needed a polyphase distribution. Even

before bringing the motor to the market, the Westinghouse Company decided to build

polyphase systems at the lower 60 Hz fi'equency and use them for the lights, with the

hope they would be later used for the motors as well. They introduced their first

polyphase machine at the Chicago World Fair in 1893. This was a two phase generator

with the cunents displaced by 90 degrees and each phase operated separately. The first

tluee phase system, a precursor to our modern three phase distribution systems, was

probably the transmission line from Lauffen to Frankfurt in 1891, operated at 30 kV. This

line to supply power to the Frankfurt Electro-technical Exhibition was built as ajoint
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venture by the German company Allgemeine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft (AEG) and a

Swiss company Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon.

In 1889 a decision was made to develop a hydroelectric station at Niagara Falls.

An international commission to study the options was appointed and headed by Sir

William Thompson, who was knighted as Lord Kelvin in 1866 for his contributions to the

success ofthe transatlantic telegraph cable. The Niagara Falls station and the power line

to Buffalo were built in 1895. The station had three two-phase twelve-pole generators

capable ofdelivering i5 000 hp (1 1.2 kW) ofpower, rotating at 250 rpm and generating

2200 V, The combination ofspeed and number ofpoles resulted in a frequency of25

Hz.e A¡other curiosity of the Niagara Falls-Buffalo system was the interconnection from

the two phase generators to the three phase transmission line accomplished by the Scott

connection of tlansformers. lo

The 25 Hz frequency became a standard in North America. As late as the 1960s,

lhe 25 Hz frequency was used in large parts of Ontalio and in some smaller areas it is still

used. In most of the North America, 60 Hz, the standard accepted by Westinghouse, was

used.

It is now often said that the altemating cunent distribution prevailed because of

its ability to transform easily to higher voltages and thus more easily and more

' íÌeouencv = ! r revolutions ner sec ond2'
r0 Charles F. Scott (1864-1944) was electrical engineer empioyed by Westinghouse. lvhile there he assisted
Nicola Tesla rvith development ofthe ac motor. Later Scott became a professor and head ofthe Electrical
Engineering at the Sheffìeld Scientific School at Yale University.
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economically transmit lafger amounts of power over larger distances. This may be

partially true, but it is not the whole story. For example a textbook by Alfred Still,

Electric Power Transmission, published as late as 1919, describes high voltage ( I 00 kV)

d.c, transmission over a distance of 124 miles in France. This is what Alfred Still says

about the choice ofthe system:

On this continent, it is usual to transmit electric power by means of

three phase alternating cun'ents, the periodicity being 25 or 60 cycles

per second. In Europe the Thury system of continuous cuuent

transmission at high voltages has met with success; it has much to

recommend it, and there appears to be no reason why it should not

meet with equal success on this continent; but it is probable that

thlee phase fansmission, at pressures even higher than those now in

use, will hold its own for a considerable time to come. (37)

Clearly, the impossibility of transformation was not an insurmountable deterrent.

At the time this was written, an alternating cunent transmission at 150 kV in USA from

Big Creek to Los Angeles was already in operation. The high voltage alternating cuffent

transmission eventually took over, but in the 1960s dilect current transmission regained

acceptance fol very long transmission lines.
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3,5 Summary

The time ofthe beginning and the expansion ofthe electric power industry

was a period during which the processes ofinvention and improvement of

electrical systems and devices changed from an empirical approach oftrial and

error to using mathematical and scientific models. As both science and technology

began to rely on mathematics, the relationship between them stated to change,

Although the use of scientific theories and mathematical models in engineering

design did not remove the necessity ofdesign by trial and error, it made possible

predictions ofthe behavioul ofobjects and equipment under changing conditions

before the equipment was actually built and tested.

Many ofthe important technological inventions in the nineteenth century were a

direct result of applications ofscience. For example, within thirty years, Faraday's

discovery of magnetic induction led to the invention ofthe electric dynamo and electric

motor, and over the next thifiy years, to the construction oflalge powel stations and

extensive power grids for transmission ofelectric power. Faraday's work also led to

Maxwell's theoretical work on electromagnetic fields and Hertz' experiments with

electromagnetic radiation. Hefiz' experiments later inspired Marconi's invention of

wireless transmission.

Another sign of a new relationship between the science of electricity and

electrical technology came with a new organization ofresearch. An example ofthe new
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systematic approach is the developmental work ofEdison's company on the incandescent

light bulb. Edison organized his employees into groups so that each worked on a separate

part ofthe invention. In the case ofthe light bulb, there were three groups; one group

worked on developing the filament; another on frnding the right gas with which to

surround the filament; and still another group was developing the process for sealing the

glass containers. Each group was staffed by different workers who possessed different

skills. Under conditions like these, it became very unlikely that new science discoveries

or new technological inventions would be made by an unschooled person working on

his/her own. By the beginning ofthe tvventieth century, electrical science and electrical

technology were institutionalized. The rise ofresearch laboratories created the prototype

ofa scientist as a person with a technical education, engaged in systematic,

methodological research. It also contributed to the myth ofscience providing the

theoretical foundation for technology.

Out of many of the large-scale research laboratories that were associated with the

electrical industry came many new technological inventions as well as contributions to a

fundamental science. Thus in General Electric laboratories, Charles Steinmetz developed

extensive new theories about hysteresis of magnetic materials between 1 890 and 1910;

R.A, Fessenden accomplished broadcasting of speech and music by air in 1906; Lee de

Forest invented triode vacuum tube in i907; and E.H. Armstrong conceived positive

feedback and frequency modulation in 1914.
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By the end ofthe nineteenth century it became apparent that the workers in the

electrical industry needed not only the practical know-how oftheir trade, but also a good

knowledge of mathematics and physics. The "right proportion" of the theoretical

knowledge and the "hands-on" design experience have been the topics ofdebates within

electrical engineering community since that time (Owens, "Electro-tech¡ical Education";

Lamme, Electrical Engineering Papers; Ballantyne, "EE Programs"). The story ofthe

founding ofelectrical engineering education and the role of the electrical industry in its

establishment and growth is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

DEVELOPMENT OF' ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION

4.1 Introduction

Organization and cuniculum of Electrical Engineering Education in North

America were influenced by three factors. First ofall, there was the tradition ofexisting

schools that taught civil or mechanical engineering as a profession; the earliest ofthese

were the schools ofcivil engineering established in France in the eighteenth century. The

second influence was the practice ofregular series ofpublic lectures on mathematics and

sciences organized for interested tradesmen in Great Britain by various institutions. The

third factor was the application ofnew discoveries ofphysics into the processes ofdesign

and invention. This stimulated introduction of new methods in research and in

engineering, which in turn created a need for a better educated work force.

4.2 tr'rench and British Roots of Electrical Engineering Education

According to Kirby et alii, engineering as a profession emerged in the seventeenth

century in France (327). The earliest engineers engaged in what we now call civil

engineering, While practicing their profession, the French civil engineers came to
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recognize that structures designed by using principles of statics were more economical

and performed better than structures designed by using experience alone. With this

recognition came a need for science and tech¡ical education as a prerequisite for the

practice. The first non-military (i.e., civilian) school fol instruction in engineering was

École des Ponts et Chaussées (School of Bridges and Highways) established in France in

1747.Dwingthe French Revolution École des Ponts et Chaussées, as well as other later

established schools, ceased to function. In 1794 it was replaced by the École

Polytechnique, and later by other schools such as École d'Arts et Metiers and the re-

established École des Ponts et Chaussées. These schools based their programs on

teaching the basic sciences: mathematics, mechanics, hydraulics, statics, and chemistry.

(Finch, 32)

In Great Britain, by the end ofthe 18th century, increasingly complex machinery

used by British industry demanded better educated workers. However, the activity that

we now call engineering was not taught at British universities or any othel school in

Britain. British universities taught mainly the classics and mathematics. Any science

courses, if they were taught at all, were devoted to Newton's Principia and allowed little

c¡iticism.ll However, many professional and political societiesl2 that were formed at that

time had adult education as at least part of their platform. Thomas Kelly traces the

begirurings ofpopular science education in Britain to the Spitalfields Mathematical

Society, a group ofweavers and manual workers formed in 1717 thaÍ met regularly to

rr For example, Thomas Young's theories on the wave nature oflight rvere much better accepted in France
than in Britain.
r2 Some ofthe societies were Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knorvledge, Corresponding Society,
Brotherly Society of Birmingham, and many others, including the beginning trade unions,
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study mathematics and experimental science (Georee Birbeck. Pioneer of Adult

Education 66)

Desire to communicate scientific knowledge to the general public and to use

science for practical inventions led to the establishment of the Royal Institution in

London in 1799 by two individuals. One was Benjamin Thompson, also known as Count

Rumford, and the second person was Joseph Banks, who was at that time the president of

the Royal Society. The Royal Institution continued the Royal Society tradition ofpublic

lectures and experiments presented by well-known scientists, such as Humphry Davy,

who was engaged by Count Rumford soon afte¡ the inception of the Royal Institution.

Anothe¡ activity of the Royal Institution was an attempt of Count Rumford to educate

mechanics in mathematics, drawing, and other useful skills in a program that included

lodgings and work in the Royal Institution's workshops (Kelly, Georee Birbeck 68)

Dissatisfaction with the state ofeducation at Britain also led to the establishment

of the Mechanics' institute in Glasgow by Dr. George Birkbeck (1776-1841) in 1821 . Dr.

George Birkbeck was a physician and a professor of Natural Philosophy at A¡dersons

Institute. The lectures of the Mechanics Institute were enormously popular due to a

genelal public wish for education and an ambition felt by many workers to improve their

living conditions as well as a very strong popular interest in science.

The Mechanic's Institute was a result of what were to be a few free Saturday

lectures on "the mechanical arts" given by Dr. Birkbeck around 1800 to working
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tradesmen asking questions about equipment with which they worked. By the fourth

lecture, the attendance had increased to around 500 people and the lectures became a

regular feature (Kelly 31). In l804Dr. Birkbeck moved to London and in 1824 became

one ofthe founders ofThe Mechanics' Institute there. The Mechanics' Institutes in

Glasgow and London were soon followed by Mechanics' Institutes in Liverpool,

Manchester, Huddersfield, Leeds, and Halifax. All these were the locations of the newly

expanding British textile industry. The Mechanics' Institutes were intended to give

evening instructions to working men on the principles underlying the technologies used

by the industries that employed them. This additional education enabled the workers to

use the machinery more effectively. By 1870, it was widely recognized that improved

education of workers was essential to the British industry and the British goverrunent

appointed a Royal Commission to examine the possibilities of technical education. The

result was the founding ofcolleges in industrial towns, often financed by the industry.

The colleges were usually associated with the Mechanics' Institutes or with medical

schools. Examples are Newcastle Royal College ofScience founded in 1871 to provide a

trained work force for the mining industry, and Yorkshire College in Leeds for the textile

industry (Army'tage 231). The frrst tech¡ical training provided by a university in Britain

was by the Chair of Applied Mechanism and Applied Mechanics, established in

Cambridge in 1875.



4.3 Electrical Engineering Education in the United States

The need for technical education existed also in the United States. As early as

1751, Benjamin Franklin was involved in establishing the Philadelphia Academy that

aimed to give a useful and practical education. In 1802, President Thomas Jefferson

founded the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. The West Point Academy taught

science and mathematics and many of its graduates became engineers after they left the

military. ln 1824, Rensselaer Polytechnic in New York was established, Yale and

Harvard both established schools of science in 1847 .In the mid-l800s, Boston was a

large center ofindustry and thus it became the focal point for locating a new type of

school - a school that would be equivalent to a university and based on science and its

applications to trades, The result ofthese efforts was the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), incorporated in 1861. The American Civil War slowed down the

preparation to admit the first class, so MIT did not actually open until 1865. The

establishment of more colleges in all states was accelerated by the Monill Act of 1862

that granted federal land to each state for the establishment ofcolleges that would teach

coruses related to agriculture and the mechanical aÍs.13 By 1863, every state ofthe Union

had an agricultural and mechanical school, and engineering or agricultulal courses

became an attractive choice for many of the children from the working class or farm

background. In the next twenty years the mechanical and civil engineering programs

¡3 In 1859 Justin Monill, a Senator from V€rmont, introduced a bill for 'An Act donating Public Lands to
the several States and Tenitories which may provide colleges for the Benefit of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts,' The bill became law in 1862. The MonillAct allowed colleges to sell or lease the land in
order to obtain funds to support their programs.
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became well established and a strong influence on the programs of the new discipline of

electrical engineering.

An interesting historical review of the establishment of electrical engineering

education in United States is found in Robert A. Rosenberg's Ph.D. dissertation

Academic Physics and the Origins of Electrical Enqineerins in America. Rosenberg

identifies the rapidly developing electrical industry as the main impetus towards

formalizing engineering education. Electrical engineering, more than any other

engineering discipline, was able to exploit the existing scientific theories for its practical

pulposes. Since physicists wele the chief investigators of the new electrical sciences,

physicists became the first professors ofelectrical engineering. Rosenberg argues that this

is the reason why electrical engineering programs have a very strong core consisting of

physics coulses. Electrical engineering professors were also the first professors with

strong ties to the industry.

Supporting Rosenberg's argument is the example ofthe evolution ofan electrical

engineering cuniculum at MIT. Here, the electrical engineering courses were introduced

in 1882 by the Physics Department and were given by that depafiment for twenty years

till 1902. Fled Hapgood in Up the infinite corridol recounts the history of MIT and

reports on the impoltance ofphysicists in the initial half century of MIT existence. In

Hapgood's view, the program at MIT was centered on industry and its needs. When the

first electrical engineering programs were established, distlibution of electric power by

the alternating cuffent was the new field in electrical engineering. Therefore, the study of
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the alternating current electric circuits was an important pafi, maybe even the most

important part, of the electrical engineering curriculum. In engineering education it meant

an emphasis on electrical machinery and the practical aspects ofengineering as is shown

in Hapgood's description ofthe Dynamo Lab at MIT at the end ofthe nineteenth century:

This was a large room, 80 feet long and 20 feet high, with great round

metal structures the size of small cars - motors, generators, transformers -
sitting on springJoaded pallets or beds ofjacks designed to prevent their

vibrations from tearing up the floor, A 1O-ton crane with an enclosed cab

hung from the ceiling, and loops and twists of inch-thick cables and power

jacks the size ofbelaying pins and anays ofcircuit breakers ran along the

walls. The equipment dollies were big as golf carts. The ozone in the air

suggested enough electrical power to fry an entire high school like a strip

ofbacon (64-65).

Cornell University was founded approximately at the same time as MIT

(chartered in 1865, actually opened i868), and started the second electrical engineering

program in United States just a year after MIT ( 18 83). Its funds came from two sources,

the Monill Act and Ezra Cornell (1807-1874), one of the founders of Comell University.

The second founder was Andrew Dickson White, who became the first president of

Comell. Ezra Cornell was an inventor and a businessman who cooperated with Samuel

Morse and built the telegraph lines used by Morse's telegraph company and later unified

the telegraph system in the United States into the Western Union Company. The main

difference between MIT and Comell University was the basic premise - while MIT was



to be a technical school, at Cornell University classical studies, science, and technical

studies were to have equal weight and support.

The first electrical engineering ptograms were established along lines parallel

with the liberal arts programs and therefore they had the same four-year duration (Ryder,

"The Way It Was" 42). It should be noted that in France, Germany, and most of Europe

the liberal ar1s programs lasted five years and similarly the electrical engineering

programs were also of five-year duration.

The high demand for electrical engineers by the fast developing electrical industry

propelled the creation of more electrical engineering programs. According to Ronald R.

Kline, a historian ofelectrical engineering, by 1897 electrical engineering was taught at

thirty colleges in United States ("Origins ofthe Issues" 38-39). Kline quotes an 1899

survey of 18 schools that showed that the programs were of four-year duration and they

all had five common elements: 1 , electrical theory and practice (often refened to as

electrical engineering fundamentals); 2. science and mathematics; 3. mechanics and other

"engineering sciences"; 4. drawing and shopwork (the practical aspects ofengineering);

and language and economics (39). The proportion ofeach type ofcourse changed over

the years. In 1899 the electrical engineering fundamentals were direct cur¡ent and

alternating cunent circuit theories and electrical machines. New subjects were added to

the electrical engineering fundamentals as the new areas ofelectrical engineering were

developed, most notably electronics after World War I, electromagnetic fields after

World War II, quantum electronics and solid state electronic in the 1950s, computer
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hardware and software courses in the 1960s and 1970s, and computer systems and

networks in the 1990s. The introduction ofall these courses necessitated more physics

and mathematics in engineering curricula, often at the expense ofthe humanities, until

language and economics courses were almost completely eliminated in some programs.l4

In John D. Ryder's viewls, the need for electrical engineering education began

wilh the acceptance ofalternating current for electrical distribution in 1890s ("The Way

It Was" 39-43). This was followed by a period of stagnation, approximately between

1900 and 1930, when there were no major changes in the electrical engineering curricula.

At this time, the idea of what constitutes electrical engineering fundamentals was

established; the fundamentals being models and methods ofcalculations for direct current

and alternating cunent circuits, transmission lines, and electric machines. Duling these

years we see the beginnings ofthe tension between demands for more practical training

from industry (i,e. description ofequipment and guidelines for calculations) and the need

felt by the many electrical engineering departments to provide better training in the

fundamentals of science and mathematics. Joh¡ D, Ryder gave a description of program

at Ohio State University in the mid 1920s when he studied there:

Our curriculum treated currents and voltages at direct current, and treated

alternating cunents at 60 cycles per second, . ., The ac circuits course was

considered very "tough" and was used to screen out the less competent

students. The third yeal brought the first machinery courses, which

ra In recent years economics, management and technical writing courses are making their way back into the
electrical engineering cunicula.
r5 John D. Ryder rvas a professor of electrical engineering at several U. S. universities betryeen I 94 I and
19',72
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continued through the final year. These were descriptive in nature and

covered electrical machine design, power plants, transmission,

illumination, and street railways. A heat-power course in mechanical

engineering covered steam engines and boilers. Mechanics courses

covered moments of inertia, columns, trusses, and treatment of timber,

concrete, and mild steel as engineering materials. Almost no

thermodynamics was taught to electrical engineers; one professor said it

was considered too difficult ("The Way It Was" 40).

John D. Ryder points out that his education was not all that relevant to what he

eventually did as an engineer, His engineering work was mostly in what we would now

call instrumentation - so he did not work with concrete or timber trusses, nor did he work

with sinusoidal electric curents.

Since the early 1900s the engineering colleges' philosophy has changed.

They now realize that they are training students in the use oftheir minds,

rather than in the use oftheir hands and tools as in the "stagnant years".l6

We have also learned that the difference in the exact curriculum from

place to place makes very little difference in the ultimate success ofour

graduates, within very broad limits ("The Way It Was" 43).

Although some ofelectrical engineering education roots can be traced to the

mechanical engineering education that preceded it, the difference in approach to the

training ofelectrical engineers is illustrated by John D. Ryder's observation:

16 meaning the period 1900 to 1930
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In most of 1930s I was the only electrical engineer in a company staffed

with mechanical engineers. I leamed that we attacked problems differently

- I wanted to solve them theoretically on a pad ofpaper, the mechanical

engineers wanted to go to the shop to see the problem equipment. That this

was the result of differing educational pattern in college was confirmed

later by psychologist. After all, an electrical engineer did not go to see an

electron ("The Way It Was" 41).

Frederick E. Terman who was a graduate student at MIT between 1920 and 1925,

and later taught at Stanford Electrical Engineering Department for forty years, describes

how during his time at the Stanford Electrical Engineering Depafiment, the main area of

research gradually changed from electric power transmission and high voltage to radio-

engineering and electronics. Ín 1926, the Stanford high voltage lab was the largest lab in

the United States for transmission line research and its professors certainly had a great

influence on the structure and content of engineering courses in North America. (IEEE.

Oral Histories <http://www.ieee.org/>).

There is concem within the engineering community about the quality of education

future engineers and technologists receive. The most often asked question is what should

be the ploportion ofscience and mathematics in engineering courses to the "hands-on"

design experience. As was shown by Rosenberg (Academic Physics), the fir'st professors

ofelectrical engineering were physicists. It is paúly due to this heritage, that the electrical

engineering courses have such a high content ofphysics and mathematics. On the other
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hand, the electrical industry that potentially employs the future engineers frequently calls

for "a more practical education". In 1 892, in a lecture at an American Institute of

Electrical Engineers (AIEE)1? meeting, R. B. Owens, a professor of electrical engineering

at the University ofNebraska speculated about the purpose of engineering programs:

... I take it that a tech¡ical school is primarily a place for preparation of

men who oxpect to earn their living as engineers. It is not a school of

genelal culture, nor is it a school of abstract science. It is a device to save

time, and teaches the applications ofpure science to industrial putposes

("Electro-technical Education" 467).

Professor Owens then goes on to outline what ought to be taught at a college in an

electrical engineering program. In the frrst two years students should learn technical

drawing, mathematics, chemistry, physics, some German and French; later,

when electrical engineering is taken up in earnest (meaning during second

and third year of the program), the student should have such a command

ofphysical and chemical facts and methods, and be such a master of

mathematical analysis as to leave him free to discuss engineering

problems without the necessity offirst acquiring the facts and methods he

may wish to make use of ("Electro-technical Education" 469).

Owens then continued to list what else the future engineers should be taught: modern

geometry, differential and integral calculus, differential equations, maybe quatetnions or

spherical harmonics.

r? AIEE rvas a predecesso¡ oflEEE
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Benjamin Lamme, a chief engìneer at Westinghouse Electric from 1903 to 1924,

who established a training program and spent a considerable part ofhis time training

electrical engineers at Westinghouse, also promoted the "fundamentals":

Coming to the technical training ofthe students, experience indicates that

too much specialization is a mistake. He (i.e. the student) gets enough of

that in after years. What is needed is a good, broad training in fundamental

principles. In engineering matters, a thorough grasp ofsuch fundamentals

is worth more than anything else (ElçcIftsêl-EtCi4gg4ng T5S).

Lamme illustrated his ideas by giving an example:

Tluee electrical engineers, familiar with induction motor design, are given

some new problem regarding the action ofan induction motor. One of

them immediately thinks of a "circle diagram"; the second thinks of a

mathematical formula; the third thinks of fiux distribution and conductors

cutting them at certain speed, etc. Assuming equal mathematical skills for

these th¡ee men, the one with the physical conceptions of the conductors

cutting fluxes has a broader means for attacking the problem than either of

the othe¡s can be said to have. He can tackle a new condition with better

chance of success, as he goes back to the fundamental principles ofthe

apparatus. He thus may create, confrdently, new formulae and diagrams to

meet new conditions and problems (ElcçldpelEle¡Igg 759).
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More recently, in November I 984, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic

Engineers dedicated one issue ofitsjournal Spectrum to electrical engineering education.

In an article titled "EE Programs", Joseph Ballantyne, then vice president for research at

Cornell University, quoted results of a survey of engineering alumni that Comell

distributed in i980. The suruey asked the alumni which courses in their engineering

studies were the most valuable in their practice. The most frequent answer was "freshman

and sophomore physics and mathematics." Again, this underlined the importance ofthe

"fundamentals" in engineering programs as the essential tools for solving problems the

students will encounter as practicing technologists and engineers.

As the consequence of new technological developments resulting from new

physics theories after'World War 2, the electrical engineeling education became more

theoretical and out of necessity the more practical aspects ofthe electrical engineering

programs were dropped. This left an open space for the creation of new programs that

would maintain the emphasis on the practical aspects ofengineeling. Thus the electrical

engineering technology programs emerged in the United States and in Canada in 1960s.

The intention of the technology programs was to provide personnel who are

knowledgeable about the practice ofengineering rather than engineering theories. The

length of the programs varies from two to four years in the United States and from two to

three years in Canada. The promotional points for electrical technology progtams are the

shorter duration, lower cost and more "hands on" experience. However, there is a cefain

amount of overlap between engineering degree programs and an engineering technology

diploma or degree,
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The cooperation of the electrical engineering schools with industry and with

private inventors began early. As a result of an invitation to use their laboratories

extended by MIT to "professional physicists, and others engaged in conducting physical

investigations ofany kind", Alexander Graham Bell used MIT laboratories from 1874 to

1875 while working on his invention of the telephone (Wildes and Lindgren, A Centurv

ofElectrical Ensineerins 24). The University of Pennsylvania cooperated with Thomas

A. Edison begiruring in 1878. There was an anangement between General Electric and

the Union College of Schenectady: Charles Proteus Steinmetz, while being paid as the

chiefelectrical engineer for General Electric also served as the head ofthe electrical

engineering department at Union College, Schenectady, NY, fi'om 1903 to 1913 (Wildes

and Lindgren, A Century of Electrical Engineering 40).

4.4 Engineering Education in Canada

Engineeling education in Canada started in the form of short{erm courses on civil

engineering and surveying given by post-secondary colleges. The f,rrst (most likely) was a

three-month course of lectures on engineering given by McMahon Cregan, a prominent

railroad engineer, in 1 854, under the auspices of King's College in New Brunswick. It

was followed by a one-year course on civil engineering and surveying in 1859. In

Quebec, McGill University started a two-year diploma program in 1857. However, it had

to discontinue the program in 1863 due to lack of interest. The program was ¡einstated in
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1871 (Harris, A Historv of Higher Education in Canada 73). At about the same time, the

Ontario government set up a commission whose purpose was to recommend a format for

technical education in Ontario. The commissioners visited a number ofinstitutions in the

United States and frnally wrote a report in which they recommended the establishment of

a school of technology completely separate from any university. Based on that

recommendation, a School ofTechnology was established in 1872 in Toronto. Initially, it

offered evening classes in mechanics, drawing, natural philosophy and chemistry and it

charged no fees to its students. By 1878, the school changed its name to the School of

Practical Science, developed three-year diploma programs in civil, mechanical, and

mining engineering, and relocated to the University ofToronto campus. In 1884, it began

to award a degree of Civil Engineer to graduates of its three-year program.

In Quebec, the provincial government also supported the establishment of

technology education. Initially, it asked Université Laval to create engineering programs

and offered some funding that Laval refused. As an alternative, in 1873, the Quebec

government founded a school oftechnology called L'Ecole de sciences appliqués in

Montreal. Similal to the school in Ontario, this school also offered th¡ee-year diploma

programs. In 1875 it was renamed to L'Ecole polytechnique, and in 1887 it was aff,rliated

with Université Laval.

In the meantime, McGill University re-established its technology courses in 1871,

this time as a thee-year program and started to award the degree of Bachelor of Applied

Science, By 1890, engineering proglams lasting either three or four years were also
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Brunswick, Dalhousie University, and at the Royal Military College at Kingston.

Electrical engineering departments at Canadian Universities were established

considerably later, For example, at McGill University, an electrical engineering program

was started in 1939 and at the University of Ottawa as late as 1956. r8 Presently, the

engineering curricula at Canadian Universities are similar to those in universities in the

United States.

4.5 Summary

Debates about what constitutes a good electrical engineering education arose

almost simultaneously with the establishment of the first electrical engineering programs

at the end ofthe nineteenth century. How much theory, i.e. basic science and

mathematics should be taught? How much time should be spent on "hands-on

experience"? Employers, then and now, complain about new engineers not being ready

for their'future jobs. As early as 1902, the members of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers (AIEE) met to debate measures to be taken to improve the ability of

graduate engineers to apply theory to practical problems. (Kline, "Origins ofthe Issues"

38). In 1956 the Engineers' Council for Professional Development (ECPD), the

predecessor of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) set

rE At present, there does not appear to be a systematic history of electrical engineering education in Canada

and it could be a topic of another thesis.
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requirements for a four-year engineering program in the United States that included

engineering analysis, design and systems (half a year), engineering sciences (one year),

basic science and mathematics (one year), humanities and social studies (halfyear to one

year) (Kline, "Origins of the Issues" 43),

According to Rosenberg, the overall design of engineering courses in North

America has not changed much since the end ofthe nineteenth century when the fìrst

electrical engineering programs were established, even though new trends in engineering

often resulted in new engineering courses, and although there was an occasional

experimentation in the length ofthe programs. Another point ofcontention at universities

and colleges is whether future engineers and technologists should learn their mathematics

and science from engineers or from mathematicians and physicists. This debate also

started at the time the first engineering schools were established. Yet the fundamental

difference in the conceptions ofengineering and scientific theories is seldom, ifever,

explicitly stated.



Chapter 5

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EA,RLY TIIEORIES OF ELECTRICITY

5.1 Introduction

The literature review in chapter 2 gives us an idea that the theories ofelectricity

use terminology rooted in its early concepts. However, this is not explained in

contemporary textbooks used for electric circuits courses, for example the widely used

textbooks by Boylestad et allii or by Floyd. These textbooks use mathematical models

without providing an explicit connection to actual devices or phenomena. A clearer

perception ofthe relationship between the models and the phenomena, and better

comprehension of the terminology can be gained by understanding the development of

the theories.

5.2 From Antiquity to the Renaissance

Electrical and magnetic phenomena have been well known since antiquity. As

natural philosophy and later the sciences developed, theories ofcauses ofelectrical and

magnetic effects underwent many changes. The initial progress was rather slow compared

for example to the development ofideas about motion, perhaps because the known

electric effects of materials were considered quaintly interesting but without any practical

applications. Philosophically consistent with Aristotelian science, the early electrical
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theories assumed existence ofan intervening medium that transferred the electrical force

from a piece of amber electrified by friction to the small objects such as bits of straw or

paper and caused them to move, Although the magnetic effect was observable on

different types of materials such as magnetite and iron, its action looked similar to the

electrical effect and therefore the same theory was used to explain it. The early theory

formulated by Plutarch c, A,D. 100, assumed that the intervening medium was air.

Plutarch's theory was not challenged until A. D. 1600 by William Gilbert in his book "De

magnete" (On the magnet). "De magnete" was a thorough review of the state of

knowledge of magnetism and electricity at that time. Magnets were very impoftant to

English seamen who were making long voyages across oceans. The magnetic compass

was an old and well-known instrument that could save ships from being lost at sea.le The

mystery of magnets produced many my'ths about lodestone (magnetic iron ore) and

magnetized iron and very little in the way of understanding whether the myths could be

confirmed. Gilbert tested many of these myths, such as whether garlic demagnetizes the

compass needle, He hypothesized that the Earth is a magnet and he ground a sphere out

oflodestone and showed that the pattern oforientation of the compass needle around his

model is the same as around the Earth. He was also the first investigator to make a clear

distinction between magnetic and electric effects and to notice that amber is not the only

material that displays electrical properties. In accordance with the scientific theories of

his time, he needed a substance responsible fo¡ the electric effects. Gilberl explained the

electric attraction by hypothesizing the existence ofa material effluvium that binds and

canies the moving objects. From antiquity to the renaissance, the philosophers ofnature

re whittaker rvrites that the earliest reference to compass is in I 186, and that is not treated as a new device,
However, compass rvas not known by ancient Greeks.
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asked primarily the question of"why" a phenomenon occtrs. Gradually during the

second half of thelTth century, the thrust ofenquiry into natural phenomena changed to

investigating the phenomena themselves - the primary question became "how" the

phenomena can be described. This is already partly apparent in Gilbert's experiments

designed to compare the strength of the magnetic force under varying conditions. The

need for quantification of magnetic force led Gilbert to invent an instrument called the

versarium. The versarium was a detecting instrument, not truly a measuring instrument; it

could confirm that an object was electrified, but it could not determine the amount ofthe

electric effluvium that was activated by rubbing.

5,3 Theories of Electricity in the Seventeenth Century

Gilbert's and Plutarch's theories, although incompatible, lived side by side for

large part of the 17rh century. They were in agreement on the fundamental need for a

medium for transmission of the force. Símilarly, René DescaÉes (1596-1650) assumed

that all space is filled by a medium which he called ether. Descartes assumed this

medium to be imperceptible to our senses and exerting direct forces on bodies in space;

the direct forces being pressure and impact force.2o The problem of natural philosophers

ofthat time was to account for forces that seemingly are not by a direct contact, such as

magnetic force. DescaÉes' ether consisted ofparticles that were continually in motion.

However, there was no empty space between the particles. They moved into space that

20 TLe idea that fo¡ce can act onþ directly comes from Aristotle.
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was vacated by other particles. This type of motion ofparticles created vortices.

Descartes' theory of magnetism proposed that there is a vortex offluid around a magnet.

The fluid enters the magnet at one pole and exits at the other pole. The fluid acts on iron

because the moiecules of iron present special resistance to the fluid. Descartes was not

particularly worried about the agreement of theories and experiments. He went a step

fi;¡ther and asserted that physics can be derived from a priori principles. In this he

departed from ideas of Tycho Brahe, Galileo, Kepler and followed Aristotelian

philosophers of the Middle Ages. Piene Gassendi (1592-1655), a priest and a professor at

the College de France, re-introduced the atomic theory of the Unive¡se - that the universe

consists ofparticles that are moving in otherwise empty space. Later concepts ofether

were something between Descartes' and Gassendi's ideas. The ether filled all space, but

its particles did not oppose motion of matter through the ether, so the space could be

treated as a vacuum (Whittaker 1). The notion of ether became important in the

nineteenth century in the development of the electromagnetic field theory.

A¡ound 1675, Robert Boyle (1627 - 1691) tested the air hypothesis ofelectric

effects by using the then newly invented vacuum purnp. Boyle found that electrical

attraction exists in a vacuum as well, rejected the displaced air theory, and concluded that

it must be the direct contact with the effluvium that is the cause ofthe electrical

attraction. Boyle's experiments did not convince adherents of the air theory. They argued

that the vacuum pump does not remove all air, which, incidentally, was a correct

assertion.
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Since its inception in 1660, the Royal Society ofLondon organized weekly

experimental demonstrations. In the early 1700s, the presenter ofthe experiments Francis

Hauksbee (1687 - 17 63) searched for large scale easily observable effects and chose for

his demonstrations the phenomenon of barometric light. This phenomenon occurs in the

space above the mercury in a barometric tube when the tube is shaken. As mercury is

splashed on the walls ofthe tube and runs down the glass walls, intermittent flashes of

light appear. In a barometric tube, the flashes are weak and not always reproducible.

F¡ancis Hauksbee devised expeÌiments that eliminated the barometric tube, and indeed

the vacuum, and produced a spectacular display oflight. He intuitively guessed that the

light display is due to the friction between the glass and the little drops of mercury. From

here he progressed to use materials other than mercury and glass, rubbed them together in

partial vacuum and observed them to produce flashes of light.

A new phenomenon in the now growing freld ofelectricity was discovered by

Stephen Gray (1667 - 1736). Stephen Gray did a large number of experiments in which

he demonstrated that the ability ofelechics to attract small objects (he called it the

attractive virtue) can be transfened to some materials through a direct contact and carried

a significant distance. An interesting aspect of Gray's experiments is that he used

mate¡ials such as cork, tlu'ead, and wood to conduct the "attractive viÉue". We know now

these materials as non-conducti¡g. Could it be that the coincidence of high humidity of

British weather aided his experimentations? Gray's results meant that the effluvium
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idea that electricity is a fluid and that it is one of the basic elements ofthe universe

(Whittaker, 42).

Stephen Gray's experiments inspired Charles Du Fay (1698-1739) in France.

Charles Du Fay was methodical. He started his investigations with a review of the work

done before him and proceeded to list the questions he wanted to investigate: Can all

bodies be made electric by rubbing, and is electricity a common p¡operty of matter? Can

all bodies receive the electric virtue, either by contact or by close approach of an excited

electric? Which bodies stop, and which facilitate the transmission of the vir e? Which

bodies are most strongly attracted by an excited electric? What is the relationship

between the repulsive and attractive virh¡es? Are they connected ol totally independent?

Is the strength ofelectricity augmented or diminished by a void, compressed air, elevated

temperature, etc.? What is the relation between electricity and the faculty ofproducing

light, which is common to most electric bodies, and what can be infeued from this

relation?

Charles Du Fay repeated many of Gray's experiments. He found that all materials,

except metals and soft objects, can be made electric by rubbing, and concluded that

electricity is a property of matter. As many experimenters before him, he noticed that

rubbed electrics not only attract small objects, but sometimes repel them; however, unlike

the other investigators, he did not dismiss this effect and concluded that the¡e are two

kinds of electricities: vitreous, gained by rubbing glass, animal hair, etc., and resinous,

gained by rubbing amber, copal, silk and many other materials. Based on his tests, Du
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Fay built up his theory: bodies that are not.electrified have equal amounts ofboth

electricities. Ifboth bodies possess the same type of electricity, they will repel each other;

ifone body possesses vitreous electricity and the other one resinous electricity, they will

attract each other. Finally, he found that metals and wet objects conduct electricity; on the

other hand materials that make good electrics such as amber o¡ glass do not conduct

electricity.

A¡ound the middle ofthe 18th century, the interest in electricity spread from

England and France to the rest of Western Europe. Almost simultaneously, at Kammin in

Pomerania, Ewald Georg von Kleist (c.1700-1748), and at Leyden in Holland, Pieter Van

Musschenbroeck (1692-L761), invented, or, to be more ptecise, stumbled on, a new

device. The device came to be called the "Leyden Jar". Musschenbroeck's intention was

to store the electric virtue in a container. For this purpose, he used a glassjar half filled

with water. A metal wire was insefed into the water and the other end of the wire was

brought in contact with the fictional electrical machine. The jar was held in the palm of

the hand by the experimenter while the contact was made. The experiment was described

by Pieter van Musschenbroeck:

Suddenly i received in my right hand a shock ofsuch violence that my

whole body was shaken as by a lightning stroke. The vessel, although of

glass, was not fractured, nor was the hand displaced by the commotion;

but the arm and body were affected in a manner more tenible than I can

well express. In a word, i thought I was done for (Benjamin, Historv of

Electricitv 5 i9).
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Figure 1 Leyden Jar - A Leyden Jar is a device that early experimenters

used to store electricity. It was also refered to as a 'condenser' because

electricity was thought to be a fluid that was condensed in the jar.

Leyden Jar is a glass jar that is coated inside and outside with metal. The

irurer metal coating is con¡ected to a metal wire that passes through cork

that is sealing thejar closed. The wire ends in a metal ball. The outer coating

is usually comected to the ground. The Leyden Jar is charged by bringing
the metal ball into contact with a senelator of st¿tic electricitv.

The Leyden Jar was capable ofstoring the electric virhre for several days, and

delivering powerful shocks when a person held thejar and at the same time touched the

wire inserted in thejar. It was later improved by adding conducting layers to the inside

and outside ofthe jar, and eventually it was recognized that it does not need to be in the

shape ofajar to stor.e electricity, and that it can be frlled by the electric fluid from either

side.
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The post-Gilbert investigators of elecJric effects also strove to describe

quantitatively what they found, without speculations on underlying metaphysics'

However, still partially under the Aristotelian influence, they were unable to accept a

force at a distance and had to fill the space with a substance they now called ether. The

manifestations ofelectric propefies of elect¡ified objects were then described in terms of

the transfer of the electric virtue through ether from one object to another. The hend

towafds quantitative description of electricity brought along a need for suitable

measuring instruments. In 1754, Gilbert's versarium was followed by John canton's

(1718-1772) invention of an instrument that was sensitive to the amount of electricity.

canton,s instrument was based on two like-charge pith balls suspended by threads.

canton's instrument was later standardized by Alessandro Y olta (1745-1827), and in

1787 further redesigned by Abraham Bennet (1750 -l7gÐ2t to become the gold leaf

electroscope used in physics classrooms to this day.

At the end ofthe eighteenth century, there were still very few uses for electricity.

It was mysterious and it had eye-catching effects that made the science of elechicity a

popular entertainment. The popular interest drove the race for the inventions ofever-

larger electrostatic machines that could generate and store large amounts ofelectric fluid,

and quickly release it with spectacuiar visual effects. The indisputable physical effects of

the invisible electric force and the lightning-like electric discharges drew large audiences

to public demonstrations given by travelling lecturers, and kept up the interest of

philosophers of nature.

2rPounde¡ <http://www.electrostatics.org/newsletters/NL- I 6 l.htm>



The experiments with electricity caught the attention of Benjamin Franklin (1706-

1790) in the North American colonies. Franklin repeated many experiments that were

already well known to English and French electricians - he started his experimenting with

rubbing a glass tube. However, his conclusions were very different from the accepted

theories. Franklin concluded that when two substances are rubbed together, there is no

electricity created by the friction, one subst¿nce looses some electricity, and the other

receives it; therefore there is only one kind of electricity, not two, as was assumed by Du

Fay. One substance therefore is positiveiy electrified, the other negatively. Franklin also

experimented with the Leyden Jar, and again he maintained that the electricity appearing

on the conductors inside and outside ofthejar is in equal quantities and ofopposite signs.

One conductor has an excess, the other lack ofthe eiectric fluid. (Franklin, "Letters to

Peter Collinson"). Tlu'ough his experiments with the Leyden Jar, Franklin came to

recognize that lightning is electrical in nature. To prove his point, he devised his

legendary experiment sending a kite into storm clouds to gather electricity and he

succeeded in charging a Leyden Jar by conducting the electricity from the cloud through

the \ et kite string tied to a metal key.

The results of the investigations into electricity during the eighteenth century

were two incompatible theories. Charles Du Fay (i698-1739) proposed that there are two

types ofelectricity, vitreous and resinous, and that all electrically neutral materials

possess both electricities in equal amounts. Materials become electrified when part ofone

type of electricity is removed. Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) proposed a rival theory.

Franklin believed that there is only one type of electricity that he called electric fluid, In
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Franklin's theory, the "electricised" objects had either a surplus or a shortage of the

electric fluid. Benjamin Franklin imagined electricity as an elastic fluid consisting of

particles that could permeate matter. In Franklin's assumption the electric fluid, which is

equivalent to Du Fay's vitreous electricity, was positive. Du Fay's resinous electricity

was equivalent to a deficiency ofFranklin's electric fluid. Du Fay's and Franklin's

theories coexisted tbroughout the second halfofthe 18ú century and all ofthe 19th

century. Each theory had its prominent adherents. In fact, although we now reject the

notion of electric fluid, the imagery of fluid and flow remains in our terminology of

electlic circuits,

The effluvium was discredited by Franz Ulrich Theodor Aepinus (1724-1802)' a

follower of Franklin and a member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences' He built on

Franklin's observation that glass is impermeable to the electric fluid and extended it to all

non-conducting materials including air. Aepinus built a version of a Leyden Jar with air

as the insulating layer. using Franklin's observation that electric properties of a charged

body do not change even when the air was blown away, Aepinus concluded that the

electric fluid is confined to thin layers on the surfaces ofcharged bodies. This being the

case, the attraction or repulsion must be due to an action at a distance. The next step was

to find how this force varies with distance. The electrical fluid theory served as a pattem

for development ofone magnetic fluid theory also by Aepinus (1759). He theorized that

magnetic poles are the places where magnetic fluid is present in amounts that are either

more or less than the normal quantity. Permanent magnets had the magnetic fluid

entangled in their pores so that it was difücult to displace (Whittaker, 57). Later, a two
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magnetic fluid theory was proposed by Anton Brugm ans (1732-89) and Johan Wilcke

(1732-96). The magnetic fluids were called boreal and aushal and had properties

analogous to the vitreous and resinous electricity.

Franklin's theory ofone electric fluid raised a question of amounts ofthe electric

fluid or electric charge transferred between objects. It was also observed that the

attractive or repulsive forces vary in strength. Establishing the relation between the force

and the charges and the distance between the charges became the quest ofthe scientists

following Du Fay and Franklin. Newton's work on gravitational force gave rise to an

assumption that the electrical force may be described by a similar law. That is, it was

expected that the force between two charges will be inversely proportional to the square

of their distance and directly proportional to the product oftheir "electrical masses".

Joseph Priestly (1733-1804) was probably the first to make this reasoning. At Franklin's

request, he repeated his experiment with a cork ball inserted into a hollow charged metal

vessel, When the cork ball experienced no force, Priestly deduced that the form ofthe

law governing the force must be the same as the gravitational law.

May we not infer from this experiment that the attraction of electricity is

subject to the same laws with that of gravitation, and is therefore

according to the squares ofthe distances; since it is easily demonstrated

that were the earth in the form ofa shell, a body in the inside of it would

not be attracted to one side more than another? (Priestly, The Historf and

Present State of Electricitv. with Oriqinal Exþeriments qtd. in Whittaker,

53).



A French engineer Charles Augustin Coulomb (1736-1806) as many scientists of

his time believed that the electric force is defined by the inverse square law and he set out

to confirm it. Coulomb was in a good position to attempt measurements of small

electrical forces. Previous to his confirmation of what we now know as the Coulomb law,

Coulomb designed a torsional balance capable of detecting very small forces, that he used

to measure variations in the earth's magnetic field, Coulomb made his measurements of

the separation between t\l/o charged pith balls in terms ofdegrees of twist needed for his

torsional balance to balance the electric force. Besides confirming the inverse square law,

he found that the electric force is proportional to the amount of electricity present on the

charged pith balls. However, he had no way of measuring the amount ofelectricity, nor

any way of determining the constant of proportionality. A consequence of Coulomb's

confirmation ofthe inverse square law was a general belief in and acceptance ofaction at

a distance.

5.5 Sustained Electric Current

In 1 800, Alessandro Volta presented to the Royal Society his invention of a

steady source ofelectricity, the electric battery. The electric battery consisted of alternate

plates ofcopper and zinc, separated by paper soaked in brine. When an electroscope was

con¡ected to either plate, it indicated an accumulation ofcharge. With electrostatic
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sources ofcharge, the electric effects \ ,ere short-lived when the charged object was

connected by a conductor to the ground. Using Volta's electric battery, the electric effects

persisted and the electric battery was capable ofsupplying electricity for some time.

In the early 1800s, the terminology used by scientists was varied and vague.

Terms used included voltaic excitation, electric virtue, voltaic current, galvanism, and

electric fluid. For example, Volta described his battery as an apparatus "for the endless

circulation of electric fluid." (Bordeau, Volts to Hertz 44). Furthermore, the

experimenters had no precise instruments to quantiS the effects of electricity. The only

instrument available to Volta was an electroscope, which had only limited use in

comparing the strengths ofelectric cells formed by various combinations of metals, or

gauging changes in strength due to various con¡ections of individual cells. However,

Volta found that his sense oftouch (and pain) allowed him a better understanding of

changes in the strength of his batteries:

.... I can obtain a small pricking or slight shock in one or two

articulations ofa finger immersed in the water bason, by touching,

with the plate grasped in the other hand, the fourth or even third

pair of metallic pieces. By touching then the fifth, the sixth, and the

rest in succession till I come to the last, which forms the head ofthe

column, it is curious to observe how the shocks gradually increase

in force. But this force is such, that I receive from a column formed

of twenty pairs ofpieces (not more) shocks which affect the whole



finger with considerable pain if it be immersed alone in the water

ofthe bason... (Dibner, Alessandro Volta 114).

Henry Cavendish (1731- i 810) used the same measuring method when he tried to

find a relationship between various conductors and the amount of electricity they will

conduct. Cavendish used Leyden Jars as the source of electricity, and discharged them

through glass tubes containing a salt solution. The glass tubes were ofvaried lengths and

diameters. Cavendish completed the discharge circuit by closing it with his hands and by

measuring the intensity of the shock he received. This he called the degree of

eiectrification.

Humphry Davy (1778-1829) and Peter Barlow (1776-1862) in England and A.

Becquerel (1788- 1878) in France used batteries as the source of electricity in their

investigations ofconduction by wires made ofvarious metals. In their work they used

terms such as "intensity of electricity, quantity ofelectricity, tension, or excitation force"

often interchangeably and without clearly defined meaning. However, in experiments

conducted during the early 1800s, three quantities that characterized the "galvanic"

circuits began to emerge. These were tension, cument flow, and resistance. There were no

clear definitions of what each of them meant and there was uncertainty as to whether the

elechicity flows along surfages or whether it is conducted through the bodies. Naturaliy,

questions were also asked about the amounts ofelectricity in the experiments. It bears

repeating that the instruments used at this time were not very precise, The amount of
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electric charge was measured by the gold leaf electroscope; the magnetic needle

galvanometers were used to measure electric cuffent.

Ímportant in tracing the developments of quantification ofelectric sciences are the

results obtained, on separate occasions, by Davy, Barlow, and Becquerel, Davy

concluded that wires ofthe same material that have the same ratio of length to their cross-

sectional area cause the same amount ofcurrent intensity. Barlow was looking for a

relationship between the dimensions of a wire, i.e. wire length and diameter, and curent

intensity. His conclusion was that for wires ofthe same lengfh, the cunent intensity

increases with the diameter of the wire. Becquerel found that wires made of the same

material and that have the same ratio oflength to cross-section also have the same

conductivity.

One difficulty with batteries was that they were not a sufficiently steady source to

enable establishing relationships between the amount ofelectric fluid in the circuit and

the strength of the source. A source that kept the potential difference constant was found

by Thomas Seebeck (1770-1831) in i822 when he heated ajunction of two dissimilar

metals and produced a difference in electric potentials. This thermoelectric cell was the

source used by Georg Ohm (1787 -1854) to establish the relationship between potential

difference, electric current and the circuit ¡esistance. Ohm's model for his work was

Fourier's analysis of thermal circuits. In Ohm's model, the difference ofpotentials was

analogous to the difference in temperatures, and the electric current was analogous to

heat. The resulting relationship between electric cunent, voltage, and resistance is called
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Ohm's law. Ohm's law is the foundation of the electric circuits theory. The equations Q =

C.(T2 - Tr) for thermodynamics22 and I = *(% - 
V, ) for electricity23 have the same

form. I will retum to Ohm's work in chapter 6.3 '

5,6 Early Theories of Electromagnetism

In A History ofthe Sciences, Stephen Mason (1962) attributes the search for a

single power that is the cause ofall force effects in nature, such as light, electricity,

magnetism, chemical forces, gravity, etc., to German philosophers of nature Immanuel

Kant(1724-1804) and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831)' who postulated the

existence of the universal world spirit as interconnecting all forces of nature (349-362).

The universal world spirit philosophy led to investigations ofpossible con¡ections

between the various effects such as heat and electricity, chemical reactions and heat,

chemical reactions and electricity, light and heat, mechanical motion and heat and also

electricity and magnetism. In 1820, Hans Christian Oersted (1777-1851) demonstrated

the magnetic effect ofelectric current in a straight wire' All accounts of this event

comment on the serendipity of his observation. oersted, during his lecture demonstration

in April 1820, connected a metal wire to abattety and noticed that a compass needle

located close to the wire moved. When the wire was disconnected from the battery, the

needle returned to its original position. Oersted repeated the experiment later in a

controlled setting, and in July ofthe same year he published his results. Oersted also

22 
Q is the amount ofheati C is heat capacity (characteristic ofthe material); T2 - T¡ is the difference of

temDefafures
2r I is the electric cuffent; R js the resistance (charaçteristic ofthe material); V2 - Vr is the diff€rence of
potentials.
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noticed that the force changed its direction as the magnet was moved around the

conductor in a circle. Oersted's observation conflicted with Neu/tonian physicists in

France and England who believed that all forces are push-pull type along a straight line

connecting the two bodies. André Marie Ampère (1775-1836), also in 1820, found that in

order to obtain a push-pull type offorce along a straight line, the electric current must be

carried by a circular loop of wire. A circular cunent loop thus behaves like a bar magnet.

Based on this evidence, Ampère concluded (in 1825) that magnetic effect must be due to

the circular electric currents in particles of magnetic materials. This theory is still taught

in physics and electrical engineering classes today.

Oersted's discovery of the behaviour ofa magnetic needle in the magnetic field

produced by electric current provided the mechanism for the measurement ofthe electric

cunent. The same year, Ampère had shown that the magnetic effect is proportional to the

cunent that creates it, and used a moving magnetic needle to build an instrument to

measure the electric current - the galvanometer'. The early galvanometer was a compass

placed inside ofa coil of wire. These instruments were called "tangent" galvanometers

because the tangent of the angle ofdeflection ofthe needle was pioportional to the

strength of the current in the coil.

Ampère's design was improved by several experimenters. One of them was the

British physicist William Sturgeon (1783-1850), who in i825 redesigned the instrument,

Stugeon's design was more versatile: current could be routed to flow both above and

below the needle. Ifthe curuent flowed in a loop, the magnetic effect was doubled; if the



currents in the two wires were in the same direction, their magnetic effect on the needle

would cancel out.

The terminology Ampère used differed fiom the one used by Volta. Ampère

talked ofthe "tension" that existed between the terminals ofa battery. He also spoke of

the "intensity" ofelectric current and noted that conductors present a "resistance" that

limits the current flow. Ampère was the first investigator that differentiated between the

electric tension ofthe battery and the intensity of electric cunent; most investigators

made no clear distinction between the two quantities. The two electrical phenomena then

known were classified as distinct: the term "electricity" applied to what we now call

electrostatics and the effect of sustained electricity produced by batteries was called

"galvanism". There was uncertainty about the rêlationships of the two electrical

phenomena and magnetism.

5,7 Summary

The theories of electrical behaviour of materials underwent many changes over

time. The initial development was rather slow, compared, for example, to the

development ofideas about motion, perhaps because the known electric effects were

considered quaintly interesting, but without practical applications.
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The initial theories assumed existence ofa medium, "an electric effluent", that

would cause movement ofobjects towards electrified bodies by a direct contact. This

notion carried into the eighteenth century, when it underwent signifrcant changes. The

investigators of electricity began to concentrate on the description of what they saw and

did not speculate on underlying mechanisms ofthe phenomena. Yet they were unable to

divorce themselves from the need to imagine some substance responsible for the effects.

This substance they called "electric virhre", and the manifestations ofproperties of

electrified bodies were thought to be due to transfers ofthe electric virtue from one object

to another. The work ofthe experimenters ofthe first halfofthe eighteenth century

culminated in the theory of two kinds of elechicities - vitreous and resinous. It was

believed that all bodies have both electricities in equal amounts and become electrified

when part ofone type of electricity is removed. In the second halfofthe eighteenth

century, a rival theory was proposed. This theory held that there is only one type of

electric fluid and that electrified bodies have either a surplus or a shortage ofelectric

fluid.

During the nineteenth century, each ofthe theories had its prominent adherents. In

fact, although we now reject the notion of electric fluids, both theories are still with us in

modified forms, Our present view is that every substance consists of atoms and in every

atom there are two types ofparticles that cary opposite electric charges: negative

electrons and positive protons.24 A substance that does not display electric behaviour has

both types ofpartictes present in equal amounts. The transfer ofcharge is due to the

excitation of negative particles. With the exception of the sign and the quantum character

2a More on fhe more recent theories is in the next chapter
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ofthe negative charges, this is essentially Franklin's hypothesis. However, movable

positive particles, ions, can be created in some substances such as gases and solutions by

the removal ofelectrons flom atoms or molecules. The charge can then be transfened by

motions both ofthe ions and ofthe electrons in opposite directions, which is close to Du

Fay's two-fluid theory.

The early concept ofelectric current as a flow ofan electric fluid was the central

idea in developing and teaching the methodology ofanalysis ofdirect cunent circuits.

Naturally, the theories of electricity are not limited to the electric cunent and the

development of science and technological applications ofelectricity did not stop in the

nineteenth century. The theories ofelectricity that were deveioped in the second halfof

the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century and those that are relevant to this

dissertation are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING THEORIES OF ELECTRICITY

6,1 Introduction

Theories of electricity are closely tied to theories ofheat. During the nineteenth

century, when many of the theories of electricity were developed, a number of

similarities between heat and electricity were noted. Both heat and electricity could be

created by friction; both could cause combustion; both could be transfened between

bodies by contact; good conductors ofheat were also known as good conductors of

electricity. The early theories of electricity (the fluid theories ofFranklin and Du Fay and

the field theory ofFaraday), as well as the theories ofheat, did not use action at a

distance to explain the observed effects.

Howevel, there were also some obvious differences between heat and electricity.

Most notably, static electricity was known to be distributed only on the surfaces of

bodies, while heat was distributed through the volumes ofthe bodies. Another important

difference was that the presence of electric charge did not cause an increase in

temperature. Additionatly, as the theories of electricity developed, many investigators

began to accept the idea of action at a dist¿nce for electricity but not for heat.

In order to explain observable effects such as the occurrences ofheat, light, or

motion ofobjecls, theories ofelectricity introduce abstract quantities ofelectric charge,
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difftculty in understanding these concepts is their intangibility. When studying

mechanics, students can directly see the displacement, velocity, and acceleration ofa

moving object. They have a workable concept offorce from their everyday life.

However, the concepts ofthe electrical quantities, the building blocks ofthe electricity

theories, seem vague and uncertain. What then, are the ideas that led to making use of

such hard to def,rne and hard to understand terms, and how were they merged with the

theories ofheat? Furthermore, how were the theories of electricity incorporated into the

models and methodologies taught in electric circuits courses?

6.2 What Are Electric Current and Electric Charge?

Early investigators ofelectricity believed that objects will not exert force on each

other without some form ofdirect contact. For this reason, their theories proposed

invisible effluvia or electric fluids as the carriers ofelectric forces (the developments of

these ideas are described in chapter 5). Such theories, based on a direct contact, lasted

until the middle ofthe eighteenth century. The word "charge" in connection with

electricity was first used by Benjamin Franklin in the late 1740s. For instance, in his

letter to Peter Collinson Franklin writes:

To charge a bottle commodiously through the coating, place it on a glass

stand; form a communication from the prime conductor to the coating, and
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another from the hook to the wall or floor. When it is charged, remove the

latter communication... (letter dated 1748, 198)

Franklin's use of the word "charge" was similar to the way we use it today. For

example, a very widely used introductory physics textbook by Halliday, Resnick, and

Walker explains:

. .. we first charge a glass rod by rubbing one end with silk. At points of

contact bet¡Íeen the rod and the silk, tiny amounts ofcharge are

transferred from one to the other, slightly upsetting the electrical neutrality

of each (637).

Although the use of the word "charge" is similar, the concepts are different: Franklin saw

an invisible fluid being drawn fiom, or being introduced into, the object being charged,

while Halliday et alii see minuscule particles gathering on the surface ofthe object or

leaving its surface.

In the early 1800s, with Volta's invention ofthe battery, a new electric theory

called galvanism emerged. At this time, scientists still refened to the electrical effects as

a flow of electric fluid. Volta himself, when announcing his invention to the Royal

Sociefy in March of 1800, talked of "disturbances" (Arons, Development of Concepts of

Phvsics 510), and later, Volta described his battery as an apparatus "for the endless

circulation of electric fluid" (Bordeau, From Volts to Hertz 44). The conceptual change

from electric fluid to electric particles had its origin in the first technological application

of Volta's electric battery for the electrolysis of water. The first decomposition of wate¡
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was done tlìree years before Volta's invention ofthe battery. In 1797,George Pearson, an

English pþsician, passed discharge from a battery ofLeyden Jars through water and

decomposed it into hydrogen and oxygen. He also passed the discharge from a battery of

Leyden Jars through a mixture ofoxygen and hydrogen and produced water (Dunsheath,

A History of Electrical Power Ensineerins 34). The decomposition of water into

hydrogen and oxygen brought forth a number oftheories trying to explain how hydrogen

and oxygen are released and transported to the opposite electrodes. Many investigators

assumed that the decomposition is accomplished by some means of transferring an

electrical quantity from one molecule to another. As one ofthe many investigators of

electrolysis, Michael Faraday devoted a large amount of time to studying the passage of

electricity through liquids and gases, and f¡om him we have our terminology: he called

the assumed charged particles moving through the liquid "ions", and the electrodes he

called "cathode" and "anode". One of the later theories, suggested by the Swiss scientist

Rudolph Clausius (1822-1888) in 1857, proposed that atoms ofhydrogen and oxygen

acquire opposite electric charges and travel to opposite electrodes.2s The opposite motion

ofthe charged particles (ions), according to Clausius, constituted the galvanic cunent.

Exactly when the term "cunent" started to be used consistently is difficult to trace. It

began to appear in the works ofDavy, Bariow, and others. For example Faraday, who

used the term electric current quite consistently, wrote:

Whether there are two fluids or one, or any fluid of electricity, or such a

thing as may rightly be called a current, I do not know; still, there are

well-established electric conditions and effects which the words "static",

"dynamic", and "current" are generally ernployed to express; and with this

25 hydrogen travels to the cathode. At this time, the assumption still was that the cathode is positive.
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reservation they express them as well as any other (qtd. in Arons,

Development of Concepts ofPhvsics 513).

The sustained flow of electricity in the early 1800s attracted many new

researchers. ln The Development ofPhvsical Thought, Loeb and Adams likened the

situation to a century later when radioactivity and cathode ray tubes created similar levels

ofinterest (367). One of many investigators ofthe new electrical phenomenon was Hans

Ch¡istian Oersted (1777-1851). Oersted "understood the galvanic cuaent as a

propagating alternation of decompositions and recompositions of the two electricities,

and made this electric conflict the source ofheat, light, and possibly magnetism"

(Darigol,4).26 Oelsted made these observations about the interaction of electricity and

magnetism:

1. The electric conflict acts on magnetic poles.

2. The electric conflict is not confined within the conductor, but also acts in the

vicinity of the conductor.

3. The electric conflict forms a vortex around the wire (Darigol, 5).

In 1821, André-Marie Ampère became interested in Oersted's experiments. He

accepted Oersted's idea that the cause ofelectric current is the process of composition

and decomposition of two electric fluids, vitreous and resinous, that stafs at the battery

and propagates along the conductor, and devised an experiment that showed that electric

26 Oe¡sted used 20 Cu-Zn cells filled with sulfo-nitric mixture and had the rvire turned red to ensure the

"electric conflicf is strong
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current flowed through a battery and formed a closed circuit, and that intensity of the

flow was the same in all parts of the circuit,

By 1831, when Faraday wrote his Experimental Researches in Electricity, he used

the term "electric current" in the same sense we use now. It was also known that there are

several different sources ofelectric current. There is the chemical reaction of Volta's

battery, the magnetic field line variations within a closed conductive loop, and the

temperature difference atjunctions of some metals.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the idea that electricity may be a flow of

discrete particles rather than a fluid was proposed by many researchers for various

reasons. In 1845, a professor at the University of Leipzig, Gustav Theodor Fechner,

(1801- 1887), put forward the idea that electric cunent is a stream ofelectric chalges:

vitreous charges moving in one direction and the resinous charges in the opposite

direction; both charges being equal in magnitude and number. Wilhelm Weber (1804-

1 890), who was at that time also at the University of Leipzig, provided mathematical

proof that this assumption leads to the law of induction ofelectric current. Later, in 1871,

Weber developed a theory of magnetism based on a model ofan electric charge orbiting a

fixed electric charge of an opposite sign.2?

Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894), originally a medical doctor, was also one

ofthe scientists who believed that electricity consists ofdiscrete particles: In 1881, while

a professor ofphysics at Berlin, he wrote:

27 this model resurfaced in the early twentieth century as the Rutherfo¡d-Boh¡ model ofan atom
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If we accept the hypothesis that the elementary substances are composed

of atoms, we cannot avoid concluding that electricity also, positive as well

as negative, is divided into definite elementary portions, which behave like

atoms of electricity (Danigol, 273).

Another path that ied to a theory using electrically charged particles as carriers of

electricity was the study ofelectrical discharges in gases. In 1821, Humphry Davy

noticed that an electric arc between two carbon poles is deflected when a magnet is

placed close to it. The phenomenon was not ftrrther investigated until the improvements

in the design ofthe air pump in 1855 enabled the building ofvacuum tubes and the study

of electric discharges in vacuum. Then, a similar deflection ofthe glow as seen for the

electric arc earlier was observed by several researchers during discharges in the vacuum

tube. For exampie, in 1860, Julius Plücker (1860), in 1869, W. Hiuorf (1869), and in

1 876, Eugen Goldstein (1876) noticed this phenomenon. Goldstein introduced a new

term for the observed glow: he called it the "cathode rays"' For the remaining part ofthe

nineteenth century, the question "what are the cathode rays" attracted a large amount of

attention. William Crookes (1832-1919) thought the cathode rays to be streams of

molecules ofresidual air, with resinous charge. The observed light, according to Crookes,

was due to collisions of molecules and molecules striking the glass of the tube. 28

Crookes also determined that the electricity was flowing flom the negative electrode

(cathode) towards the positive electrode (anode) by inserting a piece of metal inside the

tube and showing that it cast a shadow olr the anode side.

28 There rvere also other theories explaining the cathode rays: Hertz, for example, maintained that the

obsewed glorv is a disturbance ofthe ether.



In the early 1880s, J.J. Thomson initially thought that the discharge in a cathode

ray tube is a consequence ofthe decomposition ofgas molecules into atoms and the

recombination of atoms back into molecules, In 1893, J.J. Thomson had a 50-ft long

discharge tube built and used it to measure the velocity ofthe discharge. He found that it

was of the same order as the velocity of the light. That was too high a velocity for the

discharge to be due to moving ions. More evidence that the discharge could not be a

stream ofions came from Hertz. In 1892, he found that cathode rays can pass through

thin sheets of metal. Thomson believed that the cathode rays could be deflected by

magnets because they were a flow ofelectric particles. But, because oftheir high speed

and their ability to pass through metal foil, they had to be much smaller than charged

atoms (ions). That led Thomson to conclude the particles that he called corpuscles were

parts of atoms; Thompson then proposed that atoms were clouds ofthese tiny parlicles.

Consequently, he set out to measure the charge-to-mass ratio and in 1897 he measured a

ratio that was about 2000 times larger than the charge-to-mass ratio ofthe hydrogen ion.

Thomson continued to call these subatomic particles corpuscles - we now know them as

electrons.

However, if atoms were built ofelectrons, they also had to contain a positive

charge since on the outside they were electrically neutral. This assumption was strongly

supported by observations done by Goldstein in 1876 and 1886, and by Wilhelm Wien

(1864-1928) in 1907. Goldstein, while experimenting with cathode rays, noticed weaker

rays that could be deflected by electrostatic fields towards the negative pole. Wien used
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deflection potentials ofup to 30 000 V and measured the charge-to-mass ratio ofparticles

in these rays and concluded that they must be hydrogen ions. This was later (in 1907)

con1ìrmed by J.J. Thomson.

Thus, in our present theories we talk about electrically charged bodies when they

exhibit elechical forces on other electrically charged bodies. We say that the electric

charge is the result of the presence or absence ofparticles we call electrons and protons

that cany negative and positive charge, respectively. We also teach that electric current is

a flow of these charges.

If we are to say that an electric cunent passes through a given surface,

there must be a net flow of charge ttu'ough that surface. (ÉIalliday et alii,

Fundamentals of Physics 766).

Students learn exactly how much ofthe electric charge electrons and protons have,

what their mass is, how they move, and how to calculate their drift velocity. The volume

of infolmation about the particles makes the particles very real, so real, that students are

very surprised when they find out that electrons and protons cannot be observed directly.

Students find it amazing that all this information was constructed by observing relatively

large objects to move under the influence ofelectric forces, or by seeing invisible rays

leaving a visible trace, rather than observing the elementary particles directly.



6.3 The Influence of Thermodynamics

The publication ofThe Analytic Theorv ofHeat by Joseph Fourier (1768-1830) in

1822 motivated many researchers of electricity to take a different approach in their

investigations. Fourier based his ìheory on differential equations that described the

radiation ofheat from a heated element into the surrounding area. Avoiding speculations

about the nature ofthe phenomenon, Fourier concentrated on the description of"how"

heat propagates. Fourier opened his Analvtical Theory ofHeat with these words:

Primary causes are unknown to us; but are subject to simple and constant

laws, which may be discovered by observation, the study ofthem being

the object of natural PhilosoPhY.

Heat, like gravity, penetrates every substance ofthe universe, its rays

occupy all parts ofspace. The object ofour work is to set forth the

mathematical laws which this element obeys.

The fundamental relationship for solving electric circuits was found by analogy to

heat. Georg ohm used the analogy when investigating the relationship between what he

called "electroscopic force", electric cur¡ent density and electrical conductivþ ofpieces

ofconducting materials, Ohm used Fourier's idea that the amount ofheat transferred

along a piece of material is the product of the thermal conductivity ofthe material and the

difference oftemperatures at the two ends:

Q = K (Tz - Tù where p is the amount of heat
K is the thermal conductivitY
Tz - Tt is The difference in temperatures'
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In Ohm's model, the gradient of the electroscopic force at the terminals of the electric

battery was analogous to the difference in temperatures, the electric cunent density was

analogous to the amount ofheat, and the electrical conductivity was analogous to the

thermal conductivity. Ohm expected the relationship to be:

electric current density = conductivity x the gradient of the electroscopic force

Again, using Fourier's ideas of how heat transfer occurs, Ohm developed a theory

that stipulated that the electricity in a conductor is transfer¡ed from one particle to the

next in an amount that is proportional to the electrical force between the particles. At

each moment, each paúicle receives exactly the same amount of electricity as it sends

out. From this Ohm deduced that a cross-section through a conductor receives the same

amount ofelectricity as it sends out and therefore the flow ofelecfticity is the same

through the conductor. Ohrn used his measurements to devise an equation:

,,4
lt+x

where X is the reading ofthe torsion head (divisions)
x is the length ofthe wire (inches)
ø is a constant dependent on the temperature difference

of the thermoelectric element
á is a constant that represents the resistance of the

reference wire to the electric flow

In the above relationship X is proportional to the electrical flow, a is proportional to the

tension, and the term /(ó + x) is proportional to the conductivity. For his particular set

up, Ohm calculated a= 7285 andb = 20.25. These results were published in February

1826. Ohm's conclusion was that the electric curent density was proportional to the

gradient of the electroscopic force.



In his next paper dated April 1826, Ohm gives equation

a where S is the current intensityö=ßro-" '" * !. ¿ is the electric tension applied to the wire
co is the cross-sectional area ofthe wire
/ is the length ofthe wire (inches)
/r is the conductibility of the material of the wire

Ohm stated that

The force ofthe current is as the sum ofall the tensions, and

inversely as the entire length of the circuit

'We are more familiar with today's version of Ohm's law. Cunent intensity symbol is I,

electric tension is the difference ofpotentials V, and resistance of the wire is R:

V
I =-

Þ

Comparing the two formulas we get expression cotresponding to our present concept of

resistance

Using our modem notation, the resistance is defined as:

o -1 t
ka

p where p is the resistivity of the material
R = o: / is the length of the wire' A I is the cross-sectional area of the wire
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Important points shown by Ohm's work were:

1. Eiectric cunent passing through a wire is the same at any cross-sectional area ofthe

circuit

2. Electric cunent is directly proportional to the potential difference applied to the circuit

3. Electric cunent is directly proportional to the cross-sectional area ofthe wire

4. Electric curent is inversely proportional to the length of the wire

5. Within conductor, electricity is fansferred ftom particle to paficle. Each conducting

material is characterized by a unique property called specific conductivity

6. When the conductor is uniform, the potential falls uniformly from its highest value at

the positive pole to its lowest value at the negative pole.

Ohm described his complete theory of electricity in his book Die galvanische

Kette. mathematisch bearbeitet (1827). In many physics textbooks' vignettes Ohm is

often described as an experimenter without much theoretical background and his process

of aniving at the relationship as a process ofinduction - he did the measurements first

and then found the mathematical relationship. Closer examination shows that Ohm was

really looking for a confirmation of his theoretical concept. Ohm considered

mathematical background necéssary for an understanding ofhis theory and in this respect

he encountered a heary opposition ftom many German physicists.

The quantities Fourier defined for heat, such as conduction and flux passing

through a surface, are used in all present theories ofelectricity. Electricity theories, just

like Fourier's theory, deal with the transfer of some quantity (electric charge, heat) and
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both define the transfer as a flow. In both, the flow is produced by a driving force, and in

both the driving force is described by a gradient of some quantity: a temperature gradient

is the driving force for a heat flow; a gradient ofpotential (called an electric freld) is the

driving force for the flow ofelectric charges. The flow per unit area and per unit time is

defined as a flux and is directly proportional to the driving force. Thus

J. =-K,{ Fourier's theory'ox
J"=-K"+ ohm'slaw

ox

The proportionality constants Kt and K" are the thermal conductivity and the electric

conductivity, respectively. Both constants depend on the material properties of the

conductor. J" is the electric cunent (i.e. the electric charge per unit time). In each case the

flux multiplied by the area it crosses and to which it is perpendicular, and by the time,

will yield the quantity that is being transferred - heat or electric charge.

8: J'A't

The Analvtic Theory ofHeat influenced latel researchers into electric and

magnetic effects, most notably William Thomson and J.C. Maxwell (1831-1879).

Maxwell in his paper "On Faraday's Lines ofForce" describes the equivalence between

heat and elechicity:

The laws of the conduction ofheat in uniform media appear at first sight

among the most different in their physical relations from those relating to

attractions. The quantities which enter into them are temperature, flow of

heal, conductíviry. The word force is foreign to the subject Yet we find

tliat the matheniatical laws of the uniform motion of heat in homogeneous
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media are identical in form with those of attractions varying inversely as

the square of the distance. We have only to substitute so¿rrce of hecit for

centre of attraction, flow ofheat for accelerating effect of atftdcTion af any

point, and temperature for potential, arld the solution of a problem in

attraction is transformed into that ofa problem in heat lThç Jçþ¡rtific

Papers i 57).

Both, Thomson and Maxwell used the analogies to develop farther Michael Faraday's

idea of a fie1d.

6.4 The Concept of Fietd and Potential

In electrostatics, the concept ofelectric potential is usually presented after the

concept ofelectric field and often in the terms ofthe electric field. However, historically,

potential was defined by Simeon Denis Poisson (1781-1840) in 1812 before the idea of

fields was conceived. Poisson supported Coulomb's theory of action-at-a-distance and

Du Fay's two-electric-fluids theory. In a paper to the French Academy in 1812 he

advanced the science of electricity by using calculus to determine the distribution of

electricity in the surface layer of a charged conductor. Poisson adapted the mathematical

development of the theory of gravitation by Lagrange (1736- 1813), specifically the

function V that Lagrange used to express distribution ofdensity of attractive matter.

Poisson used it to express the density of another source offorce, the electric charge.

a2v ô2v ô2v

Õx- öy- oz-
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where p is the density ofthe attractive quantity, in our case the density of the eiectric

charge. Today we use more abbreviated symbolism and express the equation above as

vzv = - 4trp

Several years later (1824) Poisson applied the same method to magnetism.2e In i828,

George Green (1793-1841) generalized Poisson's mathematical derivations. He also gave

the flmction the name that we use today, the electric potential.

The concept offield is presented in every contemporary physic textbook. The

simplest description, and easiest to understand, was given by Maxwell in the introduction

ofhis paper "A Dynamical Theory of Electromagnetic Field":

The electromagnetic field is that part of space which contains and

surrounds bodies in electric or magnetic condition (Thg Sçtgúiû! lepglg

s27).

Later books are more specific in linking the field to its force effects:

If, in a given region ofspace, we find that an electrical force acts on a

charged particle, we say that an elechical field exists in that region (Arons,

Development of Concepts ofPhvsics 542).

The very widely used textbook by Halliday, Resnick, and Walker is very precise and, to

an average student, probably very diffìcult to comprehend since so many of the terms it

uses are words the students very recently acquired and very likely have not yet

assimilated:

2e Coulornb and Poisson's theories rve¡e in the spirit ofLaplace's mathematics that dominated French
science ofthat time. The goal ofLaplace \vas to reduce all physical phenomena to forces acting on
particles, similar to Newton's gravitational theory.
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The electric freld is avector fi¿ld: it consists of a distribution of vectors,

one for each point in the region around a charged object, such as charged

rod, In principle, we define the electric field by placing a positive charge

q0, called a test charge, at some point near the charged object, such as

point P in Fig. 24-Ia. W e then measure the electrostatic force X' that acts

on the test charge. The electric field E at point P due to the charged object

is defined as

ï'E=: (elecrric field)
q

€Eela¡sentab_sf _Phystes 6 5 4)

The idea of a field was first proposed by Michael Faraday (Experimental

Researches in Electricitv 281). Faraday knew that magnets could induce magnetism in

iron objects, static electric charge could be induced on bodies located near charged

objects, and that there are forces acting on magnets near wires carrying electric culrents,

the forces being circular in character. In the fundamental scientific dispute of the time,

whethe¡ matter is particular or continuous, Faraday was firmly on the side of the

continuous matter, believing that matter is present everywhere, there is no space

unoccupied by matter, and forces can act only by a direct action through this ever present

continuous matter which he called "ether". Based on these convictions, Faraday created

visual models of lines of elechic and magnetic fields spreading through the ether. The

idea oflines offorce filling the space around the cunent canying conductor came from

another well known effect: the anangements of iron filings under the influence of
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magnets. Faraday saw the density ofthe field lines as proportional to the strength ofthe

field. The number of lines through a particular area we call now electric or magnetic flux.

Faraday also noticed that galvanic current is induced in a coil of wire adjacent to

another coil of wire that canies electricity, but that the induced cur¡ents are of only a

short duration when the primary cunent is started or stopped (Faraday, The Discoverv of

Induced Electric Cunents vol. II, 9). There obviously was a complex law governing

induction due to a galvanic cunent and Faraday wanted to find what the law was. Faraday

discovered that the link between magnetism and electricity is the time dependent

variation ofthe magnetic flux. The induced electricity in a closed circuit is proportional

to the rate ofchange of the number of magnetic field lines enclosed by the circuit. In the

nineteenth century, mathematics was widely used to describe thermodynamic theories

and flow of fluid theories.

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-79) used the familiar patterns of fluid movement to

visualize Faraday's lines offorce like tubes carrying incompressible fluid.

If we consider these curves not as mere lines, but as frne tubes ofvariable

sections carrying an incompressible fluid ... (The Scientific Papers of

Jarnes Clerk Maxwell 158)

He imagined very complex physical models that helped him to create in his mind the

invisible fields. An imporlant part of Maxwell's model was the concept of ether.

Maxwell, just like Faraday, was uncomfortable with action at a distance and needed an

elastic medium to transfer the forces. From his model, Maxwell developed equations
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relating changes in the electric and magnetic fields with respect to the three spatial

coordinates and time. He found that his equations described transverse waves that

behavedjust like waves of light and propagated at the speed oflight. Maxwell's

equations have a very large scope. They describe the properties ofall types of radiation

such as light, gamma rays, or radio waves, as well as the transmission of electric currents

in conductors. They are the fundamental operating principles ofdevices as diverse as

radar, radio, fiber optics and electrical machines.

In Faraday's time, the prevalent model ofany type offorce was that ofan action-

at-a-distance, which was successfully used by Coulomb to confirm the inverse square law

for electrified objects, and by Ampère to develop theories of attraction between current

carrying wires. The difference ofthe two views, i.e. the freld concept and the action-at-a-

distance concept, is highlighted by Maxwell:

Faraday, in his mind's eye, saw lines offorce traversing all space where

the mathematicians saw centres of force attracting at a distance: Faraday

saw a medium where they saw nothing but distance: Faraday sought the

seat of the phenomena in real actions going on in the medium, they were

satisfied that they had found it in a power ofaction at a distance impressed

on the electric fluids (qtd. in Pocovi and Finley).

William Thomson drew analogies between Faraday's lines of force in electrostatic

fields and Fourier's flow ofheat. He pointed out that the electric lines are perpendicular

to the equipotential surfaces, just as the heat flow is perpendiculal to the isothermal
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surfaces. By using the method outlined by Fourier, Thomson showed that the electric

force outside of a closed surface is proportional to the surface charge density and

perpendicular to the surface. This was already proven by Coulomb by using the action-at-

a-distance.3o

Thomson also made the con¡rection between the abstract mathematical potential

ofG¡een and Faraday's tension or power. Thomson's definition ofthe potential (1853)

was:

The potential at any point in the neighbourhood of within an electrified

body, is the quantity of work that would be required to bring a unit of

positive electricity ftom an infinite distance to that point, if the given

distribution of electricity were maintained unaltered (Darigol

Electrodynamics from Ampere to Einstein 120).

Faraday's expression ofhis induction law was qualitative:

If a terminated wire moves so as to cut a magnetic cule, a powel is called

into action which tends to urge an electric cunent through it (Danigol

Electrodynamics from Ampere to Einstein 36).

Approximately twenty years after Faraday did his experiments, due to the large amount

ofnewly acquired knowledge, the terminology of electricity and magnetism changed.

Maxwell wrote about an induced electromotive force instead of "the power called

into action". Thus, for Maxwell, "the induced electromotive force around a circuit was

30 According to Danigol ( I l4), Thomson did this at the age of seventeen, just before he rvent toCambridge.
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equal to the decrease ofthe surface integral of magnetic force across any surface bounded

by the circuit,"

eôB
eml -- -d ' .dS" lat

There were other changes in terminology. For example Faraday used the term "electric

intensity" while Maxwell used "tension" and "quantity", and later talked about "the

strength of electric current".

In a paper titled "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field" dated 1864,

Maxwell summarized what was known about electricity at that time, unified the various

approaches, and derived his field theory. This is how Maxwell described his equations:

In order to bring these results within the power of symbolic calculation, I

then express them in the form of the General Equations ofthe

Electromagnetic Field. These equations express-

(A) The relation between electric displacement, true conduction, and the

total cunent, compoundèd of both.

(B) The relation between the lines of magnetic force and the inductive

coeffrcients of a circuit, as already deduced from the laws of induction.

(C) The relation between the strength ofa current and its magnetic effects,

according to the electromagnetic system of measurements.

(D)The value of the electromotive force in a body, as arising from the

motion ofthe body in the field, the alteration ofthe field itself, and the

variation ofelectric potential from one paÉ ofthe field to another.
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(E) The relation between electric displacement, and the electromotive

force which produces it.

(F) The relation between an electric current, and the electromotive force

which produces it.

(G) The relation between the amount offree electricity at any point, and

the electric displacements in the neighbourhood.

(H) The relation between the increase or diminution offree electricity and

the electric currents in the neighbourhood.

(Maxwell, The Scientific Papers, 534).

There are twenty ofthese equations in all, involving twenty variable quantities.

One of the results of Maxwell's analysis was the conclusion that the disturbances in

electric and magnetic fields produce electromagnetic waves that travel with speed

" 
= + which was close to the experimentally measured speed of light.3t Maxwell

Ji'oto

then concluded that light must be an electromagnetic wave. He completed and published

his electromagnetic theory in Treatise on Electromasnetic Theory in 1873.

We now describe the electromagnetic field as consisting oftwo vectors at all

points in space, the electric field vector and the magnetic fieid vector. These two vectors

are perpendicular to each other and rotate with the same angular speed. The planes in

which they rotate are each moving in a direction normal to the plane ofrotation. The

3r The values for the velocity of light were 3. 15. 108m-/s measuled by Fizeau in 1849 and 2.98. l08m/s
measured by Foucault in 1862. Maxwell's value was 3.1.103Íì./s. (Arons, Development of CoFceplt!-t
Phvsics 253).
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equations deveioped by Maxwell describe the time rates of change ofthe electric and

magnetic fields with respect to the three spatial coordinates. The equations are a set of

fow partial differential equations. The four equations have the same form. The right hand

side quantities are the rate of change ofdensities ofthe source ofthe field offorce, while

the left hand side quantities are the space and time variations ofthe forces. The equations

are as follows:

VrE=-4
At

"EV"R = ,l ^r'^ 9l,'"AI

V.E=9

V.B =0

The first equation asserts that a changing magnetic neld $ produces an electric
OT

field E. For example, when a bar magnet is moved through a closed loop of wire, it will

generate a flow ofelectric current in the wire. The second equation states that changes in

an electric field $ produce magnetic field B. The term ,o $ l. called displacementat' ' "ôt

current density. It was introduced by Maxwell to account for the symmetry of the

electromagnetic effect. Since magnetic field can also be produced by electric current, the

second equation is often written in a form that includes the current:

V x B = pnen P + pnJ . The third equation states that charge density is the source of the'""ôt

electric field, while the fourth equation declares that magnetic flux is always found in

closed loops and does not converge to one point.



The vector description of electromagnetic fields as described above was not

known in Maxwell's time and took some time to develop. Many of the quantities that

were defined for the electrical phenomena by mathematicians and physicists had not only

a magnitude, but also a direction in space. Thus in the second haifofthe nineteenth

century, there was an increasing need for a mathematical treatment ofquantities that

would in a concise form include both the magnitude and the direction.

6.5 Mathematical Description of Space

Two ideas led to the creation ofá mathematical description ofthe three-

dimensional space. One was the concept of parallelograms ofvelocities and forces. The

use of parallelograms was known for a long time: Archimedes and Hero of Alexandria

used parallelograms to add velocities. Similar parallelograms for the addition offorces

were used during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Crowe, A Historv ofVector

Analvsis 2). The idea of a parallelogram was further developed into a geometrical

representation of complex numbers. Credit for the development of complex numbers goes

to six men who, at different times, independently anived at the complex number notation:

Caspar Wessel (1797), Jean Robert Argand (1806), Abbé Buée (1806), C. V. Mourey

(1828), John Wanen (1828), and Carl Friedrich Gauss (1831). It was Gauss' publication

in 1831 that made the geometrical representation of complex numbers known to scientists

and mathematicians. However, the earliest was Wessel (1745-1818), a Norwegian
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surrr'eyor. Wessel presented his work in 1797 ïothe Royal Academy of Denmark, but it

went unnoticed until 1897. Wessel outlined his intention in creating the complex number

system:

This present attempt deals with the question, how we may represent

direction analytically; that is, how shall we express right lines so that in a

single equation involving one unknown line and others known, both the

length and the direction ofthe unknown line may be expressed (qtd. in

Crowe, A Historv of Vector A¡alvsis 6)

Wessel proceeded to deflne the addition of two lines in a plane and the addition of

more than two lines in three dimensions. He then introduced the product of two lines and

frorn his definition of the ptoduct, he deduced the meaning of fi '

Let +1 designate the positive tectilinear unit and *s a certain other unit

perpendicular to the positive unit and having the same origin; then the

direction of angle of +1 will be equal to 0", that of -1 to 180o, that of*e to

90" and that of -e to -90o or 270". By the rule that the direction angle of the

product shall equal the sum ofthe angles of the factors, we have:

(+1 )(+ 1):+1 ; (+1 )( I )=- I ; G I )G 1 )=+1 ; (+1 )(+e)=+e; (+1 )(-e)=-e; (

1)(+e)=-e; (-1)(-e):+e; (+e)(+e):-1 ; (+e)(-e):+1 ;

Ge)Ge)=-1.

From this it is seen, that e is equal to fi ; and the divergence ofthe

product is determined such that not any ofthe common rules ofoperations

are contravened (Crowe, A History of Vector Analvsis 7).
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Wessel continued that a straight line in a plane can now be represented by a + eb, and he

gave the rules for addition, multiplication, division, and raising to powers. From here, he

proceeded to develop tkee-dimensional analysis by setting up three axes in space that are

mutually perpendicular and that he used to describe a point in space by

x + r1y + ez,whereqq: ee = -1,

The next important step in the three dimensional mathematical representation was

done by W. R. Hamilton (1805-1865), who developed the algebra of quaternions in 1843

(Crowe, A History of Vector Analysis 10). 32 Hamilton's algebra of quatemions was

widely disputed, for example Gauss opposed it. For the history oftheories of electricity,

its importance rests ín the fact that it was accepted by Maxwell and used in his Treatise

on Electromagnetic Theor)¡, and that it was the means by which Hamilton conceived the

terms "scalar" and "vector".33 Maxwell in "On the Mathematical Classification of

Physical Quantities" made further distinction between "force vectors" which he referred

to a unit length and "flux vectors" which he refeued to a unit area.3a Maxwell created the

con¡ection between electricity theories and the use ofvectors for calculations. Maxwell's

use of vectors led to the development of vector calculus, as we know it, by J. Willard

Gibbs and Oliver Heaviside. Both Heaviside and Gibbs were inspired by Maxwell.

Although they worked independently, their systems are practically identical. Heaviside

continued to expand on Maxwell's electromagnetic theory and, by using the vector

32 
Quaternions are complex numbers in fou¡ dimensions in the form w+ix+jy+kz rvhere w, x, y, and z ate

real numbers and i, j, and k are unit vectors equal to fi
33 In Hamilton's writings, scalar denotes the real part ofthe quatention notation, \yhile vector is the

complex part.
3a Crorve, Michael J . (1967), A Hìstory ofVector Analysis, p.l3l
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calculus, reduced Maxwell's twenty equations to the four equations that are the

foundation of contemporary electromagnetic theory.

The introduction ofvector calculus into the theories of electricity brought new

complexity into what used to be a mostly qualitative science. Many of the inventors and

electricians who worked with the telegraph lines and the dynamos had very little formal

education in mathematics and sciences, mostly because it was not widely available. There

arose a need to communicate in an easy-to-understand-way the insights that were gained

by using the mathematics and to develop practical methods and models, Of the people

who developed the models used in design, the most prominent was Charles Steinmetz

who was the chief engineer for General Electric for many years around 1900.

6,6 From Scientific Theories of Electricity to Electrical Engineering

In civil and mechanical engineering, trial and error are essential parts ofdesign,

and scientific theories often follow technological inventions. Examples are the

construction ofbridges and the invention of the steam engine. In these cases, the

scientific theories were later used to analyze, improve, and further develop the original

designs. The situation in electrical engineering, however, was quite different. From the

beginning, the technology and the science were intertwined; often the scientific theory

came before the technology. In the research into electrical phenomena, the nineteenth

centwy started with the discovery of a sustained source of electricity by Alessandro Volta
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that ì^'as closely followed by industrial applications in what later became the electro-

chemical industry. From this point on, just about each new discovery in the field of

electricity had an early application in the industry. The most notable were the

applications ofFaraday's work in electromagnetic induction: the telegraph and the

invention ofdynamo. By the second halfofthe nineteenth century, the electrical industry

was booming and attracting many new inventors and investors. However, many ofthese

people had very little haining in mathematics and the sciences, since the eiectrical

engineering education programs were not yet developed, and the new inventors and

electricians35 were hampered by the difüculty of obtaining the newly discovered

information in a manner they could understand. There was also a proliferation ofdiverse

practices and a lack of standards, both, in telegraphy and in the generation and utilization

of electric power for lights and motot's.

A transition from the "trial and error" approach of many inventors to the use of

fundamental science was William Thomson's involvement in the installation of the

tlansatlantic telegraph line between America and the Great Blitain. The first transatlantic

cable was laid in 1857/58, with many problems encountered during its installation. It

functioned for only several weeks. since the British government was financially involved

in the project, it set up a committee in 1859 to investigate the failure. The committee

produced an extensive report on submarine cables; among many other pieces of

inforrnation,36 the report summatizes submarine cable installations at that time. Out of the

total of 1l 364 miles of submarine cables that had been installed, only 3000 miles wete

35 At this time, the term 'electrician' included anyone rvho rvorked in any ofthe electrical industries.
36 The report had over 500 pages.
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actually working. The committee also reported that the conducfivity ofthe copper used in

the cable varied from 40%o to 90% ofthe standard they set up and that this was one ofthe

reasons for the cable failure. Other cited reasons were poor manufacturing practices'

insufficient care when handling and laying the cable, and not being aware of the electrical

theory of signal transmission @unsheath, A Historv of Electrical Power Engineering

2rs-220).

William Thompson (later Lord Kelvin) became interested in the problems

connected with signaling via submarine cables in 1854. He started with Faraday's

assessment that a submarine cable acts as a Leyden Jar in which the gutta percha

insulation functions as the glass, the copper wire inside the insuiation as the inner lining

of the jar, and the salt water as the outside coating. He further defined C.{ *a rate of
At

accumulation ofelectric charge on an element of wire dx as equal to the decrease in of

the electric current in this element - 9 , i.e.
Ax'

^ôv ai

ôt Ax

Using Ohm's law, the change in potential -K = 
^, 

. Combining the two equations

gave Thomson3T

RCY =qIù ðx"

37 In these equations ¡/ as t¡e electric potential distancer from one tenninal, i is the electric cuÍent, C is the

capacitance per unit length, and R is the resistance per unit length
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This equation has the same form as the equation for propagation ofheat as found by

Fourier. The solution to this equation shows that the delay ofthe signal is proportional to

the square ofthe length ofthe cable. Using the equation, Thomson was able predict the

performance of the cable and recommend improvements to the submarine cable that

minimized the delay.

When the second transatlantic cable was being laid, 'W. Thomson became

involved in quality control ofthe cable manufacture as well as the actual laying ofthe

cable. He designed precise instruments with which he could check the cable resistance

and the characteristics ofthe insulation. He also designed instruments that enabled the

control of the cable laying process. Successful completion of the project demonstrated

that science can advance practical design, and that there is a need for precise

measurements and for standard rinits for the electrical quantities.

Before the transatlantic cable, there were other, shofier submarine cables laid38,

and there also existed an extensive network of over-land telegraph lines. Testing and

troubleshooting ofthe telegraph nehvork was becoming increasingly difficult since the

electric tension was still determined by the number ofseries connected electric cells, and

resistance was referred to in terms ofstandard wire. The standard wires were different in

different locations. Many researchers used their own standards and telegraph companies

had their own standards as well. In Germany, the standard for resistance was one mile of

No. 8 iron wire, in Britain it was one mile of No. 16 copper wire, in France, which was

38 Cable from Dover to Calais rvas laid in 1850; a fe\y years later there \vere cables betryeen Derunark and
Sweden and in the Mediterranean Sea.
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on metric units, the standard was one kilometre of iron wire four millimetres in diameter.

The difficulty of this situation was illustrated by James Clerk Maxwell who wrote in his

Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism:

In the present state of electrical science, determination ofthe

electrical resistance may be considered as the cardinal operation

in electricity, in the same sense that the determination of weight

is the cardinal operation in chemistry (465).

Of the three quantities that characterize the "galvanic" circuits, i.e. tension,

cunent flow, and resistance, resistance was the first electrical quantity for which the unit

was standardized. When Ohm did his research on the electrical properties of conductors,

neither the units nor the terminology for the electroscopic force3e, current and resistance

had yet been defined. Ohm described the resistance of wires in terms ofthe dimensions

of the wire sarnples and of the materials from which the wires were made. He gauged the

electlic tension by measuring the temperature difference ofhis thermoelectric cells. Ohm

had to set arbitrary standards against which he compared his results, and constants in his

formulas were dependent on his particular set up. Unless Ohm's experiments were

exactly copied, it was difficult to compare them to the results ofother investigators.

In response to the concerns ofboth industry and academic researchers, in 1861

the British Association for the Advancement ofScience (BAAS, founded in i831)

appointed a Committee of Electrical Standards of Resistance headed by William

Thomson (1824-1907) and James Clerk Maxwell. The Committee based its work on two

3e later called tension, and late¡ yet potential difference or voltage
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theories: one was Ohm's concept of resistance and Ohm's law, the other was Gauss' and

Weber's observation that a1l electric and magnetic quantities can be expressed in terms

oi three fundamental quantities - length, mass, and time. a0

The Committee for Electrical Standards had as one objective for its units that

they must be convenient for use in telegraphy. Therefore, the Committee decided to use

centimeter, gram, and second as the fundamenøl units (he CGS system of units). In

general, it is possible to develop a system ofelectrical units by starting with Coulomb's

equation for electric charges or by starting with equations that link electric cunent,

magnetic field and forceal. Both methods were used, and thus the BAAS Committee

arrived at two sets ofunits. The resulting electromagnetic and electlostatic units were

sometimes referred to as absolute or theoretical units because they had not been

determined by any practical standards. It should be stressed that they were not identical.

There was not only a conversion factor involved; they also diffeled in their relationship

to the fundamental quantities of mass, length, and time. In the table below is comparison

of the dimensions of the trvo systems.

ao Appendix B
ar Oiiginally, the electromagnetic units were developed from Coulomb's equation for magnetic poles

^ m2

r'
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Charge

Magnetic pole
strength

Electric cunent

Voltage

Resistance

Dimensions in
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system

úr2}/IlnTr
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Dimensions in
electromagnetic
system

LtDMtn

L3nMtnT.t

Ltnutr2TJ

L3t2MtnT-2
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Eventually, the electromagnetic units became more widely utilized and were used

as the basis for practical engineering units. The British Association prepared electrical

standards for resistance made of three different metals, platinum, platinum-iridium alloy

and gold-silver alloy. The standards were for a practical unit ofresistance, which was

equal to 10e ofthe em resistance unit. The new unit for resistance was initially called the

"unit of 1862", but later a more simple name was decided on - one Ohmad, which was

later abbreviated to one ohm.

The units called voìts, amperes, and ohms wele developed to satisff the practical

needs of the electrical industry. They were initially meant to be integral multipliers of

corresponding electromagnetic units (em):

volt = 108 em units of potential difference
ampere = 10-lem unifs ofelectric current
ohm : 10e em units of resistance
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From the initial efforts of the BAAS Committee up to the present time, there have been

numerous changes and adjustments to the electrical units. The largest change was in the

conversion to the MKSA system and making ampere one of the fundamental units along

with meter, kilogram, and second. Thus, the practical units defined by the BAAS

Committee are not exactiy the units we use today. They may differ by up to 0.05% ftom

present units of the SI system.

Maxwell also outlined the second problem faced by the electrical industry of its

time - the need of

. . ..diffusing among practical men a degree of accurate knowledge which

is likely to conduce to the general scientific progress of the whole

. engineering profession (A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism p. viii).

He continued to describe what he considered to be the difficulty in the dissemination of

the available knowledge:

There are several treatises in which electrical and magnetic phenomena are

described in popular way. These, however, are not what is wanted by

those who have been brought face to face with quantitles to be

measured. . ..

There is also a considerable mass of mathematical memoirs which are of

great importance in electrical science, but they lie concealed in the bulky

Transactions of leamed societies; they do not form a connected system;

they are ofvery unequal merit, and they are for the most part beyond the

comprehension of any but professed mathematicians (viii).
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The preference for altemating cunent for power distribution in the 1890s further

contributed to confusion and misconceptions about the theoretical background of

electrical engineering. For instance, George Prescott, a superintendent and chief

electrician for several telegraph companies in the United States during the 1880s and

1890s,a2 wrote in an article published in the Transactions of American Institute of

Electrical Engineers (AIEE) in 1888: "it is a well known fact that alternating cunents do

not follow Ohm's law, and nobody knows what law they follod' (qtd. in Kline,

ry 20). In fact, Maxwell showed in his Treatise on

Electricity and Magnetism fifteen years earlier that altemating currents follow the Ohms

law, however, his wotk was not sufficiently well known by the practicing electricians of

the 1880s and 1890s. In the Treatise. Maxwell used exponential functions as a part of the

analysis of an induction bridgea3 that was invented by Maxwell and Fleeming Jenkin, a

British telegrapher. In 1879, Johan¡ Victor Wietlisbach (a graduate student of Hermann

von Helmholtz) improved the induction bridge by replacing a battery and current

intemrpter with an ac source, and connecting a capacitor as well as an inductor in the

bridge. Wietlisbach solved for the currents in the bridge by solving four simultaneous

differential equations by assuming the solution to be in the form ofa trigonometric

fi;nction. Trigonometric functions can be expressed by Euler's identity using exponential

a2 also author ofseveral books on telegraph, telephone, electric light and dynamos
a3 Bridge circuits were an ùnpofant method ofmeasurement oftransmission line parameters, Many ofthe
researche¡s in electricity used bridge circuits and made improvements to the basic bridge originally used for
measurements by Charles Wheatstone. A description ofsome ofthe basic connections for bridges together
rvith a briefhistory is in Appendix C.
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functions with a complex exponent.44 This was used extensively by Lord Rayleigh (J. W.

Strutt) in acoustics, optics, hydrodynamics, and for mechanical vibrations. Helmholtz and

Wietlisbach were the first physicists to apply it to electric circuits.

A solution for a series RLC circuit4s was presented by Bedell and Crehore at the

General Meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in June of 1892

("Derivation and Discussion of the General Solution for the Cunent Flowing in a Circuit

Containing Resistance, Self-Induction and Capacity, with any Impressed Electromotive

Force", Transaction of the AIEE 9: 303- 374).In this paper of71 pages, the authors

derive the solution and discuss its implications to a topic that we now expect the students

to understand after two to four hours of lectules. The derivation starts from energy

considerations

,t; idr lidr
ei dt = Ri'zdt + Li"' dt + r

C

where on the left-hand side of the equation, eidt is the total energy supplied to the circuit

during time dt. The thee terms on the right-hand side ofthe equation represent how the

energy is spent. Ri2dt is used in heating the resistor, lifidt is used to create the

idt lidt
magnetic field surrounding the inductor, *O -i is used to chaige the capacitor.

They then manipulate the above equation into a more convenient form:

dt

aa i.e. the solution has a fonn Ad't. when substituted into the differential equation, exponential terms in the
differential equation cancel out and the result is an algebraic equation relating voltage and cunent througlì a

complex number V:I(R+jX) The complex uumbe¡ was called impedance in 1886 by Oliver Heaviside.
45 resistance, inductance, capacitance
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Bedell and Crehore provide solutions for four cases of the impressed emf (i.e. the nature

of e in the above equations)

Case I. e=0

. Case IL e: constant

Case III. e=Esinat

Case IV. e = lnsin(bat +0)
E,b,0

Since we are most interested in the solution for sinusoidally varying currents, I will look

at the third solution. It is given as

The authors also give the form of solution that displays the phase shift between the

current and the voltage.

L( 1 ¿or\ì
sin|rr,r + tan-tl -:- -:: ll + c,e î' + cre "[ \CÀot R ))

Effi
In the discussion ofthe solution they point out that after the exponential terms become

negligibly small, the solution is a simple harmonic function that either lags behind or

advances ahead ofthe impressed emf. They make the observation that if the sine part of

the expression is unity, the maximum value of the cunent is

¿.fl-¿.'ì t r(9 i.u coso,t+c,ei +crei
p'^' *( | -¡^')-[c)
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and from an analogy to Ohms law, the expression is "of the nature

of a resistance". Bedell and Crehore call this the apparent ¡esistance and suggest the

name of "impediment". They also show that

effective emf
eff-ecf ive current =

impediment

In 1891, Sebastian Ziani de Ferranti, a pioneer ofhigh voltage transmission in

Britain, recorded a rise in voltage from 8 500V to 10 000V at the end of a frve mile long

cable from Deptford to London. This phenomenon was called the "Fenanti effect". The

reason for the voltage rise was then very puzzling and widely investigated.a6 Practising

electrical engineers needed some way ofanalyzing high voltage transmission lines, as

well as some methods to work out the appropriate size of the wires for the coils of the

generators and motors. It was possible to do some ofthese calculations by using

Maxwell's theory or by the method outlined above. However, both methods required the

skill to solve differential equations and became extremely cumbersome if more complex

circuits were used, for example, two or three phase circuits. Kline in Steinmetz cites a

survey of eighteen electrical engineering curricula in the United States in 1899 published

in the Proceedinss of the Societv for the Promotion ofEnsineerine Education, vol. 7,

according to which there were only four schools that required a course in differential

a6 On lightly loaded or unloaded high voltage transmission lines the voltage at the load end ofthe line can

become considerably higher than the voltage at the generator end.This is called the Fenanti effect. We
know now that the reason is the irìteraction behyeen lhe inductance and capacitance ofthe lùre.
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equations (MIT, Armour Institute, Califomia, and Ohio State), Thus, in the 1890s,

finding easier methods for calculations of line impedance (i.e. what Bedell and Crehore

called impediment) was viewed with some urgency.

In 1880s Thomas BlakesleyaT (1547 -1929) wrote several articles on the theory of

altemating cunent (a.c.) circuits in which he used graphical methods. Blakesley pictured

sinusoidal voltages and currents in electric circuits as vectors rotating at the same

frequency as the voltage impressed on the circuit. His method did not provide complete

solutions ofthe circuits like solutions using Maxwell's equations, i.e. the transient surge

of the electric current as well as the condition when the surge dies out and a steady state

is ¡eached,as Blakesley's method gave only the steady state solutions, but since electrical

engineers were interested only in the steady state most ofthe time, Blakesley's graphical

method was preferred. There were other advantages to using Blakesley's method. Many

electrical engineers were trained as civil or mechanical engineers and to them the

graphicai methods were more familiar. The vector diagrams provided an easy

visualization of the relationship between magnitudes and phase shifts ofvoltages and

currents in circuits.

a? Thomas Blakesley was a lecturer in science and mathematics at the Royal Naval College, and later a

professor ofelechical engineering at the University of Bi¡mingham (Kline, Steinmetz 38).

a8 Blakesley's method was not embraced by all elechical engineers. R. B. Owens, a professor ofelectrical
engineerilg at the University ofNebraska, had this comment: "... to attempt to analyze the action of
alternating current apparatus without the use ofdifferential equations, is, to say the least ofit, no very easy

task. We admit the value ofgeometrical methods and especially as expressing in convenient form the result
ofalgebraic anaþsis. Indeed, in the hands of M¡. Kapp, Mr. Blakesley and a few others, they have been

used with excellent analytic effect, but their general rveakness, as compared rvith modem methods, is too
well lcrown to need commenf" (Owens, "Electro-tech¡ical Education" Transactions ofthe AIEE IX: 469-
47 0).
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By 1893, only one year after Bedell's and C¡ehore's paper, A. E. Kennelly, an

electrician working for Edison, used the term impedance for the combination of

resistance and what he called inductance-speed and capacity speed reciprocalae in his

paper "Impedance", presented to the AIEE. However, Kennelly was not the first to

introduce the term impedance. The priority goes to Oliver Heaviside who used it for the

combination ofresistance and inductive reactance. In his paper, Kennelly solved tlle

puzzling problem ofthe Fenanti effect. Kenneliy defines the impedance as the

geometrical or vector sum of its resistive and reactive components, and gives examples of

the impedance triangles. One example is shown in Figure 2:

X'igure 2 - Example of Impedance Triangle

This diagram is reproduced exactly as Kennelly presented it in his paper.
The graphics and notation differ from our standards. Most notably, there
are no lines shown to indicate what we now call the real and imaginary
axes.
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4e modern tenns are inductive reactance and capacitive reactance,



Kennelly points out that impedance defined this way enables the use of Ohm's

law and Kirchhoffls laws in ac circuits. He also uses fi to express the reactive

components:

Any combination of resistances, non-ferric inductances, and capacities,

carrying harmonically altemating cuffents, may be heated by the rules of

unvarying curents, if the inductances are considered as resistances of the

form pl Jì , and the capacities as resistances of the form - I Jt , ,n.
kp

algebraic operations being then performed according to the laws

controlling "complex quantities" ("lmpedance" 10: 1 86).

A large part of Kennelly's paper is spent on tables and graphs giving muftiplying

factors for impedance of transmission lines for a range of wire spacing and a range of

ftequencies. The intent ofthese is to give practising engineers an easy way of

determining the impedance of transmission lines without the necessity of engaging in

complicated calculations requiring calculus. Kennelly concluded his paper with these

words:

. ,.. the paper has been w¡itten with the endeavour to point out that the

diffrculties which at present ensh¡oud the use and the working theory of

alternating currents are largely fictitious.

. . .. although alternating cunents are so diffrcult when studied accurately

and absolutely, the working theory of altemating currents can be made as

simple as the working theory of continuous currents. I am firmly

impressed with the belief - a belief which I trust I may be able to
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communicate - that the most convincing way of proving that this

difficulty which has hitherto surrounded the alternating current and its

distribution, can be eliminated and removed is, by the development ofthe

notion of impedance (216).

Charles P. Steinmetz, at that time an electrical engineer working for General

Electric, responded to Kemelly's paper by describing his own use of complex numbers to

find voltage drop and current on ac transmission lines. Steinmetz expanded his theory in

a book Theorv and Calculation of Alternating Current Phenomena that he published four

years later (i897). An even more complete review of Steinmetz' method is in alollection

ofhis lectures from between 1915 and 1920, when Steinmetz was a professor of electrical

engineering at the Union College. In these lectures he fully developed the use of complex

numbers not only for the impedance, but also for the voltages and currents, and he made a

full use ofvoltage and current phasor diagrams the way we know them today.

6,7 Phasors and Alternating Electric Currents

The calculation ofthe response ofan electric circuit to a sinusoidal voltage input

is one ofthe basic methods that electrical engineering students leam in the introductory

circuits courses. One reason for this is that the most widely available electricity is

generated and distlibuted by power utilities as sinusoidal currents and voltages; another

reason is that the response ofelectric circuits to any voltages ofany other waveform can
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be found by finding their response to sinusoidal inputs. In the previous section (8.6) I

have discussed how Kennelly used Maxwell's equations to f,rnd complex impedance of a

simple series electric circuit, Kennely used a very straightforward method; nevertheless

the resulting differential equations would be very awkward to solve for electric networks

with many variously interconnected components. Kennelly's mèthod was later expanded

by Steinmetz to what we now call phasors. Phasors are complex number representations

of time-varying sinusoidal quantities. In the case of elechic circuits these quantities are

voitage and electric current.

The widely available alternating cunent (a.c.) voltage supplied by power utilities

all over the world is generated by rotating an electromagnet inside copper wire coils. In

plinciple, the same effect can be achieved by lotating a copper wire coil inside a uniform

magnetic field; this way of generating ac voltage is usually more easily understood by

students and therefore is used for the explanation. The magnitude ofthe generated

voitage at any instant depends on the strength of the magnetic field, the area enclosed by

the rotating coil, the speed at which the coil is rotated and the position

of the coil with respect to the direction ofthe magnetic field.

e = NBAot sinat

where N is the number ofturns ofthe coil, B is the magnetic f,reld, A is the area enclosed

by the rotating coil, and ø is the angular velocity ofthe coil.



Nature of Sinusoidal Alten¿ating lV'avefornt

To understand how electromotive force (i.e. voltage) at the terminals ofan

alternating cunent generator is produced, consider the diagram in Figure 3:

(a)

Figure 3 Graph of Alternatiirg Emf Produced by a Single Phase Generator

The diagram in Figure 3 (a) shows 12 positions ofone side of the rotating coil,

spaced 30o apart. The instantaneous electromotive force (i.e. the emf or terminal voltage)

induced in the coil is plotted in Figure 3 (b). The horizontal axis ofthe plot (b) is labelled

in degrees, which may be considered equivalent to units of time, since the coil rotates

with a constant angular velocity a¡. The vertical axis shows the induced electromotive

force.

(b)
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When the rotating coil is in position 1, the sides of coil in which the emf is

induced move parallel to the lines ofthe magnetic field; as a result no magnetic field lines

are cut and no emf is generated. When the coil reaches position 2, it cuts magnetic field

lines and an emf is induced in the coil. The vertical line e2 in part (b) ofthe diagram

represents the instantaneous emf induced in the coil when passing at a constant angular

velocity tkough position 2. Similarly, q,e4,e5,. . . tlìrough ei2 represent the instantaneous

induced emfs as the coil passes through the conesponding positions. When the coil

passes through position 4, it cuts though the magnetic field lines at right angle and

therefore cuts th¡ough the largest number of lines per degree ofposition change.

Consequently the emf is the largest at this point. As the coil continues to move towards

position 5, the number of magnetic field lines it cuts in the same period of time decreases

to 0 and therefore the emf also diminishes to 0.

As soon as the coil passes position 5, it cuts th¡ough the magnetic field lines from

the opposite direction and the resulting ernf changes polarity. This induced emf continues

to increase in the negative direction until it peaks as the coil passes through position l0;

then it decreases to 0 as the coil passes through position 1. The result ofthe rotation of

the coil with a constant angular velocity is an emf that varies sinusoidally with time.
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Representøtion of a Sinusoid lllaveform by ø Phasor

Tracing the relationship between the position of a rotating coil and an induced

emf in a generator relates the rotational motion of the coil and the sinusoidal waveform of

the induced emf,

Figure 4 Velocity Components of One Side of a Coil Rotating in a
Uniform Magnetic Field

The generated emf is proportional to the component ofthe velocity that is
Þerþendicular to the magnetic flux

i r'0



Imaginary component of Ad't

Reai component ofll''

Figure 5 Representation of the Rotating P h^sor A¿'ur ,

(a) Ad't canbe considered to be a vector rotating counterclockwise with a
constant angular velocity ø.
(b) Real component ofly''' versus time
(c) Imaginary component ofly''t versus time

We will rotate a vector in a complex plane with a constant angular

velocity and plot its real and imaginary components as functions of angle of the vector

with the positive real axis as shown in Figure 5. The initial position ofthe vector at time t
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= 0 is angle <p. Then the imaginary component of the vector is A,,sin(at+rp) and the real

component is 1,, ¡cos(ot+q). The vector A is

A = 1,,, cos(rrrf + 9) + 7.d, sin(ort + g)

Using the exponential notation for the vector, we can w¡ite it as

^= 
Añei@t+'!) = A,,ejqei't

In the above equation,

A,,€t*

is a complex number that encodes the magnitude and the initial phase angle ofthe

rotating vector l. We call this complex number a phasor. It is understood, although not

always explicitly said, that the phasor Ìepresents a totating vector that rotates at a single

constant frequency. In electrical engineering, the notatíon for the phasor is simplified to

Azq

Other conventions in electrical engineering are to use the root-mean-square value of the

sinusoidal waveform as the magnitude of the phasor representation, and to speci$ the

angle in degrees rather than radians.

A sinusoidal waveform e of angular frequency a can be generally expressed as a

function of time by using either the cosine function or the sine fi.rnction:

e(t) : E,,,cos(at+ç) or e(r) : E,,,sin(øt+r9)
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where 8,,, o, and ç are real constants called the amplitude, the angular frequency,

and the phase of the . sinusoidal waveform, respectiveiy. However, in electrical

engineering it is more gustomary to use the cosine function. Thus we can write that

e = R.e(Aerqer')

Since the angular velocity is constant, the i¡stantaneous value of the emf at any

instant is given by the maximum value it can attain (i.e. by the amplitude) and by the

position of the coil which conesponds to the phase. This leads to representing the

sinusoid as a complex number

. E = E,,et.,

It must be pointed out that the phasor notation suppresses information about the

frequency. The assumption is that all the quantities present in the circuit have the same

fiequency. Thus the phasor analysis gives solutions only for the steady state, and all

sources at the same frequency.so

6,8 Summary

In this chapter, I reviewed the development of terms "electric charge" and

"electric current". The meaning ofthe word "charge" changed from the initial sense, as it

was understood by Franklin of "filling an object with the electric fluid", to our present

understanding ofcharge as the "presence or absence ofparticles we call electrons and

50 Example ofusing phasors is in Appendix D
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protons". "Electric current" became part ofthe terminology oftheories ofelectricity at

the beginning ofthe nineteenth century, as a consequence of Volta's invention ofthe

electric battery. The initial adoption of the term was consistent with the idea of electric

fluid, but as early as 1820 Oersted believed the electric current to be a "propagating

altemation of decompositions and recompositions of the two electricities" (Danigol, 5).

The thermodynamic theory advanced by Fourier was compatible with the idea of "electric

current,,as a flow of material substance and was instrumental in deriving ohm's law, one

of the fundamental laws of eiectric circuits.

At the present time the concept of "potential" and the concept of"field" are

closely related and often the electric potential is defined in terms ofthe electric field.

Historically, ,,potential" was one of the concepts brought into the theories of eiectricity

from another scientific theory, this time from the theory of gravitation. The concept of

field was proposed independently of the concept of "potential". The connection between

the electric fìeld and the electric potential was pointed out by william Thomson

approximately twenty years later.

The theories ofelectricity as they existed in the middle of the nineteenth century

were assembled and united by Maxwell. Maxwell's mathematical description of electric

and magnetic f,relds, although not widely known by the practicing electricians ofhis time,

had enormous consequences for developments in the electrical industry and in scientific

theories. They also became the starting point of engineering analysis of altemating

curent citcuits at the end of the nineteenth century. The case ofthe use of complex
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algebra for the solution ofelectric circuits illustrates the difference between electrical

engineering and electro-physics at that time.

Engineers and physicists derived two different mathematical techniques to

analyze ac circuits: the engineers' priority was to analyze the power lines, for the

physicists it was the impedance bridge. They also derived thei¡ methods from different

intellectual traditions: engineering graphical analysis versus differential equations. The

former was common to branches of engineering knowledge like the strength of materials

and statics in civil engineering, which Edwin Layton has called "engineering sciences"

("Minor-Image Twins" 562-580) . Steinmetz' papers answered the immediate needs and

pressures the engineers faced at the moment, while Kelvin and Maxwell, although

equally very practically oriented, presented theories that were developed from the

viewpoint of mathematical physics. Even Kelvin's work on the submarine cable was

done from the viewpoint of a scientist - his concern was not to simplifr his theory to

make it usable to the practicing engineer for a variety of similar tasks, but rather to apply

his science to a specific problem. on the other hand, steinmetz' papers are examples of

the translation of information ftom science to techlology. The ac circuit techniques

developed by physicists and engineers solved the same type of problems. However,

practicing engineers at the turn of the century were better able to understand and use the

Steirunetz' method.



Chapter 7

IMPLICATIONS FOR POST-SECONDARY INTRODUCTORY ELECTRIC

CIRCUITS COURSES

7.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, I have reseârched the history of the development of

science and engineering theories of electricity. This helps us to understand ouf present

inconsistencies in the theories we teach, and the sometimes misleading terminology we

employ. using the example ofthe analysis of alternating current electric circuits, I have

illustrated the difference in approach to the same problem by physicists and by engineers

at the end of the nineteenth century. The engineers' need for an "easy to use" method

applicable to a wide range of problems led to the definition of complex impedance and

phasor analysis of alternating current circuits.

In the first part ofthis chapter I will examine the characteristics that determine the

difference in approach of engineers and ofphysicists to the theories of electricity. ln the

second part, I will describe a typical curriculum ofelectric circuits courses, the methods

ofanalysis for alternating current circuits taught in electric circuits courses, and the

prevalent teaching practices as they are reflected in textbooks. I consider terminology a

very important factor in concept development and therefore I will focus on it in the third
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section ofthis chapter. In the last section, I will reiterate the diff,rculties students and

instructors experience with the electric circuits cuniculum and suggest remedies.

Finally, I will outline a cuniculum matrix that would, if fully developed, help

instructots to relate concepts and methods ofelectric circuits taught in electric circuits

courses with the knowledge and know-how needed by engineering technologists in their

practice.

7.2 Char acteristics of En gineering Knorvled ge

In his book Steinmetz. Eneineer and Socialisl Ronald Klinesl examines the

transformation of charles steinmetz from a physicist to an engineer at the end ofthe

nineteenth century (20). To show his point, Kline summarizes what, in his opinion, is

impofant in engineering design and what engineers of steinmetz' era used from the

scientific theories in their design. I consider Kline's points valid for the engineering

design ofany time, Kline defines seven parts ofthe body ofknowledge that rnake up

elechical engineering: (1) mathematical theories of electrical equipment; (2) elementary

principles of physics, chemistry, and mechanical engineering; (3) mathematical

techniques; (4) empirical data on materials and machines; (5) design rules of thumb; (6)

design equations; and (7) technical skills.

5r Ronald Kline is an engineer and a historian of science. He is also a director ofthe IEEE Center for the

History of Electrical Engineering.
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Kline then relates what each ofthe above points entails when applied to a design

ofa dynamo, which was one ofthe major achievements ofelectrical engineers ofthe

second half of the nineteenth century. Thus, in the case of a dynamo, the equations

relating the input variables ofthe dynamo to its output variables are the mathematical

theories of the equipment; Ohm's law and the theory of dynamics are the elementary

science principles used in the design ofthe dynamo; graphical analysis is the

mathematical technique; resistance of conductors and the efficiency ofvarious dynamos

are the empirical data; simple proportions between machine dimensions and how much

power it produces are the rules of thumb; formulas that relate machinç dimensions to

variables in the equations of the dynamo are the design equations; and, finally, the know-

how of winding the coils are the technical skills.

Steinmetz and other electrical engineers applied all seven components of

thís knowledge to design and build electrical apparatus, rather then simply

applying physics directly to these tasks, as the applied model of the

relationship between science and technology would suggest. Since

theories ofdevices \ryere expressed in mathematics and often drew heavily

science, it was quite appropriate that Steinmetz's first contribution to

electricai engineering knowledge were theories ofthe electrical circuit and

the transformer (Kline, Sleinmetz 2l).

Engineering theories emulate the pattern of scientific theories, yet they differ

significantly from scientific theories. Many ofthe abstract concepts used by engineering

theories are different from those found in science. The idea of replacing the reai
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continuous conductors of transmission lines and electric devices by a connection of

lumped electric circuit components - resistors, inductors, and capacitors - is an example

ofsuch a concept in electrical engineering. Using these models, engineers then calculate

values such as voltage regulation or effrciency, both of which are abstract engineering

tems not used in scientific theories. The actual devices themselves do not behave exactly

like the models. The models are simplified versions of the actual equipment, and it is

understood that there is an error introduced by using the models. Similarly, the conditions

under which the models are said to operate are assumptions, often representing "the worst

case" - that is the conditions of operation most likely to cause a failure. What constitutes

the worst case condition is tempered by the designer's experience and judgement. Thus

the calculations can never completely replace tests on the real devices. It is also important

to keep in mind that unforeseen events, and therefore failures, will occur, and a good

design will plan for first, second, or even a third contingency, depending on the possible

consequences of a failure. Henry Petroski, whose ideas on engineering design I discussed

in chapter 2, acknowledges the impossibility ofa perfect design and puts very high

emphasis on the need to learn from past failures:

All meaningful improvements in anal¡ical and computational capabilities

are at hearl improvements in our ability to anticipate and predict failure.

Every engineering calculation is really a failure calculation, for a

calculated quantity has meaning for engineering only when it is compared

with a value representing a design constraint or failure criterion of some

kind (Design Paradigms I2I-122).
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It is quite common that the upp.urun." of u new technical problem is due to

factors that were not previously considered important. These usually rise to prominence

because a previously well working design was used at slightly different conditions. For

instance, increasing transmission line voltages led to larger electric arcs during the

opening of lines under load, and eventual breaker failures that in tum necessitated the

investigation ofnew media for the extinguishing of arc and design of different types of

breakers. Another example is the recent (August 2003) power blackout in Ontario and the

eastern United States. The interconnections ofpower networks give more flexibility for

power transmission, but the mammoth networks thus created are untested and relatively

small problems can lead to unforeseen disasters,

Kline's seven components of engineering knowledge, together with Petroski's

stress on the need to study the failures ofpast designs, summarize the content of

engineering work and thus outline one possible aim ofengineering education. Kline's and

Petroski's lines ofreasoning put in perspective the rnain focus ofmy thesis, which relates

directly to what and how electrical engineering technology students are being taught

about electricity in the introductory coruses.

7.3 Electric Circuits Course

It should not be surprising that students frequently do not find the study of

electricity and its applications easy. They need to accept that in order to understand the



real life devices and processes, they need to learn terminology that has almost, but not

quite, the same meaning as in other aspects of their lives, and they have to work with

abshact models that do not look anything like the actual devices.

An electric circuits course is one ofthe "fundamentals" of any electrical

engineering or electrical engineering technology program. The aim ofthe circuits course

is to give students the tools they wiil need in more advanced courses to analyze a wide

range ofdevices. Using Kline's description ofengineering knowledge, we could say that

the "tools" that are taught in electric circuits courses are the mathematical theories of

electrical devices and some elementary physics principles. Typically, an electric circuit

course begins with a re.¿iew of fundamental and derived units in the SI system. It then

continues with definitions ofresistance and examples ofresistors, definitions of the basic

quantities ofelectric circuit theories, and analytical methods used for the solutions of

direct current electric circuits. Next, capacitors and inductors are introduced, and the

response of resistive-capacitive, resistive-inductive, and resistive-capacitive-inductive

circuits to switching on or offdirect current po\ryer supplies. Then, before alternating

current circuits are presented, students are taught about complex numbers, vectors, and

phasors. This is followed by sinusoidal steady state analysis methods, filters, altemating

cuûent power, and three phase circuits.

The purpose ofthe electric circuit analyses is to find voitages and currents in any

branch of any linear electric circuit,s2 provided the sources in the circuit are known.

52 linear ci¡cuít contains only passive components resistance, inductance and capacitance that do not vary
with apply currents or vollages.
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Although the analytical methods taught in this course are based on Ohm's law, the

principles ofconservation of energy and charge, and the work ofscientists like Maxwell

and Helmholtz, the physics content is to a considerable degree eliminated. For example,

the principles of conservation ofenergy and charge appear in the form of Kirchhofls

voltage and current laws; students know the conservation principles from physics, but are

seldom aware oftheir con¡rection to Kirchhoff's laws. The result is that electric circuits

analysis is treated more like a mathematical discipline. The mathematical techniques the

students must leam include complex numbers, vectors and phasors (discussed in chapter

6), solutions of simultaneous linear equations, and solutions of elementary first and

second order differenti al equations.

The teaching of electric circuits theories and methodologies is centered on

textbooks and the prevalent teaching style is by transmission. Each chapter starts with

definitions of new terms. The definitions are often given by an equation. Thele is a verbal

description ofthe new method that is being taught, derivations of formulas to be used for

solutions of problems, and reasoning as to why the method is valid. This is followed by

several solved examples that students are expected to follow to solve questions at the end

ofeach chapter. Students are tested on their abitity to reproduce the expected solutions.

This is really an example ofThomas Kuhn's observation that students leam to understand

the laws by working through many exemplar problems (The Essential Tension, 306)'
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The main emphasis in electric circuit courses is on problem solving' Typical of

this is the list ofiearning outcomes for chapter 9 in Boylestad's textbook. The textbook

promises:

After completing this chapter you will be able to:

' solve network problems using superposition theorem

. explain Thévenin's theorem and apply the theorem to network

problems

¡ state Norton's theolem and apply the theorem to network problems

.exþlain the maximum power transfer theorem and its relationship to

circuit efficiencY

' solve network problems using Millman's theorem

. solve network problems using substitution theorem

¡ solve network problems using reciprocity theorem (234).

The problems students solve in this chapter are various connections ofresistances and

direct current sources, However, students often do not know why a particular connection

is used in an example, whether any connections are more important than some others, nor

why they would need to know quantities they are calculating.

The mathematics that is used for the solutions is also considered difftcult by

students. Engineering heavily relies on mathematical formulas as a compact way of

describing models. However, even though the students have studied trigonometric

functions, exponential functions, vectors, matrices, or calculus in mathematics courses,

they have diff,rculty applying this knowledge to electric circuit courses. But it does not
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end here. The presentation of electric circuits in the circuits courses is highly abstract -
mere symbols for resistance connected by straight iines. Thus, students stumble when

they have to use methods they leamed in circuits courses in a more specialized and more

practical course, for example, to apply Thevenin's circuit or phasor diagram to an actual

elechical machine. Students neither have a clear picture ofwhere the formulas came

from, nor of the exact meaning of the abstract elechical quantities the symbols inthe

formulas represent. They readily give up on attempts to understand the ideas and instead

concentrate on memorizing the formulas and the steps of the solution method. Textbooks

and instructors often support this approach by summarizing the solution in numbered

steps in a cookbooklike manner. For example the already quoted textbook by Boylestad

gives the following instructions for finding Thévenin's network ofan alternating cunent

circuit:

1. Remove the portion of the network across which the Thévenin

equivalent circuit is to be found.

2. Malk (o, o, and so on) the terminals of the remaining two-terminal

network.

Calculate Zy¡by ftrst setti¡g all voltage and curent sources to zero

(short circuit and open circuit, respectively) and then finding the

resulting impedance between the two marked terminals.

Calculate E2 by first replacing the voltage and current sources and

then finding the open-circuit voltage between the marked terminals.

3.

4.
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5. Draw the Thévenin equivalent circuit with the portion ofthe circuit

previously removed replaced between the terminals ofthe Thévenin

equivalent circuit. Q43 -244)

The problems students are asked to solve are part ofwhat Thomas Kuh¡ would

call exemplars. Kuhn defines exemplars as "concrete problem solutions", either done

with "pencil and paper" or as experiments (Ihe E$g!úlêLT9!Sl9n 298). Theories are not

necessarily directly useable for applications; it is through the development ofthese

selected problems that students learn how theories can be applied and how problems can

be solved. By doing exemplars students leam to relate new problems to problems they

previously solved. However, defining steps in an overly rigid way hardly fosters

understanding oftheories that underlay the exemplals. It also makes problematic the

adaptation ofthe methods to problems that are even slightly different.

7.4 Terminology

The majority ofpapers that deal with teaching electric circuits theories focus on

using software to help students visualize the concepts, on suggesting various ways of

derivation and mathematical modeling ofthe theories, or on improving the labs that often

accompany the electrical circuits courses (Yoshikawa, "lntelligent tutoring system";

Doering, "Circuit Viz"). In these and in similar papers, as well as in electric circuits
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textbooks, there seems to be an unspoken assumption that students intuitively understand

terms like resistance, voltage, current, and so on.

The imporlance of terminology to mental models of physical concepts that

students construct was estabiished by several researchers, for example De Lozano et alii

('Some Leaming Problems"), Cotignola et alii ('Diffrculties in Leaning"). The issue of

technical vocabulary and how it is established was also addressed by Thomas Kuhn in

"Dubbing and Redubbing: The Vulnerability of Rigid Designation". According to Kuhn,

vocabulary must be in place before the ieaming can begin. However, students do not

acquire the vocabutary by learning the definitions. In Kuhn's opinion, terms should be

introduced by exposure to examples of their use in situations that are descriptive ofthe

terms such as those found in a student laboratory. Exposure to one example ofuse is not

enough to enable the student to use the new term. There must be several examples ofuse,

as well as examples where the new term does not apply. Ifthere are several new inter-

related terms involved, it is better if they are learned together. In "Dubbing and

Redubbing" Kuh¡ talks about terminology ofNewtonian mechanics (1 1- 16). The

vocabulary ofNewtonian mechanics has been quite stable for several generations, and

there is only one term describing any one quantity, such as "force" or "mass". This is not

so in the terminology of electric circuits. We talk of electromotive force, voltage,

potential difference, or voltage drop, all of which are measured in volts and essentially

mean the difference between potentials of two points. Yet we expect sfudents to

understand the terms in terminology ofelectricity from a single definition, often written

as a formula. The use of formulas for definitions leads to yet another diffrculty. Sometime
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the same or similar symbol is used for different quantities. Examples are the use of "lZ'

for "work" and "W" for a unit of power "Watt"; or use of "v" and "Z' for "velocity" and

"voltage". Students unfamiliar with the terminology and often not used to symbolic and

mathematical representations just can't assimilate what they are expected to leam. This

was documented by Guisasola et alii ("The Evolution of the Concept of Capacitance";

"Difüculty in Leaming"), Pocovi and Finley ('Lines ofForce"), Shipstone("A Study of

Students' Understanding"), and Viennot and Rainson ("Design and Evaluation").

An example ofa definition of a quantity by a formula is the introduction ofthe

concept of capacitance. For instance, in Circuit A¡alysis by R. L. Boylestad, a textbook

widely used by many colleges in their electrical engineering technology plograms,

capacitance is given by definition: "Capacitance is a measure of a capacitor's ability to

store charge on its plates" (284). Similarly, in Principles ofElectric Circuits. T. L, Floyd

defines capacitance by saying: "The amount of charge that a capacitor can store per unit

voltage across its plates is its capacitance, designated by C. That is, capacitance is a

measure ofa capacitor's ability to store charge." (391) In both textbooks, a few lines

down, each of these statement is followed by a formula C: Q/V. Both lextbooks contain

good factual information on how various capacitors look and how they are manufactured.

The definition ofthe capacitance as given in the two examples is dry and hardly

engages students' imagination. Additionally, it relies on the assumptions that students

already have an understanding ofwhat voltage and charge are. Students do not leam how

capacitors were first discoveled by a very painful experienca ofPieter van
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Musschenbroek (the story ofthe Leyden Jar). They do not leam how the builders of the

submarine telegraph cable in the nineteenth centuy found out about the importance of

the capacitance of long transmission lines, and how it was defined by William Thomson

when he related the capacitance to the accumulation ofcharge while solving the problem

ofdelay of the transmitted signal. Nor are students made aware that capacitance is a

natural phenomenon that occu¡s any time there are two or mo¡e únequally charged

conductors in proximity. Boylestad's and Floyd's textbooks are not exceptions; many

other.circuit theory textbooks use the same approach, for example Payntner (Introductorv

Electric Circuits) or Robbins and Miller (Circuits A¡alysis Theorv and Practice).

Another problem with terminology that students encounter is caused by the fact

that the vocabulary used for the description ofelectrical phenomena often comes from

earlier theortes. As I pointed out in chapter 2 in my reviews of the ¡esearch done by De

Lozano and Cardenas and by Cotignola et alii, terminology is crucial to students' concept

building, and terminology that comes from earlier theories supports concepts similar to

those that the eariy investigators of electricity held. Thus when we talk about cunent or

cunent flow, or about electromotive force, students tend to understand the terms literally.

The words cuffent or current flow imply a physical displacement ofparticles from one

location into another location the way liquid would move through apipe. The term is

clearly a leftover from Franklin's and Du Fay's theories when elechicity was thought of

as a fluid. The term electromotive force (emf) suggests a quantity def,ined like other

forces in physics; something that causes the acceleration ofparticles that make up the

cunent flow, and that is measured in the same units as other forces that cause
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acceleration. Neither ofthese applies to the electromotive force. students solve problems

dealing with electric current, voltage and resistance, or later when altemating voltages

and currents are introduced with impedance, with only a vague idea of what each ofthese

terms may mean, especially if actual labs are not part ofthe course. The recent move

towards "virtual labs" is likely to separate the electric circuit course from the "real"

electric circuits even more. Thus although the "virtual labs" may improve students'

dexterity in performing calculations, they will very likely hamper students' understanding

ofthe electrical phenomena. This is a topic that certainly deserves further investigations.

7.5 Where Do We Go from Here?

Many instructors do their best to explain concepts ofelectricity clearly and to use

demonstrations and laboratory work to make it less abstract ln most cases, however, in

the introductory courses such as an electric circuits course, they teach entirely from

textbooks. Unless an idea or a concept is described in the textbook chosen for the course,

it is very unlikely to be discussed. On the other hand, not everything included in the

textbook becornes part of the content ofthe course. Many textbooks intersperse

interesting historical vignettes about important scientists and inventors throughout their

content. These are intended to show that the abstract theories and methodologies

contained in the textbooks are the results of investigating real phenomena or inventing

devices widely used at homes and by the industry. However, the vignettes are often

disregalded by the instructors, they defrnitely are not part of tlìe tests, and therefore
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students usually skip them. We cannot expect students to read the original papers dealing

with the theories they are studying "in which they might discover other ways ofregarding

the problems discussed in their textbooks", and "in which they would also meet

problems, concepts, and standards of solution that their future professions have long since

discarded and replaced" (Kuhn, The Essential Tension 229). They carnot understærd the

historical texts, partly because the mathematics is beyond what they know (i.e.,

mathematics of Maxwell and W. Thomson), and partly because the older papers and

textbooks use different notation and terminology from what we use now. Thus, electrical

engineering technology students are taught the methods of solving electric circuits

without being made aware of what led to the development of these methods and what

exactly, for example, complex numbers, vectors, and phasors represent. The

consequences to the lack of an understanding of these important tools are many. For

example phasor diagrams that were initially devised as a helpful visual tool arejust

another thing to memorize. Students often fail to appreciate the significance of vector

diagrams and to relate vector diagrams to the graphs in time domain, or they attempt to

use phasor based analysis to transient conditions with very doubtful results.

It must be quite a reasonable assumption that most students decided to study

electrical engineering technology because they found the topic of electricity and elechical

devices interesting before they enrolled in the program. In spite ofthat, for many of them,

their studies are not progressing well, as is evidenced by the high failure rate in their first

"engineeling" course - it is close to 50%. There is no question that there is a need for

changes in the program and in the teaching rnethods. The problem is how one teaches
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theo¡ies and methodologies that are abstract (energy, fields, charge), for which the

students often have no preconceptions (inductance, phasor, complex impedance) and

using models that conJlict with "common sense" (equivalent circuits).

The¡e is little doubt that most instructors would agree that the curriculum of

inhoductory courses dealing with electricity, such as the introductory electric circuit

course, should be based on a good understanding of the physics theories on which the

models, methodologies, and terminology are founded. However, most would probably

not include the "obsolete" theories, or familiarity with the historical development ofthe

electricity theories, especially since the electric circuits course is already crowded with so

many topics. Nevertheless, comparison of"now" and "then" approaches in explanation of

some topics can be revealing. For example the notion ofimpedance in alternating cunent

circuit is defined using the complex plane and the defrnition is very brief:

Now that angle is associated with resistance, inductive reactance, and

capacitive reactance, each can be placed on a complex plane diagrarn, as

shown in Fig. 1 5. 19. For any network, the resistance will always appear on

the positive real axis, the inductive reactance on the positive imaginary

axis, and the capacitive reactance on the negative axis.

Any one or combination ofthese elements i¡ an ac circuit defìnes the

impedance of the circuit, It is a measure of how much the circuit will

impede, or hinder, the flow of current through it (Boylestad, Circuit

Analysis 555-6).
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Compare the above quote with how Steinmetz treats the same topic:

Since in altemating-cunent circuits a culrent i through a resistance r

may produce additional e.m.fs. therein, when applying Ohm's law, l=¿/r

to altemating-current circuits, ¿ is the total e.m.f, resulting from the

impressed e.m.f. and all e.m.fs. produced by the cunent i in the circuit.

' Such counter e.m.fs. may be due to inductance, as self-inductance, or

mutual induct¿nce, to capacity, chemical polarization, etc.

The counter e.m.f. of self-induction, or e.m.f. generated by the

magnetic field produced by the altemating cunent i, is represented by a

quantity of the same dimensions as resistance, and measured in ohms:

reactance x. The e.m.f. consumed by reactance.r is in quadrature with the

current, that consumed by resistance r in phase with the cunent (Lectures

on Electrical Engineeling 98-99).

From here Steinmetz continues to define the complex impedance Z: r + jx.

It is very likely that, at a first glance, many students would prefer the definition by

Boylestad for the simple reason that it is shorter and easier to remember, and Steinmetz'

explanation, written at around year 1920, is a bit difficult to follow. However, Steinmetz'

idea of using the counte¡ electromotive force to explain how the circuit works and how

the response ofthe circuit (i.e. the elechic current) is altered by the induced voltages in

inductive and capacitive components that oppose the applied alte¡nating voltage could

create a longer lasting comprehension than the more mechanical description given by

Boylestad and by other contemporary textbooks. For the most paft, an electric circuits
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course teaches methodologies and models used to solve electric circuits and therefore

the history ofthe development ofelectricity theories may seem inelevant. We should

keep in mind, though, that the methodologies and models ale underpinned by scientihc

theories that developed over time. We have kept using the methods of solving electric

circuits for their sheer predictive power, even though the electricity theories have

changed. Steven Weinberg (1933 ), a Nobel Prize winner in physics who also writes on

the philosophy ofscience, expressed an opinion ofthe long-lasting and shortJived parts

of scientific theories that is very pertinent to the topic ofteaching science and applies to

theories ofelectricity and engineering modeis and methodologies as well as to modem

physics:

It is important to keep straight what does and does not change in

scientific revolutions, a distinction that is not made in lThe Str.ucture of

Scientific Revolutionsl. There is a "hard" part of modem physical theories

('hard" meaning not diffrcult, but durable, like bones in paleontology or

potsherds in archeology) that usually consists ofthe equations themselves,

together with some understandings about what the symbols mean

operationally and about the sort ofphenomena to which they apply. Then

there is a "soft" part; it is the vision ofreality that we use to explain to

ourselves why the equations work. The soft part does change: we no

longer believe in Maxwell's ether, and we know there is more to nature

than Newton's particles and forces.

The changes in the soft part of scientific theories also produce changes

in our understanding ofthe conditions under which the hard part is a good
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approximation. But after our theories reach their mature forms their hard

part represents permanent accomplishments. ("The New York Review of

BooksXLV, 15: Oct.8, 1998: 50)

The constructivist methods of teaching permeate middle school and high school

science, at least in the cunicula. On the other hand, in post secondary science,

engineering or engheering technology programs the prevalent type of instruction is by

direct transmission and is centered on textbooks. That in itselfis not necessarily a

problem. Transmission teaching is often maligned; however, it is hard to imagine how

else to imparl, in the limited time that is given, the amount of knowledge students must

acquire, at least to some degree. Students must learn an established body ofknowledge

and its accompanying terminology. They must practice solving problems, often in a

standardized way, and they need frequent feedback on how they do, not only on the final

result, but on every step oftheir solutions. Students must learn how to use the laboratory

equipment safely and there is certainly no room here for experimenting with what is safe

and what is not so safe. There simply is a need for explanations and instructor

interuention.

In the teaching ofelectric circuits, we could attain better intelligibility by keeping

more connections to the theories ofphysics - by this I mean explanations ofhow devices

work based on physics theories ¡ather than on mathematical models. Many textbooks

(and hence instructors) do it quite well for some devices (motors, generators, meters) in

more advanced courses. However, devices studied as a part ofan electric circuits course,
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such as filters, are often treated as mathematical equations that relate the input and output

variabies. For example filters are described by the equation:

where Vo is the output voltage,
V¡ is the input voltage,
Ä" is the voltage gain, or also called by the less
descriptive name of the hansfer function.

We need to stress the limitations of any analogies and models that we use. In the

electric circuits courses, models are the mathematical equations that relate the input and

output variables and that are usually created with a help ofan equivalent circuit. For

example a transmission line can have several different pictorial and mathematical models.

Two examples are shown in Figure 6.

-
Es En

o_ ----------__
Es=En+IZ Es =AIn + BIn

Is =CEn + DIn

where A, B, C, D ãre complex
constant depending on Z1 and þ

Figure 6 - Examples of Equivalent Circuits

The important question for students here is when to use which model. It also helps

understanding ifthe students are aware ofthe similarities ofthe modeis, and also the

A" =+
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similarities of these models of transmission lines to the models of filters mentioned

earlier.

A valuable idea that constructivism brought forward is the importance of the

historical development oftheories and their dependence on the social and economic

conditions. The historical vignettes as they are used in textbooks now are mere

decorations, often presented from our vantage point. For example:

In the early nineteenth century, Georg Simon Ohm, a German physicist,

defined several cause-and-effect relationships between the values of

current, voltage, and resistance in a circuit. Specifically, he found that

current is directly proportional to voltage and inversely pr.opertional to

resistance (Paynter, Inhoductory Electric Circuits 106).

Unfortunately, vignettes like this one give the students distorted picture of what was

involved in finding the most fundamental laws in electric circuits. A student reading this

probably thinks there is really nothing to it. All Ohm needed was a voltmeter, an

ammeter, and a variabie power supply. There is no indication ofhow from very little

clues, and starting with practically no equipment, the pioneers of electrical science built a

complex structure that enabled the incredible technological developments of the last two

hundred years. Ifa history ofscience and technology is included in the course, and a case

can be certainly made that it would be beneficial, it must be an integral part of the

course. From personal experience, I have found that including the narrative ofthe

development ofthe mathematical description ofspace, enhanced the otherwise rather dry

topic of complex numbers, vectors, and phasors, and ifnothing else, kept students asking
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questions well into their break. To what degree it improved students' comprehension as

compared to more traditional explanation could be a topic for another study.

Finally, I would like to suggest a development of a curriculum matrix. The type of

matrix I propose differs from the usual curricuium matrices in that it not only relates

cr¡r¡icular activities and leaming outcomes, but also relates the curricular activities to

Kline's seven components of engineering knowledge. This type of cu¡riculum matrix

should help the instructors to focus on the concepts and techniques ofcircuit analysis and

answer "why" a particular topic is included and how it relates to the practice ofan

engineering technologist.

Fully developing a curriculum matrix is a time-consuming task that would take a

team ofpeople. Therefore it is not my intention to develop the matrix for the entire

course. However, I will give two examples demonstrating how I imagine the matrix. I use

two parts ofthe electric circuits course as exarnples: the first part is the introduction to

electric circuits, and the second part is the introduction to alternating cunent circuits

analysis. The matrix relates items of cuniculum and components of engineering

knowledge as defined by Kline (Steinmetz, 20). It is important to understand that

scientific and engineering theories are only two components of the "engineering

knowledge". Although the topics taught in electric circuits are mostly mathematical

theories and some elementary physics principles, the¡e are other components of

engineering knowledge also present. This is apparent especially in the first example,

shown in Appendix D.



The matrix in Appendix D is done for the inhoductory part of electric circuits

course. The rows ofthe matrix list curricular activities. In this case, these are

fundamental and derived units, electricity, and definitions of quantities used by theories

of electricity: cunent, voltage, resistance, and power and energy. The columns of the

matrix correspond to the seven components of engineering knowledge, with two more

colurnns added. The second last column gives suggestions of activities that could

improve students' concept building, and the last column is for comments on presenting

the individual topics in a ciassroom. While it might seem that this paÍ of the course

consists mostly of elementary physics theories, constructing the matrix gives better

insight into the content ofthe course. In this section, students must leam not only the

elementary physics theories, but they also use empirical data ofvarious materials

(resistivity and infened temperature), learn symbols of equipment they will later need to

draw ci¡cuit schematics, use electric meters, and learn some design rules of thumb

(conventional current direction, polarity notation)

The matrix in Appendix E is prepared for the part ofthe course teaching

introduction to analysis of alternating current circuits. The organization of the matrix is

the same as for Appendix D. The cu¡ricular activities are the characteristics of sinusoidal

voltages and currents, mathematical descriptions of sinusoidal voltages and currents,

mathematical descriptions of sinusoidal voltages and currents with a phase shift, complex

numbers, phasors, etc. as you follow the headings ofindividual ¡ows. The content ofthis

part ofthe course is highly abstract as it predominantly consists ofmathematical
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techniques, Bringing it "down to earth" by devising projects like building a two-pole

generator and using an oscilloscope to display the alternating voltage53 would very likely

make it more understandable and interesting to students that are "hands-on" oriented. Part

of the matrix is also my suggestion that the history of the mathematical description of

space is discussed prior to teaching complex numbers. Students hear about complex

numbers and phasors for the first time inthe technology program and they can hardly

have any preconceptions except those invoked by the terms "complex" and "imaginary".

Electric circuits courses are expected to give students the theoretical tools they

will use in later more advanced courses, and, most likely, in their-professional life.

Having an organi zed way of relating each topic ofthe electric circuits curriculum to

knowledge and skills helps development of teaching sequences and planning ofthe

lessons.

7.6 SummarT

I used Kline's characterization of engineering knowledge to discuss the important

points of engineering design. Kline's ideas and Petroski's thoughts on the nature of

engineering both summarize tho content ofengineering work and thus outline one

possible aim ofan engineering education. They put in perspective the main focus of my

53 The voltage will alternate, but unless the magnetic poles have the right shape it will not be sinusoidal.

However, this, too, can be a part ofthe classrootn discussion.
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thesis, which relates directly to what and how electrical engineering technology students.

are being taught about electricity in their introductory courses.

Electric circuits course is one ofthe "fundamentals" ofany electrical engineering

or electrical engineering technology program. Its aim is to give students the theoretical

tools they will need for analysis of a wide range ofdevices and systems. The presentation

ofelectric circuits is highly abstract and the main emphasis is on problem solving. The

problems students solve are various con¡ections ofpassive components and voløge and

current sources, with the goal to calculate voltages and currents in branches ofthe

circuits. Although the analytical methods taught in this course are based on physical

principles, the physics content is to a considerable degree eliminated and replaced by

mathematical models. The result is that electric circuits analysis is treated more like a

mathematical disciplhe.

The importance of terminology to mental models of physical concepts that

students construct was established by several researchers. In this chapter I have discussed

Kuhn's ideas about terminology and put them side by side with the treatment of new

terms by widely used electric circuits textbooks. While there is no question that students

must learn an established body of knowledge and its accompanying terminology, we

could attain better intelligibility by keeping more connections to theories ofphysics - by

this I mean explanations ofhow devices work based on physics theories whenever

possible and explicitly pointing out the connections to their mathematical models.
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.Finally, I have proposed a development ofa curriculum matrix. The type of

matrix I have in mind differs from the usual curriculum matrices in that it not only relates

curricular activities and leaming outcomes, but also relates the curricufar activities to

Kline's seven components ofengineering knowledge, This type of cu¡riculum matrix

should help the instructors to focus on the concepts and techniques ofcircuit analysis and

answer "why" a particular topic is included and how it relates to the practice of

engineering.



Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

8.1 Summary of the Thesis

The objective ofthis dissertation was to examine the ideas, conditions, and

assumptions that determined how theories ofelectricity are perceived and understood; to

look at the ways these ideas are reflected in the teaching of introductory electric circuits

courses in electrical engineering technology programs, and consider ways that could

improve the clarity ofthe presentation oftheories and methodologies of electric circuits.

I began the examination by leviewing the relevant existing literature. The review

ranged from the research work on teaching physics at high schools to the investigations

ofteaching at college and university introductory courses in physics and engineering' It

gave me several important ideas that guided me thlough this work. One ofthe ideas was

that language and the consistency of terminology are important to conceptual

development. The second idea was that teachers' conceptions of scientific theories play

an important role in students' conception building, and that when "teachers are uncefi¿in

ofthe concepts to be taught and oftheir own understanding ofthese concepts" students'

conceptual development is compromised (Mulhall et alä, 577).I also gained insight from

the literature review into how scientifrc theories are ernployed by many diverse users for
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a wide range ofpurposes. Students learning science, educatols teaching science, scientists

doing research, engineers designing equipment, all employ the same theories. However,

they each have a different perspective.

From my work as an engineer, I am aware that engineers and technologists are

seldom motivated to be concemed with the philosophical views of the source of their

knowledge. They are deeply immersed in the tangible, verifiable worid ofdevices, data,

and methodologies and to them, the elechicity theories deal with real entities. However,

after I taught electrical engineering technology students for several years, I slowly

became aware that students are often troubled by inconsistencies they find in theories of

electricity. They tend to think of modets literally and believe that entities like lines of

force or magnetic field lines are physical, although invisible, lines in space. They ask

questions like "What do you mean by magnetic field lines? Are they real?" and "What

colour are electrons?" As I was trying to answer these and similar questions I began to

realize that I need to know more about the origins of the concepts ofelectricity.

The content of curricula ofelectrical engineering and, later, of electrical

engineering technology programs cannot be well understood without some knowledge of

the development of the theories of electricity. Many of the important ideas that we teach

no\ry were formed during the nineteenth century, for example the concept ofelectric

cunent, or the concept ofelectric and magnetic frelds. This was also the time when the

science of electricity underwent a transformation from a qualitative science to a discipline

that is so quantitative that in the minds of many people electrical engineering and
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mathematics became almost synonymous. The amount of mathematics, however, became

a drawback for the practicing engineers in their every-day work. Thus engineers searched

for more practical methodologies and models. The concepts of complex impedance and

the use of rotating vectors as mathematical descriptions ofvoltages and currents in the

altemating current circuits became the prefened method of solution. These new

tecbniques were enthusiastically accepted by engineers at the beginning of the twentieth

century because they were easier to understand and use in everyday practice than the

more rigorous solutions employing differential equations. They certainly have the same

advantages for students of electrical engineering technology today. However, we should

not overlook that these techniques introduce abstract entities that students find hard to

visualize.

The examination of the historical development of the theories corroborated some

ofthe conclusions ofother researchers that I have reviewed in chapter 2. Most important

ofthese is the acknowledgernent that there are many discontinuities and inconsistencies

in the theories of electricity that make it more difficult to teach and to learn. Many

students ask relevant questions when they first come to the class, but soon abandon the

practice when they find instructor's answers unsatis$ing and are pressured into leaming

algorithms and formulas. We teach by using algorithms and mathematics with the result

that studentjust memorize the steps without understanding what they are doing and how

it may apply to actual devices and systems.
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This dissertation suggests several strategies that, if implemented, should improve

students understanding, They include:

- Give students at least some idea of how and why the methods they are being taught

were developed.

- Pay attention to terminology and the way it may at times mislead students' concept

building. Especially pay attention to the situations where several different terms are

used to describe one quantity.

- Understand and point out the difference of puryose between pure physics and

electrical engineering.

- Avoid definitions of quantities by using on-ly formulas. In many cases, a historical

nanative ofhow scientists became aware ofthe need for a defrnition ofa particular

quantity, or how it demonstrated itself, would help students' understanding.

- Relate the mathematical models to real circuits and devices and point out the

limitations of the models.

These strategies are included into the samples ofthe proposed cut'riculum matrix,

shown in Appendices D and E, that relate the cur¡icular activities to the components of

engineering knowledge and incorporate historical perspective into teaching the theories

and methodologies of electric circuits.

ln electric circuits courses, roughly halfofthe students fail the exams. This fact

alone sufficiently demonstrates that there is something amiss with students'

understanding of the topics. The strategies suggested by this disserlation Iink engineering

models to both physics theories on which they are based, and to practical problems.
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These links wili make the students aware of how the models were created and help them

to appreciate both the usefulness and the limitations ofthe models. These are not entirely

new suggestions. The literatule on teaching physics in secondary schools and inpost

secondary non-technical programs abounds with ideas similar to these; theyjust did not

yet percolate to elechical engineering technology education.

8,2 Recommendation for F urther Research

Frequently throughout the study, topics arose that needed more investigation,

First, more work is needed to fully develop the curriculum matrix for all parts of the

electric circuils course. This could be connected with a study ofthe cuniculum content.

What exactly ale the anal¡ical skills the future technologists will need? Some of the

methodologies we teach were developed in the time of the slide rule and were intended to

simplif, tedious hand calculations. There is no reason to keep including these in

contemporary courses.

. A second area fo¡ further research is finding out exactly how much of the physical

concepts will be beneficial to introduce this early in an electrical engineering cuniculum.

Including more physics than the students are able to understand at this time would just

lead to more memorization, not understanding. For example, should capacitance be

explained by using an electric field concept? Should we introduce electric flux at this

point? Would perhaps just a historical perspective be more useful in this introductory
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course? I believe that practically all the topics that we teach in elechic circuits should be

examined fiom this point of view.
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Appendix,4.

DETERMINA,TION OF MAGNETIC F'IELD OT'EA,RTH

Gauss' and Weber's observation that all electric and magnetic quantities can be

expressed in terms of length, mass, and time are based on their measurements of the

magnetic field of Earth. In their measurements they used Coulomb's definition of force

between the magnetic poles of two magnets that Coulomb assumed to have the same

form as the force between two electric charges, or the Newton's gravitational law, i.e. to

be proportional to the inverse of square of the distance.

. ^^-^.^-. tflfl' m and m' are magnetic strengths of the polest = COnSTanI --" --""-""- r' r is the distance between the poles.

The constant in the above equation depends on the medium and on the unit system. For

simplicity, we will set it to 1. Gauss and Weber defined the magnetic field H due to an

isolated nolth or south pole of magnetic strength m also similarþ to the definition ofan

electric field, i.e. as the ratio ofthe force and the quantity causing the force:

magnetic field =
magnetic force

strength of the magnetic pole

Using symbolic notation, the magnetic field of one pole of a magnet is:

-- f m -H =J-=-- f =nt'Hmr'

Evely rnagnet has two opposite poles ofequal strength, thus the magnetic field at

a point A that is distance d fi'om the center of a bar magnet oflength i is the sum offields
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due to the north pole and to the south pole of the magnet. The sign of the North magnetic

pole is arbitrarily chosen as positive.

N
m

S

m

r,t I

ll#l|z 
-,-------->tt d It\ t

Figure A1 Magnetic Field of a Bar Magnet

H,-on, = H r + H s = ---m - ^ - r !--' 
( ¿-t-1 (¿*!l
\2)12)

After some algebraic manipulation the magnetic field of the magnet is given by the

equation:

-, 2(.dm
tt nßg"et -7 

^r)2
I ¿'-Ll
[ 4,/

If / is much smaller than d, then the P/4 rcrm canbe neglected and the magnetic field can

be approximated by:

-- 2l.m
t ! nøs¡Et - d3
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The product "/.m" is constant for any magnet, as long as the strength ofthe magnet does

not change and is called the magnetic moment of the magnet. It is usually denoted by M.

2M
t,n*s,,er __f,|

Originally, when Gauss did his work, it was impossible to directly measure

magnetic field or a magnetic moment of a magnet. Gauss' method used the fact that

magnetic field of earth is practically uniform. He devised two measurements that gave

him two relationships (i.e. two equations) between the magnetic moment M of a

reference magnet, and the uniform magnetic field H of earth.

Measurement I

In the first measurement, Gauss obtained the ratio of the magnetic moment M to

the magnetic field of Earth H

,1rI
I

Figure A2 Measurement of Magnetic I

Field of Earth 
I
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Gauss and Weber placed a reference bar magnet perpendicularly to the Earth magnetic

field H and it was held stationary. The magnet has a magnetic moment that is not known

and that we will call "M". Then a compass needle of length "/" was placed distance "r"

from the reference magnet. In this configuration, two torques acted on the compass

needle - one torque r M was due to the reference magnet, the other torque r ¡i was due to

the earth magnetic field. Both, r M and r H vary with angle 0 so that the compass needle

will come to rest when t ¡¿ : t ¡7.

Torque tr, =z ¡, I l' .cosg = f, , /'. coso =ZU!r'' .l .rore =4.u' '"ore
¿

since f. =?Yy and M'=nt.[.r'

1

Torque rr, = 2. f o . 

t. ¿' . sin} = H' nt'' !''sin} = H' M''sin 6

Since t¡7 = rH we get

2Y.u'.ro"o=H.M'.sino .'. M 
=L rt tunar"H2

Measuremenf 2:

ln this measurement, Gauss and Weber suspended the reference magnet by a fine

fibre in the earth magnetic field so that it could rotate about a vertical axis tlrough its

center. The magnet settled in an equilibrium position parallel to earth magnetic field.

Now they hvisted the magnet from its equilibrium position by a small angle o (less than

10 degrees). The torque that returned the magnet to its equilibrium was

t = HM sincr
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For small angles, sin o = o and therefore M 'H = I
c[

The suspended bar magnet is a torsional pendulum. The equation relating the

magnitude ofthe torque acting on the pendulum and its angular displacement is

T=KcI'

Ratio r/o is the torque constant r for oscillatory motion ofa torsion pendulum.

Therefore, Gauss and Weber measured the period ofoscillations, and from this

measurement calculated the torque constant r and from it the product of M and H.

r=2"[=2"ffi MH=4
T'

"I" in the above equation is the moment if inertia of the bar magnet that can be found by

separate measurements in which the torque is known.

When Gauss and Weber combined this result with the expression for the latio

Ivl/H, they werc able to calculate the magnetic moment of the bar magnet M and the

ønd H=



Appendix B

BALANCE BRJDGES

The rapid growth ofelectric networks (telegraphic, telephone, distribution) during

the second half of the nineteenth century required accurate knowledge of circuit

parameters - resistance, inductance and capacitance. The use ofbridge over any other

method of measurement ofcircuit parameters has the advantage ofrequiring only a

simple measuring device - a galvanometer - that needs to be only capable to detect the

presence or absence ofelectric current.

The bridge con¡ection was first used to measure resistances by Charles

Wheatstone in 1843. Maxwell succinctly described Wheatstone's bridge as an

arrangement in which "six conductors connects four points". The circuit is shown in

Figure A1 . In this figure, R¡ is the resistance to be measured R2 is an adjustable

calibrated resistance (r'heostat), and R¡ and R+ are known resistance ofequal value. There

is a source of electromotive force E, usually a battery, connected between two opposing

points A and C. The electric cunent between the two other opposing points B and D is

measured by a galvanometer. When the points B and D are at the same potential, there is

no curent flowing through the galvanometer. This happens when the value ofRz is

adjusted to match the value of Rr. Wemer von Siemens (1816-1892), a German inventor

and entrepreneur, increased the sensitivity ofthe bridge making resistors Rs and Ra also

adjustable. The zero curent through the galvanometer is then achieved when the ratios of

the resistances are equal.



R'=Ro
Rz À3

Figure B1 Wheatstone Bridge for Measuring Conductor
Resistance to Direct Current

Since the Wheatstone bridge provided a convenient and accurate method to

measure resistance, there were efforts soon made to adapt the bridge to measure

inductances or capacitances. In a paper Dynomical Theory of The Electt'omagnetic Field

(1865) Maxwell introduced a method of measuring self-inductance of a coil using a

bridge balanced under steady state conditions. This means that in the Figure 82

R'=&
R, R3
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C

Figure 82 . Maxrvell's Method for Measuring Self-Inductance of a Coil

On closing or opening the switch, a voltage equal to

-dt
aî

is induced in branch AD ofthe circuit, this distu¡bs the balance ofthe circuit and there

will be current flowing through the galvanometer. If the deflection of the galvanometer is

calibrated, the self-inductance of the coil can be calculated.

The next step in the development of bridge methods for measurements of

inductance is to modiff the above connection to find balanced condition when the self-

inductance is measured. This is done by inserting an adjustable calibrated inductor into

the branch AB as shown in Figure 83.



Figure B3 Induction Balance Bridge

Now when the switch is opened or closed, the transient voltage due to L2 will

balance the transient voltage due to L1 when L2 is adjusted to equal L¡.

The alternating current bridge is attributed to Max Wien (1866-1938), a professor

ofphysics at the Technical University ofDanzig, and later at Jena. Wien used a voltage

supply with a steady frequency. Initially, iu 1891, this voltage supply consisted ofa

vibrating wire making and breaking the primary cunent to an induction coil. The

secondary current from the induction coil was used to supply the bridge circuit. Later, in

an effort to provide a sinusoidal waveform source for his bridge circuit, Wien used a

small altemator. The sinusoidal voltage supply has the advantage of measuring the values

of inductance or capacitance under similar conditions as occur in practice. Wien's bridge

uses capacitors in two of its branches. Today this connection is best known in its

application as a sine wave oscillator.



Figure B4 Wien's Bridge for Measuring Capacitance

A bridge connection that is often referred to as Maxwell's bridge contains an

inductor in one ofthe branches and a capacitor in the opposite branch. There are resistors

in the remaining two branches. (Figure B5). Maxwell's bridge is used to measure

unknown inductance using calibrated ¡esistance and capacitance.

X'igure B5 Maxrvell's Bridge for Measuring of Inductance



The a.c. bridges are usually analyzed by using the complex impedances. A

generalized connection of an a.c. bridge is shown in Figure 86

F igure B6 A.C. Impedance Bridge

Similarly as for the d.c. bridge, there is no cunent flowing through branch BD if

the potentials at B and D are equal. From this condition we get that

Z, 
=Zo22 23

For example in the case of the Maxwell's bridge, the individual impedances are

_t
Lt --1-L-^

- + /cr) U,
Kr

Zr= R,

Zt= &+ jalt
Zo=Rn

Substituting for the impedances into the condition for the balanced bridge,



- ZrZo
-zl

(t I
Rr+ jal, =l -+ joÇ 

l.lRrRo\r' )
R,+ ioL,=&!!+ ¡ac,RrRo)D

/tt

Therefore the resistance ofthe unknown coil is

R. = 
R'Ro

,RI

and the inductance ofthe unknown coil is

L,=CrR Rn



Appendix C

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT CALCULATION USING PHASORS

AND COMPLEX IMPEDANCES

C1, Circuit rvith a Resistance

Resistance is considered to be constant for a fixed frequency and tempetature,

which means that at any instant, the current is proportional to the applied voltage. This is

the Ohm's law.

, vn 2,, sin(col +{) vtD=!= - '. = jsin(ot + g) = 1,, sin(orr + g)^RRR

In time domain, the voltage and current are represented by a sine curve. The

voltage and current are in phase.

Figure CI Voltage and Current in a Resistive A.C. Circuit
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Using phasor notation the above relationship is written as54

t^ =Y" =vlþ - rt^^RR

Imaginary axis

X'igure C2 Phasor Representation of Voltage and Current in a
Resistive A,C, Circi¡it

The ratio between the voltage and current phasors of a resistive circuit is the

circuit resistance.

o-V*
IR

C2, Circuit rvith an Inductance

The voltage across an inductance is proportional to the rate ofchange of current

through the inductance:

di.
v, = L---L

at

5a for nrore explanation refer to 8.? ofthis dissefation



For a sinusoidal current

i, = {, sin(ot + $)

Therefore

à
vt = LfrQ,,sin(o:t + $)) = ¿o1,, cos(or + Ô) = r¡l1", sin(r¡¡ + 0+90')

Figure C3 Voltage and Current in an Inductive A,C. Circuit

Using phasor notation the above relationship is written as

Y, = jall, = jX ,1,

The factor "j" comes flom the 90o phase shift between the voltage and the cunent

in an inductive circuit. Xr- is the inductive reactance



Imaginary axis

X'igure C4 Phasor Representation of Voltage and Current in an Inductive
A.C. Circuit

The ratio between the voltage and current phasors ofan inductive circuit is the

circuit impedance. Since there is no resistance in the circuit, the impedance has no real

component.

7=Y, =iroL= iX.
IL

C3. Circuit with a Capacitance

Cunent ttu'ough a capacitor is proportional to the rate ofchange ofvoltage across

the capacitor

. ^ dv-
l^=(.------!



For a sinusoidal voltage

v" = 2,, sin(of + Q)

Therefore

¿
i c = C ; (V,,sin(rrrr + $)) = Co 4, cos(cùt + þ) = aCV,,sin(or + $ + 90")

X'igure C5 Volfage and Current in a Capacitive A.C. Circuit

Using phasor notation the above relationship is written as

l"= jaCY.

Similarly to the inductive circuit, the factor'l" comes from the 90o phase shift

between the voltage and the current in an inductive circuit. This time the current leads the

voltage as is apparent in the time domain graphs, X6 is the capacitive reactance.



Imaginary axis

X'igure C6 Phasor Representation of Voltage and Current in a Capacitive
À,C. Circuit

The ratio between the voltage and current phasors of a capacitive circuit is the

circuit impedance. Since thele is no resistance in the circuit, the impedance has no real

component.

z=\=-¡L=-ix^I" "aC



C4. Analysis of Series RLC Circuit Using Phasors and Complex Impedance

X'igure C7 Series RLC Circuit

Impedance ofthe circuit is the ratio of the voltage phasor to the current phasor:

zu+irol-l+ 1 I
2=v =v* 

+v"+vc - 
'- ' ¡*"^' ja:c 

=R+ir,:L+ 
I =n*ilrl---l-lIII"jroC"(aC)

The impedance diagram ofFigure C8 shows the components ofthe impedance of

the circuit in the complex plane:

LC



Imaginary axis

0 is called the impedance
angle

z:R+j(xL*xc)

Real axis
v-
^c -

Figure C8 Impedance Diagram of a Series RLC Circuit

In order to draw the phasor diagram, one of the quantities must be chosen as the

reference, i.e. its angle is assigned to be 0o. For a sedes circuit, the reference is usually

the voltage, since the voltage is the applied, and therefore the known quantity.

Real axis

Figure C9 Phasor Diagram of Voltages and Current in a Series
A.C, Circuit

I":-l

Imaginary axis
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Apendix D

Curriculum Matrix: Introduction to Electric Circuits

ând dcrived
un¡ts

theorics of
elcctrical
€quipmcnt

¿recrncrry

U

principlcs of
physics ând
chemistry

usc oI symÞots

_Sl Unts: m,
kc, s

ltcms of cngine€ring knowlcdge

tcchniqucr

'ldeal cunent
sources

'Atomic
shucture
'Coulomb's law
'Elementary
charge

v orfâgr

powers of
len
.Significant digits
and rounding off

datå on
måter¡als and
mâchincs

.tdeal voltage
sources

.uelmItton o
curIent

l,csrgn
rulcs of
thumb

.blcqtrc ¡leto
-Potential

cnergy
.Potential

ues¡gn
equations

'tngmeerrng
prcfixes

lccnûcst
sk¡lls

effects of
electric
cu¡¡ent
.Safcty

considerâtiôns

Suggcstcd
âctivifies to
¡id concept
building

nal cufient
direction

.Brcakdown

voltage
.Battcrics

'Grounding

.Why SI
units? Whd
was used
before them?

Commmts

notation

_ wnat 15

elect¡ic
charge?

intooduced later with the
corrcsponding topics.

ammeter

A story of development ofthe
concept of châ.rgc should
precede the domic structure
theory

-What is
electric
current?

voltmeter

l-Iscuss: ls clccmc cu¡fcnt a
circulation of charges around
the circuit? What is a drift
velocity?
How fast elcctricity travel?

'Concept ofa
field versus
concepl ofa
force-al-a-

Discuss the terminolory:
vohagc, potential, potential
difrerence, elcct¡omotive
force.

N)O



Resistânce

encrgy

'uonouctors
and insulators
'Definition of
r€sistance
'Definition of
conductance
.Temperâturc

cffccß
'Ohm's law

.fower losses
-Efüciency powcr?

'What is
enetgy?

rcsistivity of
various
materials
'Tables of
tempcfature
intercepts of
va¡ious
matcrials
.types of
resistors

absolutc
temperature
.rcsistor

colour
coding

ohmmetcr Ohm actùally
do?
.What

equþmcnt did
he ùse?
.what is I
ohm?

Wattmeters
.Use of
Watthoufmet
ers



Apendix E

Curriculum Matrix: Introduction to Analysis of Alternating Current Circuits

L na¡ìac¡errsûcs
ofsinusoidâl
voltagcs and
currents

ùlâmcmaûc¿
theo¡ics of
el€ctricâl
cqu¡pmcnt

à

(J

dcscfiption of
sirüsoidâl
volt¡ges ¡nd
currcnts

l,lcmcnl¡ry
prirciplcs oI
physics ând
chemistry

Mâthemâticãl
techniqucs

ltcms of eng¡neering knowledgc

.ùKeICI a SmUSOrOAl

waveform
'Identiry cyclc, pcriod,
positive and negative
halfcycles, maximum
valne

Þmprrrc¡l
dâtâ on
mâtcrials
¡nd
machincs

_wnrc me equaÍons ror
sinusoidal voltages ard
curcnls
.calculate f¡equency,
inst¿ntaneoùs value,
average value, elfective
value

Dcsign
rulcs of
thumb

Dcsign
cquâtions

Tcchnical skills

.¡Jurld alwo pole
generâ1or
'Use an
oscilloscope to
display sinusoidal
aoltage

Suggested
âctivities to â¡d
conccpt building

wave to a two pole
gener¿tor

Commcnts

.Understand the
relationship
betwecn fi€quency
ând angula¡ speed
ofa two pole
generator
'Dcfin€ effective
value in terms of
direct cuncnt

N)



Itllâthcmrt¡cal
dcscription of
phâsc shifted
sinusoidâl
voltâges ¡nd
cûrrcnts

complet
numbers

'wflre üre cqua¡rons
-Find phase angle of
thc sinusoidal function

l(csponsc oI
singlc & L, and
C componetts to
sinusoidâl
voltâgcs ând
currcnts

'Polar and rcctangular
foms
'Complex number
operations

sketch phasofs for
sinusoidal voltâgcs and
cu¡rents in a complex
plane
'Write phasor
reprcsentation for
sinusoidal voltages ard
cuflents
'Add, subrract multiply
and divide phasors

circuits to
sinusoidål
voltagcs and
currcnts

'Write the equations for
sinusoidal voltages ard
cunents in lime domain
foi circ¡rits with one
passive componeff.
'Sketch the voltagc
and curcnt waveforms
.Write the phasor
expressions.

'Associate the phase

angle with rotor
position ofa tq,o
pole Eenerator

wrN u,c cqu¿uoùs .ol
sinusoidal voltâges ard
curents in time
domain.
-Skctch the voltâge
and cu¡rc¡t wavefoams
.Wrile the phaso¡

'W¡y do we need
complex nunibers?
'Malhematica.l
dcscriptiori ofs?ace
'The meaning of

lrtscùss ¡ne rcasons
for using phasors
ralhor than the time
domain descriptions.
Discuss the steps in
development of
coñplcx nurnbers,
vectors, å.nd phasofs.

Discuss tlrc
conditions for which
the phâsor analysis
is valid (steady state,

¡.J

N)



Lomprcr
Impcdance

.UEI¡NE

impedance of a

resistive cirû.¡it
'Define
impcdance ofa
purely f€active
circuiL
.Inductive and
capacitive
rcactance vs
frequency
-Define

impedance ofan

.Draw impeddlce
diagram in a complcx
plane.
.Calculate impedance
of a resistive circuit
.Calculate impeda¡ce
of a purely reactive
circuit.
'Calculatc impedance
ofan RLC óircuit

N.)


